ENT
comment
EDITO RIAl. COMM

editorial

TING
INFORMATION
theory AND
and BROADCAS
broadcasting
INFORMATION THEORY
are now
now pretty
pretty well
well established,
established, both
both on
on the
the
Broadcasting techniques are
engineering and programme sides.
sides. But,
But, all
all the
the same,
same, itit might
might be
be aa
worth-while New Year's resolution
resolution for
for broadcasters
broadcasters to
to decide
decide upon
upon aa
re-examination of these
these techniques
techniques in
in the
the light
light of
of information
information theory.
theory.
That theory, it will be remembered,
remembered, did
did not
not originally
originally concern
concern itself
itself
with the meaning of the message
message or
or symbols
symbols transmitted.
transmitted. Of
Of recent
recent
years, however, there has been
been aa growing
growing tendency
tendency to
to widen
widen the
thescope
scope
of the theory, even to the extent
extent of
of trying
trying to
to fit
fit the
the human
human mind
mindinto
into
.
its place as a link of calculable capacity
capacity in
in aa chain
chain of
ofcommunication
communication.
There is already quite
quite aa formidable
formidable and
and highly
highly esoteric
esoteric literature
literatureon
on
this widened aspect of information
information theory.
theory. "Formidable"
"Formidable" seems
seems toto
· be a singularly appropriate
appropriate word
word in
in this
this context;
context; any
any attempt
attempt directly
directly
to apply the principles enunciated
enunciated to
to say,
say, the
the improvement
improvement of
of broadbroadcast programme techniques,
techniques, leads
leads us
us into
into deep
deep and
andturgid
turgidwaters.
waters. But
But
even an unsuccessful attempt
attempt may
may bring
bring up
up useful
useful ideas.
ideas.
For instance, the t:ate
rate at
at which
which the
the human
human mind
mind can
can assimilate
assimilateinforinforwith
varies
it
though
strictly limited,
limited, though it varies with the
the individual.
individual.
mation is always strictly
This truism is brought out
out in
in an
an easily
easily digestible
digestible form
form (though
(thoughititmust
must
be admitted with no reference
reference to
to information
information theory)
theory) in
in Professor
Professor
Kapp's book* on technical
technical writing.
writing. All
All the
the author's
author's principles
principles are
are
kind
any
of
presentation
the
to
extent
to the presentation of any kind of
of factual
factual
applicable to some
information (as opposed to
to imaginative
imaginative writing
writing or
or speaking)
speaking) whether
whether
by the written or spoken
spoken word.
word. The
The information
information in
in many
many broadcast
broadcast
talks seems to us to
to be presented
presented at
at aa rate
rate that
that isis far
far too
too high
high for
for the
the
medium of communication
communication.. Some
Some of
of them,
them, indeed,
indeed, can
can hardly
hardly be
be
assimilated at a first
first reading
reading when
when they
they are
are reprinted
reprinted in
in The
The Listener,
Listener,
·
except perhaps by specialists.
specialists.
another fundamental
fundamental misuse
misuse of
of broadcasting,
broadcasting,
What appears to be another
means of
of communication
communication,, isis the
the employment
employmentof
of
· considered purely as a means
it for disseminating information
information of
of purely
purely local
local interest.
interest. Surely
Surely that
that
is a function that can be
be much
much better
better carried
carried out
out by
by local
local newspapers.
newspapers.
certain
almost
is
town
small
a
say,
of,
The inhabitant
a small town is almost certain to
to waste
waste aa vast
vast
waiting for
for news
news of
of happenings
happenings in
in his
his own
own little
little
amount of time in waiting
community—if
comes. And,
And, taking
taking the
the South-Eastern
South-Eastern broadbroadcommunity-if it ever comes.
denominator
common
England, what
what common denominator of
of local
localinterest
interest
casting region of England,
London suburb,
suburb, aa New
New Town,
Town, aa cathedral
cathedral city
city
can be found to link a London
and a secluded village?
This technically indefensible
indefensible use
use of
of the
the radio
radio medium
medium for
for parish
parish
principle,
of
error
an
representing
though
pump broadcasting, though representing an error of principle, isis not
not
highly significant in volume.
volume. On
On the
the wider
wider issue,
issue, much
much of
of the
the
philosophy behind the concept
concept of
of regional
regional programmes,
programmes, to
to which
which the
the
B.B.C. has long been devoted,
devoted, seems
seems to
to be
be based
based on
on an
an almost
almostequally
equally
medium.
radio
the
of
use
proper
the
of
misconception
serious
of the proper use of the radio medium. For
Foraa
small country like England, surely
surely radio
radio isis essentially
essentially adapted
adapted toto disdistributing material of nation-wide
nation-wide interest.
interest. For
For example,
example, aa high
highproproserved on
on medium
medium waves
waves by
by the
the West
West Region
Regionmust
must
portion of listeners served
with London
London than
than with
with the
the robust
robustand
andrural
rural
feel a much closer affinity with
West Country.
" by
P~esentation of
* "The
of Technical
Technical Writing
Writing"
by R.R. 0.O. Kapp.
Kapp. Constable.
Constable.
" The Presentation
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Single-beam Colour ·Tube
Single-beam

Colour

0

U NE of the main brakes on the development of
colour television at present is the absence of a really
and simple colour display device that will
cheap ,and
Itt is doubtful
p6ssible a low-cost receiver. I_
make possible
whether the well-known three-gun shadow-mask tube
this. Not only do t,hree
three guns
is the best basis for 'this.
add to the expense of manufacture but they bring
with them all the problems of registration (which are
by no means solved in existing designs) and necessitate two extra wideband video output stages capable
of providing about 100 volts swing and a stable black
level.
Fundamentally, what is required is a single electron
brighmess signal, and a screen
gun controlled by a brightness
SCREEN
kV)
(27kV)
SCRUN (27
\
~
COLLECTOR (30kV)

SECONDARY
ELECTRONS

-=--~~~-~ ·~-·
~.~- ·

=--:=-·- .

I

AND
WRITING AND
WRITING
PILOT BEAMS
PILOT
BEAMS

INDEX-__...
·
STRIPS

ALUMINIUM
BACKING

th~
Principle of operation of the

beam-indexing tube (details
beam-indexing
scale). Plan view.
not to sea/e).

INDEXING
SIGNAL

CONDUCTIVE
Pick-up
coating

consisting of a mosaic of differently coloured phosphor dots or strips, with some mechanism which
ensures that the spot excites only appropriately
coloured dots or strips depending on the colour
signal.
The Chromatron, or Lawrence tube, is one device
that goes some way towards the ideal (see July,
1953, issue, p. 329). Another, more recent, design
is a single-beam tube developed by Philco in
America which has hitherto been known by the code
Apple." In this, as shown by the figure, the
name ""Apple."
screen comprises a pattern of vertical phosphor strips
arranged in the cyclic order R G
G B R
R G
G B, etc.
There is no internal structure comparable with the
shadow-mask in the three-gun tube or the colourcontrolling grid in the Chromatron, but on the inside
face of the aluminium film backing the phosphor
strips there are strips of magnesium oxide which
register with a particular one of the phosphor strips.
The principle of operation here is that the incoming colour . information is switched to modulate the
tube according to the position of the beam. In other
words, when the beam is passing across the red phosphor strip the red signal is switched to the electron

Tube

gun, when the beam is on the green strip the green
signal is switched on, and similarly with the blue
sign;1l
strip.
In order to do this, some means must be incorporated for continuously giving information on the
beaJll across the screen. This is
position of the beam
"pilot"" beam (travelling
achieved by means of a "pilot
writing " beam) in conparallel with the normal ""writing"
junction with the magnesium oxide strips on the
screen. Magnesium oxide has a higher secondary
emission coefficient than the screen's aluminium
backing, so that when the pilot beam crosses the
strips it produces a greater secondary emission curbetween; and a regurent than from the aluminium between,
lar pulsation is obtained. The secondary electrons
are picked up by the conical collector electrode,
30kV relative to the screen's 27kV.
which is at SOkV
gen~
The pulsation of secondary emission current generates a signal at the screen, which is taken off
capacitively by an external conductive coating. This
waveform is known as an "indexing"
" indexing " signal and is
combined with the colour signal to gate the writing
beam at appropriate moments to produce the desired
colours.
Apple "
In the absence of the colour signal the ""Apple"
tube produces a good black-arid-white picture,
simply because the writing beam energizes all the
phosphors equally as it passes over them in rapid
succession. No critical adjustments are required as
in the three-gun tube, where the three separate beams
must be correctly aligned and matched to give satismonochrome-reprodu ction.
colour-and monochrome—reproduction.
factory colour—and
Tubes of this kind are known generally as "beam
indexing " tubes. The main advantage claimed for
indexing"
the Philco version is that the task of maintaining
tight tolerances is relegated to the manufacturing
equipment rather than to the tube itself, where it
would have to be faced every time a tube is made.
Another important point is that no high-voltage
power is wasted through interception or deflection of
the beam by an electrode structure near the screen.
Technicians in this country have, however, complained of a pattern of vertical dark lines on the picture which results from the screen construction. Full
details of the tube have been published
pubhshed in
in the
the
September, 1956, issue of Proc. I.R.E.

Tubeless Colour Television?

Tubeless Colour Television?
LOOKING forward beyond the single-beam tube and
the flat tube (described last month), many people
people believe
believe
picture-onthat the ultimate colour display will be aa ""picture-onthe-wall" device utilizing some solid-state phenomenon
such as electro-luminescence. This method of
of proproducing light from phosphors by directly applied potenpotentials* is now being actively investigated, mainly
mainly for
for
lighting purposes and image intensification, but there is
no doubt that the research workers have their eyes
eyes wide
wide
open for possible applications in television.
The problem of constructing such an electro-luminescent colour display was raised by a speaker at
at aa recent
recent
Brit. I.R.E. lecture on the light amplifier given by Dr.
Dr.
T. B. Tomlinson of G.E.C. It has been discovered that
that
jANUARY
WORLD, January
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
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to
made. to
b~ made
phosphor. can be
. llVht
froJ?l the phosphor
light emitted from
the
ex~Itaa.c. excitaof a.c.
frequencies._ of
different frequencies,
with different
colour with
^hange
af colour
might
effect might
this effect
that this
suggested that
the speaker
and the
c.
*nd
T om1·mson
uon,
3^°
, •· speaker
way.
In
D r. Tomlinson
I n reply
· · suggested
some
uon,
rep1y Dr.
w~y.
some
be exploited m
be
eXthat the change with frequency coul~ only _be
said
with frequency
couldm only
be
53 -H that the change g~een
practice
a~d in
blue,ducin
and
accomplished
Mtw
^ blue,
accomplishe
mnlkhedd between
green and
and
anpractice
overall
overall
an
producmg
for
suitable
only
was
method
h
th m
.
phosphor.
_of
compl~te
?c, r changc
of phosphor,
~o!our
eolour
cchange
g in complete
likelysheets
solution
would be a mosaic
He felt that a more likely solution would be a mosaic
cfeen made
pho~phor dots of different
?f phosphor
made up of
of screen
t P"e nf
arrangemen t
With some arrangement
matenals, with
scent materials,
T
5^t.,minescent
,......,.._lumine
YP
.h
.
. sy?ch romsm
d
1
uve e... activating the dots
Wit
m
separate1y in
ots separately
f^iS
synchronism with
for
~!ready
has
'Yh.Ich
m~thod
A
process.
scanning
the
he scaS process. Amatnx
method
which of.
hashonzontal
already
consist~ng of
been suggested involves a matrix
consisting
horizontal
~Ires on ~e
vertical
and
scr~en
the
of
side
one
on
wires
wires on one side of thedot
screen
and vertical
on the
mtersection
the wires
at the
placed at
IS placed
phosphor dot is
Each phosphor
other
uier Each
intersection
be
can
theory,
in
and,
wire
y
a
and
wire
x
an
of
point.
nnint of an x wire and a y wire the
and,appropriate
in theory, voltage
can be
applying die appropriate
by applying
separately by
activated
activated separately
voltage
highand highelaborS:te and
the elaborate
fr?m the
Apart from
electrodes. Apart
to these electrodes.
m
matthe matscannmg the
for scannmg
reqmred for
system required
switching system
speed switching
sneed
Tomlinson
Dr. Tomlinson
as Dr.
difficulties, as
major difficulties,
the major
of the
rix, one of
rSone

cross-coupling
stray cross-coupling
pointed out, would be the inevitable stray
between the electrodes.
electrodemonstrated\....- electroEarlier, the lecturer had demonstrated
blue,
giving blue,
compositions giving
luminescent panels of different compositions
luminescent
very
was very
said, was
he said,
red, he
green and orange lights. A good red,
be
to be
problems to
difficult to obtain chemically. Other problems
response
slow response
and slow
overcome were the low light efficiency and
efficiency
the efficiency
but the
time of the phosphors to activation, but
improved.
in particular was being steadily improved.
Tomlinson
Dr. Tomlinson
itself, Dr.
In discussing the light amplifier itself,
the
in the
thought that it might possibly be incorporated in
tubes:
cathode-ray tubes.
conventional television cathode-ray
screens of conventional
beams
electron beams
This would make possible lower velocity electron
scanning
reduced scanning
tower e.h.t. voltages and reduced
and hence · lower
Amerian Ameriseen an
had seen
power. However, one speaker who had
the
although the
that, although
said that,
can light amplifier in operation said
there
good, there
both good,
amplification and picture quality were both
be
would be
which would
response which
was a considerable time lag in response
images.
television images.
a disadvantage on moving television
p . 153.
1955, issue, p.
April, 1955,
**See
See April,

Circuit
Switching Circuit
Drilled-Ferrite Switching

Drilled-Ferrite

switchfor two-state
construction for
of construction
form of
unusual form
AN unusual
AN
two-state switchthe
at the
developed at
recently developed
circuits recently
computing circuits
and computing
ing
ing and
of
block ot
of aa block
consists of
Establishme nt consists
Research Establishment
Radar Research
transistors
with transistors
it, with
in it,
drilled in
ferrite with small holes drilled
through
directly through
pass directly
tl}eir leads pass
mounted on top so that their
switching
for switching
need for
the need
from the
arisen from
has arisen
This has
holes. This
the holes.
the
in
economical in
and economical
reliable and
circuits which are small, reliable
operation.
OP
01
hysteresis-lo op
The idea of using small, square hysteresis-loop
one
from one
them from
drive them
to drive
ferrite cores, with transistors to
becoming
is becoming
other, is
the other,
to the
state of remanent induction to
brings
it brings
Unfortunate ly it
quite a well-known technique. Unfortunately
cores-whic h
tiny cores—which
difficulties in manufacture in that the tiny
of
tUrrJ,s
.
many turns of
great many
across-requ ire aa great
are only 2mm across—require
m.m.f.
switching m.m.f.
necessary switching
fine wire to produce the necessary
currents.
from the small transistor driving currents.
winding,
one-turn winding,
simplification is aa one-turn
The desirable simplification
core
have aa core
to have
necessary to
but to attain this it would be necessary
capable
be capable
would be
which would
shaped like a thin-walled tube which
of
absence of
the absence
In the
m.m.f. In
of being switched by a low m.m.f.

3

TRANSISTORS

BLOCk
~
SSSsN. OFBLOCK
CELLS
CELLS
~OF

MClN

MCzMl

MCJ |

MC4 |

____.....___.,____....__- ___ ·:.V
transistor,magnetic-cell two-state
Fig. I. Construction of transistor/magnetic-cell
elements arranged as aa shift register.
such cores on the market, the nearest practical alterthe
is the
native that can be switched by low currents is
of
narro_w hole drilled in a block of
" magnetic cell"
cell " or narrow
Ridler
S. Ridler
D. S.
by D.
ferrite. This principle was described by
Conand R. Grimmond at the recent I.E.E. · Ferrites Conand
the
and the
p.596), and
vention (see December, 1956, issue, p.596),
Perry
H. Perry
G. H.
disdosed by G.
R.R.E,
~.R.E. device was actually disclosed
in
m a discussion following the paper.
of aa
construction of
ically the construction
Fig. 11 shows diagrammat
diagrammatically
group of the transistor/magnetic-cell
transistor/m agnetic-cell two-state elements
group

in
flux in
of flux
change of
arranged as a shift register. The change
action
switching action
the switching
each magnetic cell resulting from the
winding
one-turn winding
causes a current to be induced in aa one-turn
aStSociated transistor. The
connected to the base of the associated
passed
then passed
is then
amplified current change at the collector is
cell,
through a single-turn winding of the next magnetic cell,
an
applies an
which accordingly changes its state and applies
on.
so on.
and so
induced current to the next transistor . . . and
winding
by a third single-turn winding
The action is initiated by^
shift
in each magnetic cell, which serves to introduce shift
along
digits along
pulses for moving the pattern of 0 and 11 digits
the length of the register.
The three pieces of 37 s.w.g. wire passing through
of
turns of
each cell actually take the place of some 100 turns
ferrite
conventiona l ferrite
47 s.w.g. that are necessary on a conventional
core performing the same action. The only disadnot
vantage in using the magnetic cell is that it does not
saturate. This means that the stored flux is largely
saturate.
states
dependent on the applied current, so that the two states
ferrite
the ferrite
in the
are not so well defined and uncritical as in
toroidal core.
transistor I magnetic-core
Equipments
Equi pmen ts based on the transistor/magnetic-core
reduction
3,000: 1 reduction
element already give something like a 3,000:1
about
in power consumption over valve circuits and about
·
100:
100:11 reduction in size.

Exchange
Student Exchange
Student
SINCE the foundation of the Internationa
Internationall Association
Experience
for the Exchange of Students for Technical Experience
have
countries have
22 countries
from 22
in 1948, nearly 29,000 students from
the
by the
taken advantage of .the facilities provided by
pracucal experience
Association whereby they can obtain practical
annual
9th annual
abroad during the summer vacation. The 9th
went
students went
report records that in 1956 a total of 5,711 students
number
abroad under the scheme. By far the greatest number
second
Britain second
was from Germany (1,284) with Great Britain
abroad,
415 students abroad,
(743). Sweden, who sent only 413
Germany
received the greatest number (1,305) with Germany
came
second (1,019). A total of 774 overseas students came
to this country.
not
Although the radio and electronics industry is not
electrical
in electrical
classificatio n-it is included in
given
given a separate classification—it
partithe partiengineering—it
engineering -it is obvious from the lists of the
this
in this
organizations in
cipating companies and research organizations
in
are in
them are
of them
country and abroad that a large number of
this field.
}.
from J.
Details of the Association are obtainable from
London,
Newby, Imperial College, South Kensington, London,
S.W.7.
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WORLD OF
WIRELESS
Radio Shows
exof exproliferation of
WE HAVE often deplored the proliferation
offelectronics offhibitions catering for radio and its electronics
of
dates of
the dates
shoots. Will the situation be eased by the
overlapping?
some of the shows overlapping?
that
announce d that
The Radio Industry Council has announced
again
will again
which will
this year's National Radio Show, which
August
from August
be from
be held at Earls Court, London, will be
invited
28th to September
Septembe r 7th with a preview for invited
the
of the
section of
static section
guests on the 27th. The static
become
has become
which has
Farnboro ugh, which
S.B.A.C. Show at Farnborough,
from
held from
be held
will be
exhibition, will
aeronautical radio exhibition,
the aeronautical
2nd.
on the 2nd.
Septemberr 3rd to 9th with a preview on
Septembe
the
of the
side of
The exhibition at which the marine side
represent ed-the
radio industry is usually well represented—the
Exhibitio n-overEngineering,
Engineering, Marine and Welding Exhibition—overit
for it
further, for
laps the National Radio Show still further,
days.
opens at Olympia on August 29th for fifteen days.
Audio Fair
have
who have
ALL but four of the fifty-one exhibitors who
dehave dewill have
Fair will
taken space at this year's Audio Fair
held
he held
will be
fair will
monstration
on rooms. The four-day fair
monstrati
Waldorf
the Waldorf
at the
15th, inclusive, at
from April 12th to I5th,
Hotel, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
non-profitLtd., aa non-profitFairs, Ltd.,
It is being run by Audio Fairs,
serve ""on
making company on which the following serve
on
P.
G. P.
V. G.
a purely voluntary basis": . chairman, V.
Lyons
vice-chairman, D. A. Lyons
Weake (Pamphonic);
(Pamphonic); vice-chairman,
(M.S.S.),
L. H. Brooks (M.S.S.),
(Trix); M. L. Berry (Trix), L.
(Garrard),
Slade (Garrard),
V. Slade
H. V.
J. W. Maunder (Vitavox), H.
(Goodmans).
G. E. Spark (M.S.S.), T. R. Threlfall (Goodmans).

and
Person al and
Organizational,
Organi zationa l, Personal
Industrial
Industr ial

Notes

News
News

G.E.C. Valve Policy
" Osram "
of "Osram"
name of
A FEW months ago the trade name
foreshadowed
valves was changed to ""G.E.C."
G.E.C." This foreshadowed
by
acquisition by
the acquisition
a change in policy resulting from the
the
in the
share in
the share
of the
the General Electric Company of
by
held by
Marconi-Osram
Marconi-O sram Valve Company formerly held
E.M.I.
. ,
now
is now
Company, which is
M-0. Valve Company,
In future, the M-O.
concern
will concern
of G.E.C., will
a wholly-owned
wholly-owned subsidiary of
transmitting
of transmitting
manufacture of
itself mainly with the manufacture
transmitting
the transmitting
Among the
special-purpose valves. Among
and special-purpose
wave
travelling wave
magnetrons, travelling
types will be klystrons, magnetrons,
as
well as
as well
oscillators, as
tubes and backward wave oscillators,
include
valves for r.f. heaters. Receiving valves will include
addition
in addition
types in
high-performance types
"reliable"
"reliable " and high-performance
thyraas thyrasuch as
amplifiers. Gas-filled valves such
to audio amplifiers.
important
trons
trans and xenon rectifiers represent an important
activities.
company's activides.
side of the company's
News in Morse
schedule
published aa schedule
IT is some months since we published
prebulletins preof the transmissions
transmissions of English news bulletins
Central
the Central
pared by the overseas press division of the
North
to North
bulletins to
Office of Information.
Informati on. For the bulletins
radio
America and the Far East an R.T.T. (printing radio
keying,
frequency ... shift keying,
telegraph)
telegraph ) link, employing frequency-shift
the
areas the
other areas
of other
is now used, and for a number of
morse.
of morse.
place of
Hellschreiber
Hellschre iber method has taken the place
which
There are, however, a number of areas for which
latest
the latest
give the
we give
morse is still used and below we
transmissions from Post Office
schedule of these transmissions
28
to 28
22 to
from 22
speed varies from
stations. The morse speed
words a minute.
Region

Distant Europe
Europe
Distant

Times (G.M.T.)

Monday
Monday
Tues.
Sun.
to Sun.
Tues. to
Monday
Middle
Monday
East
Middle East
Sun.
to Sun.
Tues.
Tues. to
Fri.
Mon.
and Fri.
Mon. and
Caribbean
Fri.
Mon.
to Fri.
Mon. to
Fri.
to Fri.
Mon.
Mon. to
Friday
Friday
America
South America
South
Sat.
to Sat.
Mon.
Mon. to
Fri.
to
Mon.
to
Fri.
Mon.
Africa
Monday
Monday
Sunday
Asia I Sunday
East Asia
South
South East
Mon.
Sat.
to Sat.
Mon. to
Mon.
Sat.
to Sat.
Mon . to
Sat.
Mon.
and Sat.
Mon. and

who
R), who
DOCTORS Bardeen, Shockley
Shcckley and Brattain (L to R),
Stockholm
jointly received the 1956 Nobel Physics Prize in Stockholm
on
together on
photographed when they worked together
in December, photographed
Laboratories.
the development
development of the transistor at Bell Laboratories.

and
and

Call

Freq.

(Mc/s)
--- - - In
0200-0430
0200--0430} G1Q25
5.365
GIQ25
5.365
0300-0530
0300-0530
0200-0430
0200-0430} GBB33
13.595
GBB33 13.595
0300-0530
0300-{)530

1145-1215
1145-1215}
1215-1315
1215- 1315
1700-1830
1700-1830
2015-2130
2015-2130
0115-{)230
0115-0230
0915-0945
0915-{)945 }
2015-2100
2015-2100
1915-2115
1915-2115
1715-1800
1715-1800
1815-2215
1815-2215
1600-1715
1600-1715

GIB36
16,190
16.190
GJB36
G1B38
18.680
18.680
GIB38
11.645
GIN31
11.645
GJN31
GIS27
7.780
7.780
GIS27
GAY40
GAY40

20.100
20.100
GAY27
7.447
7.447
GAY27
GAY33
13.665
GAY33 13.665
7.447
7.447
GAY27
GAY33 I 13,665
13.665
GAY33

PERSONALITIES
PER S 0 N ALIT IE S
member
C.R, C.B.E., a member
A.V-M. Raymond G. Hart, C.B.,
A.V-M.
been
has been
1936, has
in 1936,
of Watson-Watt's
Watson-W att's Bawdsey team in
at
equipment at
and equipment
engineerin g and
appointed controller of engineering
Ministry
Air Ministry
the Air
to the
the Air Ministry. In 1941 he went to
consubsequen d7 conwas subsequendy
He was
as deputy director of radar. He
the
m the
signals m
air signals
the air
cerned with the planning of the
signals
air signals
chief air
became chief
invasion of Europe and became
S.H.A.E.F.
officer at S.H.A.E.F.
jANUARY 1957
WORLD, January
Wireless
WIRELESS World,
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Industrial
and Industrial
Sci~ntific and
of Scientific
Departme;Ilt of
the Department
Novemon
force
mto force
came into
whichcouncil
1956,^earch
Act 1956,
which
came
on
NovemAc^
e
formed
in
has
be
n
a n~w research council has been formed in
Dr. H. W.
the former advisory council. Dr
P;
,, •ii„ prc
secretary of the council, and among
is secretary
F.R.S., is
M~lville,
^
~· Blackett,
M .. S.
members are Professor P. M.
eleven members
the ^von"
CoD:ege) and Dr. Willis Jackson,
PR S (Imperial
(Imperia~ CoUege)
F.R.S.,
(Metropohtan-VIckers).
F.R.S.
F
R S ' (Metropolitan-Vickcrs).
superbeen superhad been
who had
A.M.I.E.E., who
B.A., A.M.I.E.E.,
Tizard, B.A.,
R.
n H.
H Tizard,
Electronics
and Electronics
.• .t ndent of the Control Mechanisms and
TeddingLaboratory, TeddmgPhysical Laboratory,
Nati?nal_ Physical
the National
of the
Di~ision of
DivSion
take _up
to take
left to
recently left
1954, recently
m 1954,
ton, since
shice its formation in
up
Economics.
orinnintment at the London School of Economics,
an appointment
1940
from
succeeded by Dr. A. M. Uttley, who from 1940
He i:r
if fuccS
ReRadar Rethe Radar
at the
was at
appointment was
present appointment
his present
until his
until
Malvern.
T.R.E.), Malvern
(previously T.R.E.),
Establishment (previously
search Establishment
of
design of
the design
with the
concerned with
was concerned
he was
war he
the war
During
During the
was
recently was
more recently
and more
trainers, and
synthetic trainers,
of synthetic
number of
aa number
of
desi~n of
functional design
t~e functional
~or .the
largely responsible for
the
m the
used in
computer used
digital computer
electromc digital
TREAC, the electronic
Physics Department of R.R.E.
of
manager of
general manager
and general
director and
Woodhead, director
A. Woodhead,
L A.
L
the
of the
chairman of
new chairman
the new
is the
Ltd.; is
Instruments, Ltd.,
Cos~or Instruments,
Cossor
SCientific
the Scientific
of the
Section of
Electronics Section
Electrical and Electronics
the
Instrument Manufacturers' Association. He joined the
during
and during
1930 and
in 1930
Ltd., in
Cossor, Ltd.,
parent company, A. C. Cossor,
of
inspection of
and inspecnon
test and
final test
the final
of the
charge of
was in
war was
the war
the
in charge
factory.
shadow factory.
large shadow
at aa large
tubes at
valves and c.r. tubes
Radar
Cutshaw, B.Sc., Ph.D., recently left the Radar
William Culshaw,
the
in the
Research Establishment, where he specialized in
wave
millimetre wave
in millimetre
later in
and later
field of microwave optics and
magnetron development, and has joined the laboratories
Boulder,
at Boulder,
Standards at
of Standards
Bureau of
of the National Bureau
is
1942, is
in 1942,
Colorado.
Colorado. Dr. Culshaw, who joined T.R.E. in
Section.
N.B.S . Microwave Physics Section.
in the N.B.S.
our
of our
editor of
recently editor
until recently
Dr. A. V. J. Martin, until
appointed
been appointed
has been
French contemporary Television, has
C~rnegie
the Carnegie
en~ineering at the
professor of electrical engineering
Pennsylvama.
Pmsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh,
engineer
chief engineer
deputy chief
L. S. Crutch, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., deputy
in
joined in
he joined
which he
Company, which
of Siemens Brothers and Company,
has
He has
1931, is appointed a director of the company. He
telecommunicatio n
specialized in the development of telecommunication
engineer
systems, and was for some years assistant chief engineer
department.
telecommunications department.
of Siemens' telecommunications
appointed
been appointed
has been
G. K. Nicholls, Assoc.I.E.E., has
and
station and
cable station
manager of the Cable and Wireless cable
engineering school at Porthcurno, Cornwall, in succesdeputy
appointed deputy
sion to C. J. V. Lawson, recently appointed
engineer-in-chief.
engineer-in-chief.
L amb, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., has been appointed
I. C. I. Lamb,
engineer-in-charge of the recently opened I.T.A. station
both
at Emley Moor, Yorks. Employed by the B.B.C. both
mainbefore and immediately after the war, first as aa maintenance engineer at Daventry and later in the research
department, he subsequently went to Pye, Ltd. Last
February he joined the I.T.A.
The announcement of the above appointment affords
of
engineers-in-charg e of
an opportunity to mention the engineers-in-charge
l.T.A. stations. W. Woolfenden (Croythe first three I.T.A.
don), after service as a R.A.F. radar officer, went into
in
industry for a short while before joining the B.B.C. in
H e has been with the I.T.A. since August 1955.
1947. He
N. G. Payne, A.M.I.E.E., was for 16 years on the mainto
tenance staff of the B.B.C. before being appointed to
Lichfield last February. W. H. Jarvis, A.M.I.E.E.
(Winter HLU),
Hill), was a marine radio officer from 1918
th·e B.B.C. He was senior
until 1935 when he joined the
maintenance
~aintenance engineer at Alexandra Palace before joining
the I.T.A. last April.
April .
mg the
. W. F. Harkness, who in the early days of broadcasting
Electrical Appliances, Ltd., selling Eureka
formed Electrical
mg formed
Cassar's went to
transformers, and after service with Cossor's
the
1939, has now retired and returned to
in 1939,
U.S.A. in
th~ U.S.A.
this
address is 5, Dawson Place, London,
His address
country. His
t~Is country.
W.2.

tUnder
inHpr
nR earch
Research
b es 7th,
nface
fee of

l-twts

n
the
Taylor isis the
F. Taylor
E. F.
H. e.
new secretary of the
Radio
R a d i o Communication
and Electronic Engineering Association in succession to Neill Christie.
During the war Mr.
Taylor was a lieutenantcolonel in the Royal
Signals and was concerned m o s t 1y with
long distance telecommunication projects. He
has been a radio amateur
for some 35 years and has
operated in India with t~e
call-sign VU2AT. H1s
British call is G6HT.

the
joined the
who joined
L. Essen, D.Sc., Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E., who
be~n
has been
National Physical Laboratory in 1929 and has
m
measurements? in
microwave measurements,
concerned with precise microwave
time,
and tune,
frequency and
particular with the measurement of frequency
?fficer
scientifi,c omcer
principal scientific
has been promoted to senior principal
48,
IS 48,
who is
Essen, who
Dr. Essen,
in the scientific civil service. Dr.
on aa
based on
standard, based
recently developed a frequency standard,
cresium atom.
resonance of the ctesium
engineeras engineerDrake as
K. Drake
The B.B.C. has appointed G. K.
broad:astsound broadcastin-charge of the television and v.h.f. sound
Br~t~on
M. Britton
B. M.
ing station at Blaen Plwy, Wales, and B.
television
Cumberland, television
as e-in-c of the Sandale, Cumberland,
Palace
Alexandra Palace
the Alexandra
station. Mr. Drake, who joined the
maintenance .
television station in 1938, has been senior maintenance,
Britton
Mr. Britton
e r at Wrotham, Kent, since 1949. Mr.
engine·
engineer
has been with the Corporation for 14 years.
chief
appointed chief
T. P. Lynott, A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed
engineer to Gardners Radio Ltd., of Somerford,
Christchurch, Hants. Since 1947 he has been at the
as
Harwell, as
Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell,
been
transformer design engineer, having previously been
instruof instrudirectorate of
first with G.E.C. and then the directorate
Mr.
Supply. Mr.
of Supply.
ment production at the Ministry of
subcommittee
Lynott, who is 42, is chairman of the subcommittee
Committee
Comoonents Standardization Committee
of the Radio Components
transformers
with transformers
of Supply dealing with
of the Ministry of
and chokes.
33,
page 33,
W. Grant, contributor of the article on page
for
Glasgow, for
studied at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow,
he
war he
the war
his B.Sc. in electrical engineering. During the
Engineer
was commissioned Electrical and Mechanical Engineer
research
in R.E.M.E. He has since been undertaking research
Stone
with J. Stone
and development work and is at present with
. and Company (Deptford).

OBITUARY
Air Commodore R. L. Phillips, C.B., C.B.E., who
assowas assodied on November 22nd at the age of 47, was
of
part of
major part
ciated with aeronautical radio for the major
positions
his career in the R.A.F. He had held the positions
Policy
of Director of Radio and Director of Signals Policy
at the Air Ministry.
The death is announced by the Canadian Departretired
ment of Transport of G. C. W. Browne, retired
telecommunicatio ns, at the age of 66. He
controller of telecommunications,
the
went to Canada from Ireland in 1912 and entered the
Canadian Government Radio Service two years later.
Since his retirement last year Mr. Browne had been
on
acting as consultant to the Fowler Commission on
Broadcasting in Canada.
George T. Clack, who for many years (until 1953)
was honorary lecture secretary of the Television
Society, died on November 17th at the age of 47. He
had been with Bush Radio since 1939 where, as aa
senior laboratory engineer, he _ had been latterly
primarily engaged on technical liaison work.
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IN BRIEF
of
number of
the number
October the
Receiving Licences.—During
Licences. -During October
by
increased by
U.K. increased
the U.K.
in the
current in
television licences current
total
The total
6,291,072. The
to 6,291,072.
total to
the total
151,299, bringing the
151,299,
tho~e
including those
number of broadcast receiving licences, including
14,419,741.
was 14,419,741.
radio, was
car radio,
for car
310,301 for
for television and 310,301
will
transmitte r will
1-kW pilot transmitter
Test transmissions
transmissions from a 1-kW
Scottish
first Scottish
the first
of the
site of
the site
begin on March 1st from the
will
station will
The station
Lanarks. The
Hill, Lanarks.
I.T.A. station at Black Hill,
and
vision and
Mc/s vision
(199.75 Mc/s
10 (199.75
operate in Channel 10
actually
will actually
carriers will
the carriers
196
25 Mc/s sound) although the
196.25
respectively.
-10.5kc/s
and -10.5
be offset by -19.5kc/s and
kc/s,, respectively.
I.T.A.
Scottish
the
of
opening
the
for
n
preparatio
In preparation
the opening of the Scottish I.T.A.
the
August, the
of August,
end of
the end
at the
station at Black Hill, Lanarks., at
are
Ltd., are
Television, Ltd.,
contractors , Scottish Television,
programmee contractors,
prograii,lm
February
from February
exhibition s from
arranging a series of weekly exhibitions
the
by the
served by
be served
to be
burghs to
principal burghs
to June in the principal
Association isis
Retailers' Association
Radio Retailers'
station. The Scottish Radio
existing
of existing
conversion of
the conversion
on the
participating,
participati ng, and advice on
sets will be given to enquirers.
20-kW
adding 2q-kW
Power.-B y adding
Lichfield Increased Power.—By
Lichfield
transmitte rs
vision transmitters
and vision
sound and
amplifiers to both the sound
increased
was increased
station was
the I.T.A. station
at Lichfield the e.r.p. of the
transof transsets of
Duplicate sets
on November 23rd to 200 kW. Duplicate
the
bring the
to bring
parallel to
in parallel
operated in
mitters were previously operated
transvision transand vision
The spare sound and
e.r.p. up to 100 kW. The
of
case of
in case
standbys in
mitters are now being "kept
kept as standbys
transmittin g
the nansmitting
All the
equipment . All
breakdown of the main equipment.
by
installed by
and installed
equipment at Lichfield was designed and
equipment
Pye, Ltd.
station,
broadcasti ng station.
sound broadcasting
The B.B.C.'s eighth v.h.f. sound
December
on December
service on
Holme Moss, was brought into service
89.3,
on 89.3,
service on
three-prog ramme service
10th.
lOth. It is radiating a three-programme
six
The six
kW. The
120 kW.
of 120
91.5 and 93.7 Mc/s with an e.r.p. of
installed
were installed
service) were
each service)
transmitter s (two for each
10-kW transmitters
by Marconi's. v\
British
to British
awarded to
Four of the seven gold medals awarded
California
the California
at the
displayed at
manufacturers
rers for goods displayed
manufactu
were
September , were
in September,
Sacrament o in
State Fair, held in Sacramento
the
of the
Two of
equipment . Two
won for radio and electronic equipment.
Trixonic
their Trixonic
for their
medals went to Trix . Electrical for
for
Pye for
to Pye
one to
A720, one
player A720,
amplifier 800 and record player
Fonadek
to Fonadek
one to
and one
sounder, and
"Leadsma n" echo sounder,
their "Leadsman"
^eir
prewere premedals were
The medals
for their telephone amplifier. The
by
Council by
Exports Council
Dollar Exports
the Dollar
sented at a conference of the
Embassy.
U.S. Embassy.
the U.S.
at the
Affairs at
the Minister of Economic Affairs
navihyperbolic naviCossor hyperbolic
Sea-going trials of Gee (the Cossor
to
up to
ranges up
sea-level ranges
that sea-level
gational aid) have shown that
upon.
relied upon.
be relied
can be
chains can
coast chains
from coast
miles from
200 nautical miles
chain
Western chain
South Western
the South
using the
accomplish ed using
This was accomplished
The
Mc/s. The
25 Mc/s.
around 25
which operates on a frequency around
propagation.
tropospher ic propagation.
to tropospheric
attributed to
long range is attributed
television
and television
radio and
L ink.-Dom estic radio
Ferranti-E kco Link.—Domestic
. Ferranti-Ekco
future,
in future,
will, in
mark will,
trade mark
Ferranti trade
receivers with the Ferranti
K.
E. K.
by E.
formed by
being formed
company being
be marketed by a new company
Cole, Ltd.
Great
of Great
Society of
Radio Society
The scope of this year's Radio
and
considerably and
widened considerably
to be widened
Britain exhibition is to
will
It will
Exhibition . It
Hobbies Exhibition.
the title changed to Radio Hobbies
Place,
Seymour Place,
Hall, Seymour
Seymour Hall,
be held in October at Seymour
A.
P . A.
by P.
organized by
being organized
again being
W.1, and is again
London, W.I,
London
the London
of the
chairman of
(G4KD), who is chairman
Thorogood (G4I<D),
u.h.f. group.
IN\7£NT!& . 01' V.ACtNM 'fU~

ev De:.F'OR
o t O* Fi CEST
CT

Lee
Dr. Lee
by Dr.
valve by
triode valve
inver.tion of the triode
JUBILEE of the invention
recent
on aa recent
franking on
this franking
on this
commemorated on
de Forest is commemorated
States . .
letter from the United States.,

Baker,
G. Baker,
R. G.
W. R.
Figures.- Dr. W.
American Facts and Figures.—Dr.
Electronic s
Company' s Electronics
Electric Company's
head of the General Electric
of
progress of
the progress
of the
review of
Park, at Syracuse, N.Y., in aa review
every
of every
out of
one out
that one
stated that
the electronics industry, stated
that
and that
electronics, and
in electronics,
States is in
forty jobs in the United States
Moreover,
ago. Moreover,
years ago.
ten years
exist ten
75% of these did not exist
approxiStates approidthe States
in the
industry in
electrical industry
whereas the electrical
inelectronics inthe electronics
years, the
mately doubles every ten years,
Baker
Dr. Baker
years. Dr.
six years.
or six
every five or
dustry is doubling every
will
equipment will
semi-cond uctor equipment
of semi-conductor
forecast that the use of
Incident1957. Incidentduring 1957.
U.S .A. during
increase 100%
100% in the U.S.A.
G.E.
of G.E.
price of
the price
months the
ally, during the past ten months
transistors has been reduced 35%.
Professor
years Professor
30 years
nearly 30
" W.E." Editorials.—For
Editorials .-For nearly
sister
our sister
to our
editorials to
contribute d editorials
G. W. O.
0 . Howe contributed
Radio
& Radio
Electronic &
(now Electronic
Engineer (now
journal Wireless Engineer
including
contributio ns, including
these contributions,
to these
index to
Engineer).
Engineer). An index
comwas comindexes, was
subject indexes,
chronological,
chronological, author and subject
Ele~
of ElecDepartrlle nt of
the Department
of the
. piled by Dr. A. J. Small, of
years
two years
some two
University , some
Gla-sgow University,
trical Engineering
Engineerin g at Glasgow
been
now been
has now
date has
to date
up to
ago. An addendum bringing it up
index
original index
the original
with the
together with
prepared, and this, together
the
1955, the
March, 1955,
to March,
(covering the period January, 1926, to
Small,
Dr. Small,
from Dr.
obtainable from
is obtainable
editorials) is
last of his regular editorials)
Ss.
price 5s.
issued aa
has issued
Board has
Examinati on Board
Ra.dio Trades Examination
The Radio
year's
this year's
for this
entries for
reminder that the closing dates for entries
for
15th for
January 15th
are January
Examinati ons are
Servicing Certificate Examinations
Forms
receivers. Forms
sound receivers.
television
television and February 1st for sound
held
be held
will be
which will
examinations, which
and regulations for the examinations,
Bedford
9, Bedford
R.T.E.B., 9,
the R.T.E.B.,
in May, are obtainable from the
W.C.l.
Square, London, W.C.I.
D enmark
informatio n regarding Denmark
Danish
TV.- The information
D anish TV.—The
of
605- of
page 605
on page
television map on
included in ·the E.B.U. television
transThree transincomplete . Three
the December issue was incomplete.
monthseight months—
past eight
the past
mitters have been in use for the
and
kW) and
(5 kW)
Odense (5
near Odense
Copenhagen
en (5 kW), Fyn, near
Copenhag
(2.5 kW).
Aarhus (2.5
Measurem ents."-Th e
equency Response Measurements."—The
" Audio-Frequency
"Audio-Fr
our
in our
heading in
this heading
under this
equipment described under
of
staff of
the staff
by the
developed by
December,
December , 1956, issue was developed
company's
the company's
in the
Ltd., in
Grundig (Great Britain), Ltd.,
s.
laboratories.
laboratorie
on
and on
computers and
digital computers
Two nine-week courses on digital
Technical
Southall Technical
at the Southall
be held at
colour television will be
beginning
evenings, beginning
Wednesda y evenings,
Middlesex , on Wednesday
College, Middlesex,
experimen tal
on experimental
course on
January 16th. An eight-week course
evenWednesda y evenon Wednesday
held on
servomechanisms
anisms will also be held
servomech
course
each course
for each
fee for
The fee
ings, beginning February 6th. The
is £1.
servicing
and servicing
maintenan ce and
television maintenance
A radio and television
the
at the
term·at
spring term'
the spring
during the
course will again be held during
on
N.W.10, on
London, N.W.10,
Road, London,
Wesley Institute, Wesley Road,
£1.)
(Fee £1.)
7th. (Fee
January 7th.
beginning January
Monday evenings, beginning
on
lectures on
eight lectures
of eight
Transistors.—An
Transistor s.-An evening course of
commence s
application s commences
transistor applications
transistor physics and transistor
L ondon
South-Eas t London
the South-East
Febr~ary 7th, at the
on Thursday, February
S.E.4.
London, S.E.4.
Lewisham Way, London,
Technical College, Lewisham
(Fee £1.)
of
practice of
and practice
theory and
Eight lectures covering the theory
be
will be
analysis will
chemical analysis
instrumen ts used in chemical
electronic instruments
Road,
Park Road,
Battersea Park
Polytechni c, Battersea
given at Battersea Polytechnic,
evenings
Wednesda y evenings
on successive
London, S.W.ll, on
successive Wednesday
£1.)
(Fee £1.)
commencing
commenci ng February 6th. (Fee
the
with the
deal with
above deal
out above
courses set out
Most of the com-ses
before
But, before
communic ation. But,
technology of electronic communication.
the
whatever the
communic ated, whatever
information
informatio n can be communicated,
best
the best
find the
To find
words. To
in words.
clothed in
means, it must be clothed
as
difficult as
more difficult
and more
more and
job becomes more
words for the job
firms
of firms
Manageme nts of
increases. Managements
the complexity of life increases.
presentaclear presentathat clear
extent that
increasing extent
are realizing to an increasing
their
by their
otherwise, by
and otherwise,
technical and
informatio n, technical
tion of information,
in
instruction in
of instruction
Courses of
employees is important. Courses
Osmond
by Osmond
offered by
are offered
subject are
various aspects of this subject
London,
Street, London,
Gower Street,
3, Gower
Associat·es, of 3,
Turner Mead Associates,
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courses is
the courses
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BUSINESS notes
NOTES
Sol!-th
I.T.A. South
the I.T.A.
for the
transmitt~rs for
sound transmitters
and sound
Vision and
eqmpThe eqmpstation are to be supplied by Pye. The
Wales
Wales station are to be supplied by Pye
Lichfie~dat Lichfield—
installed at
that installed
to that
simila~ to
be similar
will be
ment
nt will
transmitter
sound transmitter
5-kW sound
and 5-kW
transmitter and
vision transmitter
20-kW
w kW vision
d 1.25~kW standby equipment.
and
5- an
with 5with
1-25-kW standby equipment.
comof comgroup of
~olartron group
the Solartron
of the
report of
annual report
the annual
In the
In
£152,300
from £152,300
mcreased from
sales increased
that sales
recorded that
is recorded
panies
nnies itit is
June.
last June,
ended last
year ended
the year
during the
£758,000 during
to £758,000
1954 to
in
■ 1954
240
from 240
grown from
has grown
staff has
the staff
period the
same period
the same
During the
niirina
company
joint company
A joint
33. A
being 33.
age being
average. age
the average
550, the
to 550
Jo
been
has been
Ltd.) has
Developments, Ltd.)
AutomatiOn Developments,
(Industrial
^Industrial Automation
and
Ltd., and
Group, Ltd.,
Electronic Group,
Solartron Electronic
the Solartron
by the
formed by
Scribbans-Kemp, Ltd., for research and development
industries.
processing industries.
food processing
the food
in the
automation in
of
of automation
television
industrial television
Pye industrial
of Pye
With the installation of
London,
equipment at the airways terminal at Victoria, London,
industrial
Pye industrial
heard. Pye
and heard.
seen and
both seen
is both
announcer is
the announcer
the
firm
television equipment has also been installed by aa firm
conIt conExchange. It
Stock Exchange.
London Stock
the London
at the
of stockbrokers at
mile
of aa mile
quarter of
offices aa quarter
veys by line to the company's offices
and
stocks and
changing stocks
constantly changing
the constantly
away details of the
shares listed on the " board."
true
Decca true
announcement ·Decca
its announcement
of its
Within a few weeks of
one
over one
for over
ordered for
been ordered
had been
motion radar (TM 46) had
marine
Decca marine
of Decca
types of
all types
for all
hundred vessels. Orders for
of
increase of
thousand-an increase
six thousand—an
radar now total more than six
months.
eight months.
about eight
one thousand in about
demonby aa demonundertaken by
being undertaken
is being
ports is
U.K. ports
of U.K.
tour of
A tour
A
marine
Hughes marine
stration caravan equipped with Kelvin Hughes
has aa
which has
radar which
gear, including the new Type 14
14 radar
February
and February
slotted waveguide aerial. In January and
demonstrations will be given mainly in Northern Irish,
Scottish and Welsh ports.
mobile
f.m. mobile
fifty 10-watt
An order for the supply of fifty
10-watt f.m.
transmitter-receivers
transmitter-receivers has been placed with Marconi's by
crystal-controlled
the Metropolitan Police. Up to seven crystal-controlled
the
of the
section of
Me/ s section
channels are available within a 0.5 Mc/s
70 to 100-Mc/s band.
LifeNational LifeRoyal National
the Royal
of the
lifeboats of
A further fifty lifeboats
be
hundr·e d in all, are to be
boat Institution, making one hundred
by
equipped with v.h.f. radio-telephone equipment by
'
British Communications Corporation, Ltd.
The sales and service division of F. C. Robinson and
Partners, at 122, Seymour Grove, Old Trafford, Man(Tel. : Chorlton 5366), will in future operate
chester, 16 (Tel.:
under the title of McKellen Automation, Ltd. The
change does not affect the manufacturing operations at
gf which
C. Robinson and Partners, of
Cheadle of F. G.
AutoF. P. McKellen (managing director of McKellen Automation) has been general manager for some years.
for
Britain for
The sole manufacturing rights in Great Britain
origin)
the Bradford loudspeaker enclosure (of American origin)
& Company who
have been secured by John Lionnet &
End.
mov·e d from the City to the West End.
have
havt: recently moved
Their new address is 17, Charing Cross Road, London,
W.C.2. (Tel.: Trafalgar 5575.)
An American patent (No. 254567), in addition to
British patent No. 689695, has been granted to Lustraphone . for their noise-cancelling microphone (Type
VC52).
Two members of Mullard Overseas, Ltd., have joined
Mullard South Africa (Pty.), Ltd. They are T. W.
Hogg,
division, and
commercial executive of the radio divi-sion,
Hogg, aa commercial
R.
E .. Collins, of the electronic tube division, who is to
R. E.
organize
orgamze a technical service department.
A kit
parts comprising seven coils (500 ohms
relay parts
of relay
kit of
A
to
and a variety of contact banks has been
ohms) and
K ohms)
20 K
to 20
produced
produced by Stevenage Relays, Ltd., associates of W. H.
Sanders (Electronics), Ltd.
Sanders
A
la.rge-screen television receiver without loudspeaker
A large-screen
but
headphones for individual patients has been
With headphones
~ut with
installed
mstalled by Hadley Telephone & Sound Systems, Ltd.,
at the
Hospital, Birmingham.
Orthopredic Hospital,
Royal Orthopaedic
the Royal
at

th:!
in the
Lithgow Electronics, Ltd., sole representatives in
U.K. and Eire for the products of the Hewlett-Packard
from
Company, of Palo Alto, California, have moved from
Slough
Harrow to 198/200, Bath Road, Slough. (Tel.: Slough
for
21292). At their new office facilities are provided for
demonstrating such H.P. equipment as electronic
arid oscilloscopes.
counters, signal generators, and
Mullard's new headquarters at
With the opening of Milliard's
W.C.l
Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, W.C.I
(Tel.:
(Tel. : Langham 6633), the various departments of the
organization which have been in a number of separate
buildings will be under one roof.

TRADE
OVERSEAS TRADE
Equipment for the provision of direct radio-telephone
links between the islands of San Miguel and Terceira,
and between Terceira and Faial, in the Azores group, is
/to be supplied by Marconi's. Initially the links will
,to
carry seven speech channels and six voice-frequency tele.
graph channels.
Electronic control equipment is being supplied by
conveyor
E.M.I. Electronics, Ltd., for an automatic conveyor
system being installed by Geo. W. King, Ltd., of
Stevenage, Herts., in the body-painting plant of a new
Simca car factory at Poissy, France.
Solartron Incorporated has been formed to distribute and sell in the United States electronic equipment
produced by the Solartron group in this country.
European Office.—Plessey
Office.-Plessey International, · Ltd., have
Singe! 160, Amsterdam C, for the
opened an office at Singel
supervision of Plessey's interests in northern and central
Europe.
will
This year's · International Liege Fair, Belgium, will
space
of space
be held from April 27th to May 12th. Details of
available in the electronic section are obtainable from
Fleet
the U.K. representative, R. C. Liebman, 178,
178, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.4.
In order to overcome the delay caused by the recent
New York dock strike Birmingham Sound Reproducers,
Ltd., chartered planes to carry regular deliveries of
record changers to the United States. American repurchas·e $100,000 worth of
ceiver manufacturers, who purchase
B.S.R. equipment a week, volunteered to help defray the
extra cost involved.

i·s the keynote of the whole installation
EASE OF CONTROL is
Hammersmith,
at the two television studios at Riverside, Hammersmith,
recently brought into use by the B.B.C. This is especially
from
true of the lighting which is remotely controlled from
positions adjacent to the sound, vision and production
as
such as
control rooms. Facilities for electronic effects, such
camera
Marconi camera
provided. Marconi
al~o provided.
inlay and overlay, are also
control equipment is shown here.
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Limiters
Discriminators
and
Limiters
and
Discriminators
1-Wide
I—Wide or Narrow Bandwidth ·: Basic Equivalent
Equivalent Circuits
Circuits ::
The Round-Travis Discriminator

JOHN5TONE. BSc.*
BSc.*
By G. G. JOHNSTONE,

WE

We shall begin by considering the bandwidth
bandwidth
required in a discriminator, more especially in
in view
view
of the arguments put forward by Prof. Arguimbau
Arguimbau
and his colleagues in favour of wide-band discriminadiscriminaarid
tors.
If two f.m. signals interfere, they may
may be on
on the
the
same carrier frequency (i.e., co-channel)
co-channel) or
or on
on
nearby carrier frequencies (i.e., adjacent channel).
channel).
presence
Briefly Arguimbau maintains that in the presence
of co-channel or adjacent-channel interference, the
the
interfering- signal
interfering
signal will produce unwanted
unwanted audio
audio
output even when the difference between
between the
the
frequencies of wanted and unwanted signals is
is above
above
add together
together to
to
the audible limit. The two signals add
produce a composite signal which varies in
in ampliamplitude and frequency according to the relative magnimagnitudes and frequencies of the two
two signals. This
This isis

~--.1....:....--:;t-_;;;_---___,'-------t

A

Fig. I. Vector diagram
of wanted signal (I)
(!)
and interfering signal
sma II fre(a) with a small
quency difference.

shown in the vector diagram of Fig. 1,
1, where
where the
the
ratio · of the amplitude of the unwanted signal
signal to
to
that of the wanted signal is a :: 1.
1. The
The wantedwantedsignal vector is assumed stationary and the unwantedunwanted. signal vector rotates at a relative angular
angular frequency
frequency
mwd,
fd between
between
a, which corresponds to the difference fd
the frequencies of the two signals.
The magnitude of the resultant, R, varies
varies between
between
(1 +
+ a) and (1 -— a); this amplitude
amplitude modulation
modulation
can be removed by limiting and need not
not concern
concern
us further. The phase displacement (¢)of
('/.) of the
the resultresultant swings between the limits indicated by
by the
the
dotted lines in Fig. 1. The phase displacement
displacement
can be calculated and, since the
the instantaneous
instantaneous
frequency shift is equal tp
to 11/2w
times the
the rate
rate of
of
/27T times
change· of phase angle, i.e.,f
change
i.e.,/ == w;27T
a>/2TT and·w
and to == d¢/dt
d^/dt
we can determine the frequency shift at
at any
any instant.
instant.
The calculation is straightforward, but rather
rather long,
long,
and it is sufficient for our purpose to
to note
note that
that the
the
interfering frequency-modulated signal has
has the
the
form shown in Fig. 2. The peaks at exa occur when
when
the vectors are in line as at A
A in
in Fig.
Fig. 1;
1; the
the
peaks at p{3 occur when the vectors have the
the position
position
B in Fig. 1. The peak value of the frequency
frequency shift
shift
at aex is given by afdl(l
afd/(l +a)
+ a) and at f3/3 by
by afd/(1
afd/(l -a).
— a).
Thus as the ratio of unwanted signal
signal amplitude
amplitude
approaches that of the wartted
wanted signal aa approaches
approaches 11
B.B.C. Engineering
Engineering Training
* B.B.C.
Training Department.
Department.

and the peak shift {3p becomes very large. The positivegoing and negative-going excursions of the wavewaveform of Fig. 2 have a
a different form
form but the
the areas
areas
horizontal
included between the curves and the horizontal
axis are equal, the mean resultant frequency
frequency shift
shift
is zero and there is no d.c. component in the
the output
output
the discnminator
discriminator
of the discriminator, provided that the
is linear over the range of frequency
frequency excursion.
excursion.
The period qf
of the wave of Fig. 2 is 1/fd
\jfd and,
and, ifif
the frequencies of the two signals differ
differ by
by more
more
than the highest audio frequency,
frequency, there will
will be
be no
no
audible output under the steady state conditions
conditions
postulated. If the frequency difference is
is less
less than
than
the highest audible frequency, there is
is a heterodyne
heterodyne ·
whistle; this is true whether the discriminator
discriminator
is " wide-band "" or not.
To carry the argument further, suppose
suppose the
the
difference between the frequencies
frequencies of the
the two
two
signals exceeds the highest audible
audible frequency
frequency and
and the
the
discriminator is narrow band. As the
the unwantedunwantedsignal amplitude approaches that of the wanted
wanted
signal the ratio a tends to unity and the
the peak
peak frefrequency shifts become progressively larger,
larger, tending
tending
to a limit of f
fdd/2 in one direction and
and infinity in
in the
the
other.
because
other~ We shall concentrate on the peak at f3p because
this is always greater than that at ex.
a. For an
an idealized
idealized
narrow-band discriminator characteristic of
of the
the
type shown in Fig. 3, the peaks at {3p are
are "" clipped"
clipped "
as shown in Fig. 4. The areas under the
the positivepositive-

TIME

{3,

I_ _ I

t=...L
td

Fig. 2. Form of frequency modulation produced as
as a result
result
of the conditions shown in Fig. I.

Fig. 3.
istic.

Idealized narrow-band discriminator
discriminator charactercharacter-
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Rec eiv e rs ------------------------------------------------------.
F.M. Receivers
for
F.M.
for

I

I
I
I

i

i

I

of limiter and discriminator for use in f.m.
types of
various types
of various
performance of
the performance
about the
written about
been written
has been
deal has
! AA GREAT deal
limiter and discriminator for
for use
in f.m.
particular
discriminator for aa particular
and discriminator
limiter and
of aa limiter
choice of
the choice
and the
contradictory and
·! receivers, but much of this information is contradictory
subsequent
and subsequent
this and
of this
purpose of
the purpose
is the
subject. ItIt is
the subject.
to the
newcomer to
the newcomer
! application may appear difficult, particularly toto the
to clarify the subject.
1
I

!
!
i
I

- !

!

!
!

i

attempt to clarify the subject.
an attempt
in an
discriminator in
and discriminator
limiter and
of limiter
types of
basic types
the basic
of the
articles to discuss the performance of
discriminator
Foster-Seeley discriminator
the Foster-Seeley
(2) the
Round- Travis (2)
the Round-Travis
(I) the
classes: (I)
six classes:
into six
fall into
discriminators to be discussed fall
The discriminators
Types (3)
counter. Types
the counter.
(6) the
and (6)
comparator and
phase-difference comparator
the phase-difference
(5) the
oscillator (5)
{3)
(3) the ratio detector (4) the locked oscillator
(3)
action.
limiting
inherent
of
degree
a
(4) and (5) have a
of inherent limiting action.
and
limiter and
dynamic limiter
the dynamic
(3) the
limiter (3)
anode limiter
the anode
(2) the
limiter (2)
grid limiter
the grid
(I) the
The types of limiter to be discussed comprise (/)
(4) the "clipper."
" clipper."

I

i

!
1
1

!

i
1

1
L____________ ________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________ J

I
I

CLIPPING LEVEL
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characteristhe characterisFig. 4. Clipping of the frequency peaks by the
average
the average
of the
displacement of
tic of Fig. 3 results in aa displacement
frequency.

are
waves are
the waves
of the
portions of
negative-go ing portions
going and negative-going
average
the average
in the
shift in
is aa shift
There is
equal. There
now no longer equal.
from
output from
frequency and a d.c. component in the output
Fig.
in Fig.
lines in
dotted lines
in dotted
discriminat or; it is shown in
the discriminator;
its
4. If now the unwanted signal is modulated, its
the
and the
frequency swings about the mean value and
two
the two
difference between the frequencies ot the
of
waveform of
The waveform
correspondi ngly. The
signals alters correspondingly.
for
5(a); for
Fig. 5(a);
in Fig.
shown in
that shown
Fig. 2 now becomes that
is
difference is
comparison the graph of the frequency difference
5(a)
Fig. 5(a)
of Fig.
5(b ). If now the waveform of
shown at Fig. 5(b).
the
line, the
dotted line,
the dotted
by the
is " clipped " as indicated by
as
blips " as
superimpos ed "" blips"
d.c. component has superimposed
repetition
shown in Fig. 5(c). These have the same repetition
components
rate as the modulating signal, and have components
modulating -signal frequency.
at multiples of the modulating-signal
two
the two
between the
cross-modu lation between
This represents cross-modulation
With aa
accompanie d by distortion. With
received signals ·accompanied
clipping
discriminat or there is no clipping
"wide-band"
"wide-ban d" discriminator
and this effect does not occur.
previous
the previous
We may summarize the conclusions of the
co-channel
paragraphs as follows. In receiving co-channel
the
signals some interference is inevitable because the
two
the two
of the
difference between the frequencies of
the
signals must, for part of the time, lie within the
whatever
audio frequency range; this effect occurs whatever
type of discriminator
discriminat or is employed. The peak hetero- a) which decreases
afd/(1
dyne output is given by af
d/(l —
rapidly as a falls below unity and the stronger
signal rapidly " swamps " the weaker as the ratio
ro1
of the amplitudes of the signals a departs ffrom
^
unity; this is, of course, the well-known " capture "
effect.
For signals on adjacent channels the difference
always
is always
between the frequencies of two carriers is
is
there is
greater than the highest audible frequency; there
discriminat or
no cross-modulation
cross-modu lation if a wide-band discriminator
is employed. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 which

~

C(

-

Ill

>

~
....
:>

TIME

g

e:
......

CLIPPING LEVEL

_- --

(c)

Fig. 5. (a)
modulated by
shown in (b),
is shown at

is
signal is
unwanted signal
Waveform when the unwanted
is
difference is
a sine wave. The frequency difference
clipping
to clipping
due to
and the distortion product due
(c).

mm

m

me/s
cha wels
adjacent cha
on adjacent
stgnals on
Fig. 6. Interference between signals
bandwidth.
as a function of discriminator bandwidth.
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shows that for an infinite bandwidth only the
stronger signal is received even if its amplitude is
other; but as
thn of the otheronly slightly greater than that
m-ade smaller, the ratio of signal
the bandwidth is made
strengths for which interference is experienced
becomes greater.
The behaviour of a discriminator toward ignition
interference can be deduced by similar arguments.

~~,

INTERFERENCE
~--INTERFERENCE
(

SIGNAL

b)

TIME

(a)
pulse of
(a) Waveform of i.f. output due to · a pulse
Fig. 7. (o)
~ rence and
inte ·ff'rence
(b) vector relationship of signal and
interference.

TIME

Fig. 8. Frequency shift
(and hence discriminator
output)
outp:1t) due to interference
feren :e of the form of
Fig. 7(a).

0

~

a::

UJ

VI

0

::z:

-:::.
c(

::z:

C)

Vi

PEAK INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE
a =RATIO PEAK

SIGNAL
PEAK SIGNAL
PEAK
Fig. 9.
Signalfnoise ratio with impulsive interference for
9_. Signal/noise
(a) wide-band
(b) narrow-band discriminators.
w1de-band and (fa)
· (a)

Fig. 10. Unidirectional
double pulse produced
in the · discriminator
output in some cases
when the interfering
pulse amplitude exceeds
that of the carrier.

VI

- 0~
>

TIME

CLIPPING LEVEL

VI

s
0

>

When the
Fig. II.
pulse coininterference -pulse
cides with a peak of
modulation, - clipping
may remove part of the
pulse and increase
noise..

The waveform of a pulse of interference is modified
in the i.f. amplifier to a shape similar to that shown
in Fig. 7(a). The shape of this pulse varies little
with the source of the interference, but depends
charactedstics of the
almost entirely upon the characteristics
i.f. amplifier itself. The duration of the pulse is
very short, approximately 7 microseconds for an
200 kc/s. The figure shows the
i.f. bandwidth of 200kc/s.
envelope, which modulates a " carrier " at the centre
of the i.f. amplifier, which we shall
trequency
frequency ox
assume equal to the signal carrier frequency. The
signal carrier and interference carriers may have
any phase angle with respect to each other, because
tl·e exact moment of incidence of the interference
tire
pulse is fortuitous. Thus the signal and interrerence
angl~
7(b ); the phase angle
carriers add as shown in Fig. 7(b);
between the carrier vectors icp has been arbitrarily
selected. The interference signal vector grows and
decays as shown in Fig. 7(a). Consequently, if the
ratio of peak interference envelope to the peak carrier
is small, the phase angle of the resultant follows a
wave similar in shape to that shown in Fig. 7(a).
The rate of change of phase angle, and hence the
frequency shift then follow a curve of the type
tuned circuits
shown in Fig. 8. When the number of timed
preceding the limiter exceeds four, the maximum
inteife-ring
value of the frequency shift due to the interfering
4aF where a is
signal is given approximately by iaF
the ratio of the peak value of the interfering signal
to that of the carrier, and F is the bandwidth
measured between 3-dB , points.
The audible
noise output is proportional to the net area under
the frequency-shift envelope, and hence to a.
However, the area under the positive-going excursion is nearly equal to that under the negativegoing excursion and the net area is small. The
spectrum of this output rises linearly with frequency,
and the output has the sound of a " click." If a
succession of constant-amplitude impulses are
_presented
presented to the receiver, the magnitude of the
output pulses varies with the relative phase angle
between the carrier and the interfering signal at the
amplitude of the
occurrence of each impulse. If the amphtude
interference signal is less than that of the carrier, a is
less than unity and the signal-to-noise ratio falls
linearly with a, as shown in curve (a) of Fig. 9. If
the amplitude of the interfering signal exceeds that
of the carrier, a is greater than unity and a new
mechanism comes into play by which some of the
spil,es, each
output-signals have the form of sharp spikes,
pulse of ignition interference producing two spikes
polarity,~ as shown in Fig. 10. The net
of the same polarity,"
area beneath the curve is now no longer small. The
spectrum of this waveform is level over the a.f. band
and the output has the sound of a " pop." For such
high-amplitude interfering signals, as the amplitude
of the interfering signal is increased the signal-tothea levels off as shown
noise ratio falls abruptly and then
in curve (a) of Fig. 9.
Consider the effect of reducing the discriminator
bandwidth on impulsive interference of this type.
If a is less than unity, and the signal is at one extreme
of its frequency swing, one of the peaks due to
impulsive interference in the discriminator output
signal may be clipped as shown in Fig. 11. The net
area increases and the signal-to-noise ratio is poorer
than for a wide-band discriminator as shown in
Fig. 9 curve (b). On the other hand, in the region
where a is greater than unity, a reduction in discriminator bandwidth causes the amplitude of the
JANUARY
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be
to be
10) to
(F ig. 10)
spikes (Fig.
FFig. l2
hase
The
signalreduced and the signal'£- 12.- Th
f. basic Pphasedifference discriminator
better,
to-noise
difference
d.scnmmator
to-uuJ^ ratio is better
transformer
(o)
may
be
transformer (a) may be
wide-band
than for a wide-band
represented
the
of the
either of
by either
represented by
discriminator. Thus
1 hus tor
equivalent
for
(c).
or (c).
(b) or
circuits (b)
equivalent circuits
impulsive interference aa
discriminanarrow-band discriminatorisanadvantage
,
because
tor is an advantage because
(a)
r'
the
of the
worsening of
the worsening
the
X
T
sienal-to-noise ratio in
„
in
signal-to-noise
Tatio
the region where this mtio
.C
exchange for
is good in exchange
||
the
in the
1 J "?r <i
an improvement in
I | T,
r'R'
vf-ir)
in
is in
area where it is bad is
]g
i. 1r i
Thus
general desirable. Thus
i§
P.c'
i ,
the
we may summarize the
la
_ " !
1
conclusions so far reached
| g j'I
poonnn
reached
follows :
as follows:
§
Ig
'
LL'
s
principal
(1) . If the principal
j|
i .cj
is
interference is
source of interference
,S
? ,1
i jo
I
co-channel and adjacent
wide-band
r
7
channel, a wide-band
1
2
I 1
T
best.
discriminator is best.
T2 T
principal
(2) If the principal
I
(XX
I
is
interference is
source of interference
j
_I_
type; aa
of the impulsive type,
-y2
narrow-band discriminadiscriminator is best.
j°
coIn this country co,
channel and adjacent
|S 1
;
US
interference
el interference
chann
channel
i| L /? (—-^-1
1 R„
to
would not appear to
|g
§ J. > R"
present a serious problem,
| gtpri | -[-„// S problem,
Ls
r — 4
interand hence ignition interig I
p i
1
ference may be the
\g
interprincipal type of interjg
i US
overcome.
ference to be overcome.
,1 g
U . S.A . , however,
In U.S.A.,
g
is
interference is
ignition interference
>■ )
T
— ?l
I
20
· probably less troublesome
and
co - channel and
than co-channel
|
J
(c)
^7'
adjacent-channel interit
Thus it
ference.
r e n ce . Thus
fe
that
woui d appear that
would
discriminator
in discriminator
practice in
British and American practice
in
tendency in
with aa tendency
diverge, with
to diverge,
bandwidth may tend to
discriminators.
bandwidth discriminators.
Britain to use narrow bandwidth
disof disperformance of
the performance
consider the
We shall now consider
discussion
subsequent discussion
the subsequent
in the
and in
criminators in detail and
2
two
of two
other of
or other
one or
of one
use of
·we
we shall make extensive use
phase-difference
the phase-difference
for the
equivalent circuit diagrams for
(d)
the
in the
used in
Fig. 12(a), used
transformer, Fig.
discriminator transformer,
detector.
ratio detector.
the ratio
and the
discriminator and
Foster-Seeley discriminator
3
(b)
12 (b)
Figs. 12
in Figs.
shown in
are shown
These equivalent diagrams are
Appendix.
the Appendix.
in the
given in
is given
and (c), and their derivation is
oo
circuit
original circuit
the original
of the
constants of
Depending on the constants
R,
I
.tc,: :
realizphysically realizis physically
equivalents is
only one of the two equivalents
2
12
oSo
tFS
case
special case
one special
for one
circuit for
equivalent circuit
able. The equivalent
currents,
equal currents,
with equal
fed with
circuits fed
tuned circuits
reduces to two tuned
1.
2
from
displaced from
equally displaced
and resonant at frequencies equally
• I
which
from which
the centre frequency of
transformer from
the transformer
of the
1 R,
and
they are derived. Thus
Foster-Seeley and
the Foster-Seeley
Thus the
.!:L~+m)
L1
2
2
)US
identical
have identical
13 have
Fig. 13
in Fig.
shown in
Round-Travis circuits shown
simplifies
transformation simplifies
performances. This circuit transformation
and
the analysis of the Foster-Seeley
discriminator and
Foster-Seeley discriminator
perthe peranalyse the
the ratio detector
shall analyse
we shall
detector and we
in
detail in
in detail
circuit in
Round-Travis circuit
formance of the Round-Travis
(b)
and
Foster-Seeley and
the Foster-Seeley
to the
results to
order to extend the results
ot
forms of
these forms
by these
given by
are given
performances are
circuits.
Fig. 13. Identical performances
ratio detector circuits.
circuits
Round-Travis circuits
the Round-Travis
and (b) the
(a) the Foster-Seeley and
two
discriminator two
this discriminator
In this
Circuit. In
Travis Circuit.
RoundRound-Travis
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JC,INCREASING

Dependance of shape of discriminator characterDependence
the value of x 1.•
+H.T

AF

+

SOpF

SOpF

._.....;::;;.__ ___...,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......_

-H.T.

fig.
Fig. 15. Basic practical Round-Travis circuit.
timed
tuned circuits are employed, one tuned to a frequency
slightly above the centre frequency and the other
tuned to a frequency an equal interval below the
centre frequency. This circuit has appeared in a wide
variety of forms, the variations being principally in
the method of applying the signals to the two circuits.
We shall consider the circuit in its general form,
where the driving stage is represented by a constant
generator. as shown in Fig. 13.
current generator,
We can write the response of a tuned circuit,
comprising L, C, and R in parallel as
1

1

1

.

c

- +Jw
- +
- =^
^
ArZ
R + ;fwL
cuL + iwC
( w 00)) we can
In the frequency range near resonance (to
dw ), where dw is small compared
+ dai),
( w00 +
write w as (u)
w 00.• Using this substitution we can make the
with oi
approximation that
1
.dw
11
.. ^
1111
1
•
+ 2;- +
= r
2JdwC - + 2;dftjC
= R
- =
Z

R

R

w0

w 0L

arid
x 1)] and
- x,)]
j(x —
R /[1 +
= R/[l
Z1 =
+ j{x
centre frequency by 2,^
x 1)] respectively.
+ X!)]
- j(x +
Z22 = R/[l
R/ [1 —j{x
The two diodes rectify the voltages developed
across each tuned circuit independently, as shown in
the
Fig. 15, and for 100% rectification efficiency, the
output voltage is equal to the difference between the
peak values of the voltage developed across each
tuned circuit. If II is the peak value of the input
current the output voltage is given by
2
x 1)2}+ x,)
+ (x +
x 1)2}-! -{1 +
- x^l-Ml
(x + Cx
= IR[{1 +
E=
}-^t]
xH is shown
A family of curves for various values of x,,
in Fig. 14. These are the output-voltage frequencyshift curves for the discriminator, and ideally should
have a linear region about the centre frequency. As
x 1 the charshown in Fig. 14, for small values of Xj
acteristic has continuous curvature and small peak
x 1 give better linearity
separation. Larger values of x,
and greater peak separation, but above a critical
value of x,
x 1 the characteristic develops a kink near the
centre frequency. Thus there would appear to be
x1 •
an optimum value of x,.
The expression for E given above can be expanded
as a series in ascending powers of x. The expansion
is symmetrical about x = 0, and contains odd powers
of x only. We can thus
write
3
E=
a 5x 5 .. .. ..
+ a^x"
a1x + as3x 3 +
= ^x
The first term represents the required output, i.e.,
linearly-with
with frequency shift. The
an output varying linearly
other terms indicate non-linearity, producing harmonic distortion and intermodulation in the output.
a 3/ a 1,
This distortion can be minimized by making aja,,
a-Ja
a 5/au
x, etc., as small as possible.
x1 is
The evaluation of aaH
l, a33,, a55 in terms of x,
straightforward but tedious. The values of the first
are:
three coefficients are;
2 x 1 2))-!~
+ Xj
2x1(1 +
a!
a1 = 2x^1
22
-~
x 122)) -I
+ Xj
a33 =
3)(1 +
xl(2x
= x
1(2x1 4—
-¥
x122)) "V
+ x,
+ 15)(1
40x/2 +
- 40X,
aa55 Ix/Sx,1 4 15X1 +
= !xt(8x
have
we
From these expressions
2
22
x 1 ))
+ x,
aa3/a1
3/a, =
3)/(1 +
- 3)/(l
i(2X11 2 —
= i(2x
and
4
22
2 2
a,/a, =
x1 2)) 2
+ x,
+ 15)/(1 +
- 40x1 +15)/(l
i(8x1 4 = KSx,
as/a1
the value of
choose
can
we
distortion,
minimize
To

* )r
2jd~ . ~)/R
+^
=
(11+
::= (
w 0L
\
">w 00
(OQL./
R/ w 0 L, then
2Qdw/ w00,, where Q is R/ai„L,
= 2Qda)/ai
If we let *x =
Z=
+ ix)
R/(1 +
= R/(I
in which x is a variable directly proportional to the
frequency shift.
If one tuned circuit is tuned above the centre
= xx1 and
frequency and displaced by an amount x =
the other is tuned below and displaced by an amount
x= —
x 1 we can represent the impedance of the two
- *!
circuits at any frequency in the neighbourhood of the

APPENDIX
THE derivation of the equivalent circuit for a
phase difference discriminator transformer, Fig. A
on the opposite page, is obtained by the successive
manipulation of the portions enclosed by dotted
lines. In Fig. B
B,; the secondary circuit comprising
R8 is transferred to the primary side of
C 8 , Rs
L 8 , Q,
Lg,
the ""ideal"
ideal" transformer Tl; this transformer has a
centre-tapped secondary, providing the two voltages
of opposite polarity in series with the primary voltT " network is converted to
Fig. C, the " T
age. In Fig,
Dl the terminations of the
"it" form. In Fig. D1
"11"
"" tt11 "" network are made equal. If the terminations
are made equal to the secondary components,
Dl to HI,
the sequence follows through Figs. D1
and if to the primary components through Figs.
D2 to H2.
trans!C(ted to a
In Fig. E, the " v11 "" network is translated
lattice by means of Bartlett's Bisection Theorem.
Figs. F show Figs. E re-drawn. Figs. G show
Figs, F re-arranged by the introduction of transFigs.
1 : 1 •· 11 ratio. Figs. H are Figs.
former T2, also of 1:1
G with transformers Tl and T2 combined into
transformer T3. Figs. J show Figs. H re-drawn.
The derivation of these equivalent circuits is
an extension of the treatment due to H. Marko
(Prequenz, January, 1952).
(Frequenz,
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xl1 which makes one of these ratios zero; it is usual to
= 0, because this is the dominant distortionmake ca33 =
producing term for values of x less than unity. This
v'1.5, and the expression for output
= VI-5,
gives xL1 =
voltage becomes
.)
- 0.055x55 .• .• .)
= IR(0.62x E=
For this value of xu
13 the useful extent of the characteristic is limited to values of x of less than unity.
This is illustrated in the calculation below where it
is shown that the distortion rises steeply for greater
values of x.
To evaluate the distortion likely to be obtained
with this circuit arrangement, we shall consider an
input signal frequency-modulated by a signal of
kcjs on each
fs kc/s
frequency ffaa to a maximum swing of /.
side of the centre frequency. The value of x corresponding to ffss is represented by xX s8 and is given by
X 8COSwat
xX s8 =
Substituting the value xxosu^r
2Qfs/f 00.•
= 2QfJf
gives.
for x in the expression above gives,
0.055x8 5 wat
- 0.055x/co
coswat
E = IR (0.62xs8 cosa)
. .. •.))
at —
at .
We can5 expand cos555cowat
of
the
identity
at by means
3
8)
8 + 5 cos 3 68 .+
-ft (cos 5 6+5
= -k
cos 5 B8 =
+ 10 cos 6)
which gives
+
wat
0.0034x855 (cos55w
- 0.0034x,
coswat
= I R[0.62xs8 cos
wa t —
E =
at +
ScosSw^t
+ 10 cos aiwat)]
5cos3wat +10
nr)]
55
COSwat
0.034x8s )) cosoj
[(0.62Xs8 —
= IR [(0.62x
=
at —
5
cos 5 wat)]
- 0.0034 x/ cos+v)]
wat
0.017x8 5 cos 3 cjo
0.017x5
at fundamental-frequenc y
The amplitude of the fundamental-frequency
component is less for an ideal characteristic but the
reduction is small and will be ignored, the values of
xXss being limited to approximately unity. The
percentage of third-harmonic distortion is then given
. .
„
.
0.017 X 100 44.
x 8 ,, and the percentage of fifth
·—^
by
x.
0.62
= 1, there
harmonic is one-fifth of this figure. For xXss =
2. 7 per cent third-harmonic and 0.54 per cent
is 2.7
fifth-harmonic distortion. The magnitude
of the
4
harmonic distortion is proportional to xX s8 4,, and thus
falls rapidly if a lower value of xs8 is considered. Thus
reduced distortion can be obtained by using a lower
value of xs8,, but this in turn means a smaller output at
the fundamental frequency.
With a broadcast signal, the frequency deviation is
fixed at 75 kc/s. If it is desired to operate the dis= 1, the
criminator with 75 kc/s corresponding to xs8 =
parameters of the circuit are determined by the
dj = 75 kc/s at
df//0.• With df
= 2Q df/f
relationship x =
I, and a centre frequency (/00)) of 10.7 Mc/s, the
= 1,
x=
value of Q is 71. The resonant frequencies of the
(1±yi.5/I42)
two tuned circuits are given by 10.7 (1+-^1.5/142)
± 92 kc/s. Such a discriminator
Mc js +
Mc/s,
Mc js, i.e., 10.7 Mc/s
would have very little margin to allow for oscillator= 1
frequency drift and mis-tuning and a~- value x8s =
1
corresponding to 100 kc/s would be better. The
= 53 with the resonant
circuit parameters are then Q =
± 123 kc/s. For such a disMc js +
peaks at 10.7 Mc/s
criminator at 75 kc/s deviation the third harmonic
distortion is 0.84 per cent and the fifth harmonic
0.17
O.I7 per cent. If we assume that the two tuned circuits each employ a capacitor of 50 pF, the dynamic
Q/ wC of the circuits is approximately
resistance, R =
= Q/coC
= 16 kn.
x 300 =
53 X
The input current, I, is the
fundamental-frequenc y component
peak value of the fundamental-frequency
in the output of the preceding limiter stage; a
rnA. The peak audio output is
typical value is 1I mA.
given by 0.62 IR xs8 and in the example chosen,
xs8 for 75 kc/s deviation is 0.75, giving a peak audio
output of approximately 7.5 volts. The inductance

required to resonate at 10.7 Mc/s with 50 pF is
JLH; final adjustment of the resonant frequencies
4.45 ftH;
of the two circuits is made by means of dust-iron
cores in the inductor formers. To secure the correct
value of Q, the usual procedure is to design the coils
for a higher value of Q than required and add damping
resistors. The diode detectors provide part of this
damping equivalent approximately to R
Ri/2,
1 /2, where
R
Rj1 is the value of each diode load resistor. The basic
practical circuit is shown in Fig. 15; coupling windings to the two inductors are employed to isolate
h .t. supply. In practice,
the tuned circuits from the h.t.
additional precautions are necessary to eliminate
the effect of the primary circuit capacitance.
The Round-Travis circuit offers no real protection
against amplitude modulation. The audio output is
proportional to Ix, where I is the input current,
and xxis
is a measure of the frequency shift. If there is
amplitude modulation the magnitude of I varies,
= 0, i.e., if the signal is at the centre frequency
but if x =
there is no output due to a.m. For any other value
of x, i.e., if the signal is mistuned or frequencymodulated, there is an output due to the amplitude
modulation. Because the output is proportional to
Ix the a.m. and f.m. signals are multiplied together
and there is complete cross modulation. Thus a
circuit of this type must be preceded by a limiter
stage.
(To be continued.)
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Residual Magnetism in Recording Heads
MOST tape recorders incorporate a long-time-constant
smoothing circuit in the h.t. supply to the bias oscillator
record/ replay head
to ensure that the h.f. current in the record/replay
dies away slowly when the instrument is switched off.
This is necessary because any ""d.c.
d.c."" component of
remanent magnetism in the head is known to cause an
increase in background noise from the tape.
Unfortunately, the amplitude of h.f. bias for best
results from the point of view of either low distortion or
high recording level is much less than is necessary to
drive the core to a state of magnetic saturation, so that
if by any mischance the magnetic state is carried beyond
the maximum represented by the bias the head will not
be automatically demagnetized.
Fortunately, the head can easily be demagnetized by
bringing up a strong (saturating) external alternating
field and then removing it slowly. This field can con50-c/s transformer
smail 50-c/s
veniently be provided by a small
with an air gap arranged to coincide with the gap in
the recording head, but it is not too easy to devise suitable means with conventional components, due to the
smallness and inaccessiblity of most recording heads.
Wright and Weaire have ·recently
recently developed a
" defluxer " for this purpose in which projecting poles
are arranged to give easy contact with the face of the
record/playback head. The transformer is housed in a
cylindrical case which falls conveniently to hand, and a
press-button switch is provided for operation.
which can also be used for selective
The "de-fluxer," wluch
lOs.
erasure when editing tape records, costs £2 10s.
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Portable Transistor Superhet
Portable

Transistor

Superhet

Third
and Third
Home, Light and
Types
Junction· Types
Available Junction
Currently Available
With Currently
With

WOODS-HI LL*
By W. WOODS-HILL*

range
frequency range
receiver aa frequency
the receiver
give the
will give
275-kc/s i.f., will
Telephones 275-kc/s
Standard Telephones
that Standard
WHEN
HEN it was discovered that
to
kc/s to
605 kc/s
= 605
275 =
+ 275
330 +
from 330
500-kc/s on medium waves from
of aa 500-kc/s
production of
quantity production
& Cables were in quantity
Third
the Third
includes the
This includes
kc/s. This
+ 275 == 995 kc/s.
that ifif 720 +
author that
the author
to the
occurred to
junction transistor, itit occurred
Service
Home Service
the Home
and the
kc/s, and
kcjs, Programme at 640 kc/s,
750 kc/s,
to 750
up to
oscillate up
to oscillate
made to
be made
one of these could be
kc/s.
900 kc/s.
at 900
be (Brookmans Park) at
could be
superhet could
long-wave superhet
then a medium- and long-wave
the
producing the
oscillator isis producing
local oscillator
Notice that this local
cigar
American "'' cigar
the American
of the
lines of
designed along the lines
above
of above
instead of
below instead
oscillating below
by oscillating
4in 275-kc/s i.f. by
6in Xx 4in
from 6in
size from
in size
vary in
These vary
case"
case
" portables. These
superhets.
conventional superhets.
more conventional
the more
the signal as in the
1!in.
X liin.
3!in x
X 3|in
x2in
X 2in to Sin x
the
in the
complication in
slight complication
serious This will introduce aa slight
show aa serious
transistors show
TS3 transistors
The S.T.C. type TS3
that isis
complicatiort that
arrangement s-but aa complication
intermediate tracking arrangements—but
low intermediate
if aa low
but if
kc/s, but
450 kc/s,
gain above 450
loss of gain
selection
little selection
that little
realized that
is reahzed
it is
gain well worth while when it
sufficient gain
then sufficient
used, then
is used,
kc/s is
275 kc/s
frequency of 275
the
fact itit isis the
of fact
point
In
needed.
of
transistors
is
needed.
In
point
of
is
Thete
stages.
output
the
drive
to
obtained
can be
to drive the output stages. There is
covering
receiver
superhet
a
why
fundamental
reason
why
a
superhet
receiver
covering
at
amplification
y
low-frequenc amplification at
no problem about low-frequency
using
built using
be built
can be
band can
medium-wave band
normal most of the medium-wave
for normal
required for
milliwatts required
10 kc/s, and the 50 milhwatts
.
transistors.
available transistors.
currently available
low-frequency
low-frequenc y currently
rating.
power rating.
their power
within their
room listening is within
straightforwa rd
quite straightforward
The frequency changer isis aa quite
any
of any
oscillator of
an oscillator
make an
First attempts to make
emitter
(earthed) emitter
common (earthed)
of aa common
in stage consisting of
described in
circuits described
the circuits
of the
some of
frequency using some
the
at the
signal at
the signal
where the
1), where
stage (Fig. 1),
amplifying stage
of amphfying
None of
disappointing . None
were disappointing.
American literature were
along
base, along
the base,
to the
applied to
is applied
winding is
slightest aerial coupling winding
the slightest
showed the
available showed
transistors available
the six transistors
oscillator
local oscillator
the local
from the
r.f. from
of r.f.
amount of
included with a small amount
circuit included
tuned circuit
the tuned
with the
oscillate with
inclination to oscillate
coupling
the
of
bottom
the
returning
picked
up
by
returning
the
bottom
of
the
coupling
in its emitter lead.
round
wound round
(L 3 ) wound
turns (L3)
two turns
techniques, winding to earth via two
valve techniques,
to valve
revert to
to revert
At last it was decided to
coil.
oscillator coil.
the oscillator
of the
provided the earthy end of
was provided
winding was
beefy feedback winding
and a good beefy
circuit.
oscillatory circuit.
the oscillatory
to the
collector to
from the (output) collector
connection Aerial Design
(a.c.) connection
direct (a.c.)
had aa direct
last-mentione d had
The last-mentioned
has aa
base has
the base
because the
and because
base, and
back to the (input) base,
because
explanation because
some explanation
needs some
tapped The ferrite aerial needs
was tapped
connection was
this connection
rather low .impedance this
in
trouble in
the trouble
overcoming the
to overcoming
greatly to
immediate it contributes greatly
an immediate
was an
There was
bottom. There
about t3 from the bottom.
(a tracking.
detected (a
were detected
oscillations were
improvement, and oscillations
of
amount of
the amount
that the
said that
be said
can be
waveas aa wavejob as
good job
Very roughly it can
does aa good
receiver does
sound broadcast receiver
to
proportional to
is proportional
aerial is
ferrite aerial
the signal picked up by
on the
by aa ferrite
tap on
feedback tap
the feedback
altering the
meter).
meter). Apart from altering
That
coil. That
tuning coil.
the tuning
by the
enclosed by
strongly the bulk of ferrite enclosed
oscillating strongly
just oscillating
was just
it was
that it
oscillator coil so that
measured
strength measured
signal strength
and, is to say, for maximum
maximum signal
band, and,
the band,
of the
end of
high-frequenc y end
enough at the high-frequency
to
turns to
of turns
number of
correct number
the at the coupling coil
the correct
coil the
covered the
that itit covered
so that
turns so
off turns
of course, trimming off
loosely
be loosely
should be
capacitor should
made resonate with the ·tuning
tuning capacitor
been made
has been
alter~tion has
major alteration
no major
right frequency, no
2.
Fig. 2.
in Fig.
shown in
to the circuit, which
which is shown
Company.
Machine Company.
coil
the coil
on the
*The
*The British
British Tabulating Machine
provided on
were provided
points were
Variors
Variol:s tapping points
was
and itit was
turns, and
20, 40 and 60 turns,
at 20,40
-v
transistors
six transistors
found that all the six
oscilto oscil2·2
made to
be made
provided could be
k4_
late up to 750 kc/s by
increasing
by increasing
and
the feedback (more
aerial
turns), and
(more turns),
LL1I TURNS
« : ,-------'1 '-...........J
TU~NS
The
kc/s. The
750 kc/s.
two of them above 750
I 470kJl|
I
TO lst I .f.
earwas eartwo was
better one of these
|
these two
80 :
TURNS
l
1
receiver.
the receiver.
J- |
'for use in the
marked for
z 60 I
this
It is a good idea to
g chmF
build this
to build
TURNS : IC!io--....,.-'1'--11--'-~
and
tagboard and
oscillator on a tagboard
g II
I
I
functioning
establish that it isis functioning
fr—
·establish
l, TU~NS iI
right
the right
coupling
correctly and giving the
C0IL
than
rather than
frequency
fre9.uency coverage, rather
go,"
one go,"
build
in one
" all in
bwld the set "all
small
are small
because the parts used
used are
(
and
confined
in confined
alter in
and difficult to alter
)
spaces.
3? 1
TO
TO
—- - - - - T O
OSCILLATOR
TO OSCILLATOR
--FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY
the
in the
The coil winding data
data in
CHANGER
CHANGER
table
variafrequency variat~ble will give a frequency
with
circuit with
Fig. 2. Oscillator circuit
tion
Fig.
showing
kc/s.
circuit, showing
330 kc/s.
to 330
changer circuit,
kc/s to
tto~ from 720 kc/s
Fig. /././ . Frequency
Frequency changer
changer.
frequency changer.
output to frequency
This
input
with aa
input from
used with
from oscillat
oscillator.
Th1s coverage, when used
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THREE FERRITE RODS
Vie DI A. * 3" LONG
4

s.w.g.
30 s.w.g.
45
TURNS, 30
45 TURNS,
SPACE
WOUND
SPACE WOUND

140 TURNS
36 s.w.g.
PILE WOUND

Fig. 3. Construction of the ferrite rod aerial, showing
numbers of turns.

v

saw or Abrafile on
and
opposite sides and
then the rod broken
simply by attempting
to bend it by hand.
This material is extremely brittle and
||: C0|L
hold
to hold
attempt to
any attempt
/\/\ T2
any
pliers
it in a vice or phers
TS3( AA )
\iy
will usually cause it
to break at any other
A.G.C.
*—a.g.c.
place but that re|5'5kA irjljiF
quired.
>
Coming now to the
I
'I —
i.f. section, the fre^
quency of 275 kc/s
stag-e, showing
Fig. 4. An i.f. stage,
chosen was the result
the a.g.c. connection.
of a compromise between
tween a high i.f. to
reduce whistles to a minimum and a low one that
would
would. give a useful gain from the transistors (which
kcj s).
is well down at 500 kc/s).
The transistors were tried in a common (earthed)
emitter circuit, which is theoretically capable of
higher gain per stage than the common-base circuit
finally chosen, but so much trouble was encountered
due to instability (feedback within the transistor)
and so many components were needed to neutralize
this tendency to instability under varying battery
voltages and temperature changes, that the loss in
gain was considered a small price to pay. The circuit
adopted is shown in ·Fig. 4.

] - - -1. -ir - - - - - V
---tlooiMli Iz-tkA
'■ yC01L I
L
u, ■ 220 k A
—3 j
ic—
i, | 1 g—
?
-v-p'
"5—
4 P

wound over the whole length of the rod. To obtain
maximum bulk of material without excessive length
three ferrite rods are stacked one above the other.
in
increase in
this increase
A certain price has to be paid for this
signal,
signal,'· inasmuch as the Q and selectivity of the
circuit will be considerably reduced. On the other
hand, to simplify tracking problems (which in this
aerial. circuit failing to stay
case can be stated as the aerial
is
accurately in step with the local oscillator), what is
wanted is a broad-band low-Q circuit which will
ensure the signals are not seriously attenuated despite
mistuning of the aerial circuit.
The ferrite rod aerial consists of three Ferroxcube
-ft-in
rods of tj
in diameter (Mullard type FX1495) and
three inches long stacked one above the other and I.F. Transformers
bound with Sellotape to hold them in place.
As shown in Fig. 3, the medium-wave winding Because the input impedance of the transistors is
consists of 45 turns of 30 s.w.g. insulated copper so low compared with their output impedance, to
i.f.
wire wound reasonably loosely, starting Jf: inch from obtain a correct match from stage to stage the i.f,
transformers
must
give
a
ten-to-one
reduction
in
forms
This
inches.
2
about
occupying
and
end
one
the tuning coil. The coupling winding consists of
4 turns of the same gauge wire wound in between
the turns of the tuning coil, starting about 5 turns
21-1-F
OA71
up from the bottom.
Fig. 5. Germanium~~~-~~~~X
diode detector circuit.
The last winding is the long-wave coil and is
pile wound to cover about half an inch of rod right on
m .w. coil. This winding
the end farthest from the m.w.
O·OIJ-1-F
2·7kfi
consists of 140 turns of 36 s.w.g. enamel- and cottoninsulated copper wire. The coupling coil here
Below: Fig. 6. Audio
consists of 6 turns of the same gauge wire.
amplifier and output
in
stages.
All these windings should be temporarily held in
place and prevented from unwinding by small pieces
of Sellotape stuck over the first and last turns of
·
each.
As the electrical properties of ferrite rod vary
slightly from sample to sample, adjustments to the
number of turns may be necessary to optimize the
frequency coverage and the rod should be tested
before finally binding the whole length from end
to end with tape. If the coils have been wound on
are aa
a former of cartridge paper, so that the rods are
loose fit inside, then final adjusting of the tuning
and tracking can be done by moving the coils along
m
the rods. The centre of the rods gives maximum
SSf
inductance.
The aerial has been made this shape to fit across
the case of the receiver, and as it is possible that
lengths this size may not be available, a word on
how to cut the ferrite will not be out of place. The
rod to be cut should be placed on a flat surface and
held by hand. A nick should be made with a hackjANUARY 1957
WORLD, January
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the
~act the
In fact
se~ondary.
to secondary.
rums from primary to
turns
In
have
secondanes have
while the secondaries
tu;rns .while
primaries have 330 turns
be
can be
gain can
stage gain
of stage
increase of
slight increase
A slight
33 turns. A
but
turns, but
secondary turns,
the secondary
obtained by increasing the
i.f.
previous i.f.
the previous
of the
damping of
above this excessive damping
decrease
result in aa decrease
resonant circuit may occur and result
the
on the
wound on
be wound
should be
secondary1 should
The secondaiy
gain. The
in gain.
in
top.
on top.
pnmary on
former first and the primary
quite
is quite
5, is
Fig. 5,
in Fig.
shown in
circuit, shown
detector circuit,
The detector
contact
straightforward, consisting of
point contact
of aa point
straightforward,
as aa
connected as
germanium diode, Mullard OA71, connected
half-wave rectifier.
conis constage is
this stage
Because the input impedance to this
common-base
the common-base
of the
siderably higher than that of
the
of the
winding of
secondary winding
i.f. transistor stage, the secondaiy
from
increased from
is increased
transformer is
i.f. transformer
last i.f.
and last
third and
third
available
is available
gain is
stage gain
rums to 50, so that a higher stage
33 turns
ones.
on this than the previous ones.
is
load is
diode load
2.7-kn diode
It should be noted that the 2.7-kn
diagram
circuit diagram
returned to earth, but in the full circuit
i.f.
first i.f.
the first
of the
base of
the base
to the
(Fig. 7) it is returned to
the
testing the
Whilst testing
action. Whilst
transistor to provide a.g.c. action.
earth
to earth
resistor to
the resistor
return the
to return
is best to
i.f. stages it is
with
obtained with
be obtained
because confusing results can be
strong signals.
build
to build
is to
section is
i.f. section
the i.f.
A good way of adjusting the
detector,
with detector,
it as a separate exercise, complete with
available,
is available,
and if no signal generator or oscilloscope is
and
X and
point X
to point
to connect a pair of headphones to
capacitor
25-pF capacitor
via aa 25-pF
earth in Fig. 5, connect an aerial via
any
on any
up on
trim up
and trim
to the first i.f. tuned circuit, and
i.f.
the i.f.
of the
range of
available signal or noise within the range
trimming (about ± 25 kc/s).
of
consists of
The low frequency part of the receiver consists
RC-coupled
stages RC-coupled
_ two common-emitter transistor stages
feedback
negative feedback
from the diode detector, with negative
frequencies .
applied at high and low frequencies.
should
capacitors should
Notice in Fig. 6 that the coupling capacitors
loss
serious loss
or aa serious
p.F or
below 2 ^F
not be reduced much below
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY
FERRITE
FERRITE
CHANGER
CHANGER
ROD
ROD AERIAL

potentio5-k n potentioat low frequencies will result. The 5-kn
the
of the
part of
meter used as a volume control forms part
first amplifier collector load.
speech
the speech
from the
taken from
is taken
The negative feedback is
distortion
covers distortion
coil of the loudspeaker, so that it covers
well
as well
transformer as
introduced by the loudspeaker transformer
Connecas that from the two low-frequency stages. Connecthe
to the
left to
be left
tion of this negative feedback should be
transthe transof the
sense of
the sense
last, and if oscillations occur the
reversed.
be reversed.
former speech-coil winding should be
usually
type usually
the type
A miniature speaker transformer of the
tolerable
gives aa tolerable
21-in and 3-in speakers gives
sold with the 2J-in
negative
the negative
as the
match to the output stage as soon as
can
enough can
patient enough
feedback is connected, but those patient
by
turns by
secondary turns
dismantle this and increase the secondary
20% to improve the match.

Complete Circuit
into
down into
brokep. down
been broken
The complete design has been
tackling
to anyone tackling
four separate stages because, to
caused
effects caused
the effects
time, the
transistors for the first time,
unare uncomponents are
by wiring mistakes or faulty components
each
of each
disconnection of
familiar, and can lead to the disconnection
identifying
of identifying
main portion as the only means of
therin aa theroriginates, whilst in
whence the trouble originates,
gives
fault gives
the fault
of the
mionic-valve superhet the nature of
an immediate clue.
the
of the
coil of
Notice in Fig. 7 how the long-wave coil
the
by the
circuit by
into circuit
brought into
ferrite rod aerial is brought
winding
this winding
coupling coil and the switch. When this
made
be made
to be
has to
alteration has
is brought into circuit -no
no alteration
frequencies
the frequencies
to the oscillator. A quick look at the
involved will show why it is not necessary.
say,
of, say,
waves of,
long waves
If reception is required on long
main
the main
is the
(which is
the 200-kc/s Light Programme (which
local
the local
if the
then if
reason for providing this range), then
the
(on the
beat (on
will beat
oscillator is tuned to 475 kc/s, it will
once
to once
kc/s, to
200 kc/s,
upper side this time) with the 200

2nd I.E.
DETECTOR
ZZkfl SSOil

LE

OUTPUT
-I2V

C OIfiFi >2 2 kit lool^Fi |2"2kft lo-oifiFs V X25mF
'—4 220kA>
^ 220kJT|
T. / f
K / f

O'OI/xF^ ll-Zkfl.
lMil<
i

2kfl.
22 2kil|
io-0!
o·or
1 TV

, - - - - - - 1 ' - - - - - + - - ' "'F

|

1

TS, 1

u—'-{-[)<%
ET o-ooi/iF VtV
1
7 iwopF
o ooi/iFj ^

from
assembled from
c1rcutt diagram, assembled
Fig. 7. The complete circuit
fig.
previous diagrams Figs. I to 6.
the previous
the

again provide the 275 kc/s intermediate frequency.
be
should be
coil should
The trimmer connected across the coil
200-kc/s
the 200-kc/s
trimmed for maximum signals on the
Light Programme.
circuit
the circuit
Coming now to the actual construction, the
strip
tag strip
was first built on a standard double-row tag
were
resistors were
with 30 tags down each side. As all resistors
17
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It is not possible to be dogmatic about the final
form of construction possible because this depends
so much on each person's access to materials and
components . . It can be stated, however,
miniature components.
that the author has built two versions of the circuit
arotind the magnet of
shown. The first is constructed around
a 6-in loudspeaker utilizing full-size components
throughout, with a push-pull output stage. This set
is in constant use, and has a cabinet measuring
x 3in. The power supply consists of
7in x 7in X
three flat 4.5-V torch batteries connected in series,
rnA
and as these are designed to supply up to 300 mA
rnA average current drawn by the
2S mA
to a bulb, the 25
set is a very light load and many months of use can
·set
be obtained from three-shillings-worth of batteries.
The second version of the set is in a case measuring
2!-in Elac
X 2in. The loudspeaker is a 2J-in
Sin x 3in x
1S-V hearing-aid
type and the supply battery is a 15-V
(or flash-gun) type which drops to about 10V on
load. Needless to say, this is the single-ended version
of the circuit.
The author would like to advise readers again to be
sure they have mastered the intracacies of the circuit
before attempting to build it in a Sin x 3in case,
1/8 watt (mainly Erie type 16) and the largest fixed as the components will have to be packed side by
2S- fLF miniature cathode bypass, no side and sometimes in layers to get them all in.
capacitor was a 25-^F
Finally, the author was not in a position to evaluate
component short of the tuning capacitor needed any
other support than that provided by soldering it into the performance of the set in technical terms, but
units-i.f. stages, the following remarks will give readers a clue.
circuit. This enables all the units—i.f.
output-to be tested Overloading of the output stage was possible in the
oscillator, frequency changer, output—to
under portable conditions before attempting to London area on both the Third and Home Services,
so long as the receiver was not used in a metal-framed
miniaturize.
Incidentally, if one decided to stop at this stage of building. The long-wave Light Programme was condevelopment, having, say, built the receiver on two siderably weaker, presumably because the transmis6in tag strips, it would make a handy and economical sion originates in Droitwich. On the other hand,
portable, especially if a push-pull output stage using reception on this long wave was more consistent
Mullard OC72 transistors were added.* Such an and suffered less from the screening effects of
output stage would provide ample output to drive a buildings. The volume level is more than adequate
for listening in a room with no background noise,
6in loudspeaker.
·wishes to hear the set above, for example,
but if one wishes
<e
obtainable free from
booklet, obtainable
Experimenter"
the Experimenter
for the
Transistors for
*See Transistors
" booklet,
*See"
the conversation in a crowded room, then it is worth
transformers
Suitable transformers
6V. Suitable
only 6V.
require only
OC72s require
Mullard.
the OC72s
that the
Note that
Mullard. Note
while adding the push-pull output stage.
·
Sobell.
from Sobell.
can
obtained from
be obtained
can be

COIL WINDING
WIND~NG DATA
Oscillator Coils
Former:—
!in diam., lin long with dust
Former:- Aladdin Jin
core.
36 s.w.g. cotton covered, wound
L
Li1
.. 45 turns 35
on first.
L2
L2
. • 140 turns 36 s.w.g. cotton covered,
tapped at 20, 40 and 60 turns, pile
wound next.
cover~d, wound
L;,3
.. 2 turns 36 s.w.g. cotton covered,
L
j
on last.
i I.F. Transformers
Former:—
;}in diam., lin long with dust
Former:- Aladdin Jin
core.
36 s.w.g. cotton
T
Ti&Ta..
1 & T 2 •• Secondary: 33 turns 35
covered, single layer, wound on first.
Primary: 330 turns 36 s.w.g. cotton
covered, pile wound on top.
T3
.. Secondary: 50 turns 36 s.w.g. cotton
T3
first .
covered, single layer, wound on first.
. Primary: 330 turns 36 s.w.g. cotton
covered, pile wound on top.

Nomogram
Power Nomogram
Voltage·- Power
Current·- Voltage
Resistance ■ Current
Resistance·
B.Sc.*
E.. JACKSON, B.Sc."
By B. E.
PROBLEMS
1. ROBLEMS involving the relationships between
the parameters resistance, current, voltage and power
are constantly having to be worked out in electrical
and electronic work. In most cases speed rather than
accuracy is required. Therefore, a nomogram or a
slide-rule-type calculator can profitably be employed.
Nomograms have had limited usefulness in this
field in the past because (a) they have related only
(b) two settings of the
three of the four variables or (i>)
rule have been required for a complete solution of
the problem.
The nomogram presented here has the advantage
that only one setting of the rule on the two known
parameters is required to give the solution of the two
unknowns.
For the convenience of those engaged in electronic
Scientific and Industrial
of Scientific
Department of
Laboratcry; Department
Dominion Laboratory,
*.. Dominion
Zealand.
New Zealand.
Research,
\X'ellington, New
Research, Wellington,

work the resistance scale is laid out in ""preferred"
preferred "
values of resistors in addition to the ordinary logarithmic scale divisions.
Of course, the nomogram can also be used in place
of a slide rule for the occasional multiplication or
division of numbers not connected with voltage,
For example, the product of two
resistance, etc.
numbers can be read off the V line by setting the
rule over the two numbers on the R and I lines
respectively.
The use of the nomogram is so straightforward
given:that only one example need be given;
—
Q.—What is the current passing through a 10- Q.-What
kilohm resistor and what is the power dissipated
V?
when the voltage across it is 150
150V?
A.-Lay a rule across the nomogram intersecting
A.—Lay
the R line at 10 kilohms and the V line at 150 V.
rnA
Read off the current from the I line equal to 15 mA
and the power off the P line equal to 2.25 W.
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Is Radio Propa galioa

Is

ocity and
Non-Reciprocity
Non-Recipr

Radio

Propagation

Circuit Asymmetry in
in Short-Wave
Short-Wave

The old-time radio operator used a simple rule
THE
for his guidance in the establishment of communication with a distant station: "" If II can hear him,
him,
he can hear me." To that, of course, should have
have
been added a proviso regarding the necessity for
for
exact similarity between the radiated power of
of his
his
and the distant station, but, as it was, his rule
rule often
often
rthen based upon any scientific
worked. Was it then
principle, or was it merely a piece of professional
folklore? Some interesting experiments have recently
been carried out which throw some light upon this,
until lately, largely unsettled question.
.-The
Reciprocity in Radio Communication
Communication.—The
reciprocity theorem, as applied by
meaning
of
the
by
Carson11 to radio communication, may be expressed
follows : " If an electromotive force of
as follows:
of aa certain
certain
magnitude inserted in one aerial causes a current to
flow at a certain point in a second aerial,
aerial, then
then the
the
his point in the
same voltage applied at .tthis
the_ second
second aerial
aerial
will produce the same current, both
both in
in magnitude
magnitude
and phase, at the point in the first aerial where
where the
the
to
original voltage was applied." According
to the
the
22
statement of reciprocity by Sommerfeld this will
will
happen regardless of the electrical properties and
and
geometry of the intervening media and of
of the
the form
form
of the two aerials. From this we
we should
should expect
expect radio
radio
oppos~te directions over a distance
transmission in opposite
to be truly reciprocal, as
as is
is the
the case
case with
with electrical
electrical
phenomena in other forms of network, provided that
no change occurs in the intervening
intervening medium
medium with
with
time. There is, in fact, no reason to
to doubt
doubt thart
that the
the
reciprocity theorem is true when applied
applied to groundwave transmission, and it is only when sky-wave
sky-wave
transmission occurs, where propagation is via an
ionized medium in the presence of a magnetic field
field
(the earth's), that it does not really
really hold.
hold. And
And in
in
this latter case, which is that obtaining for
for all
all longlong. distance short-wave communication, though
though the
the
possibility of non-reciprocal effects was realized by
Carson, it does not seem to have been confirmed
confirmed by
by
experiment until recently.
It can be shown, however, that in
in certain
certain special
special
cases the theory of reciprocity should not hold.
hold. One
One
wave travels
of these is that where the wave
travels through
through an
an
homogeneous ionized medium along a magnetic
meridian; i.e., along the direction of the magnetic
lines of force, in which case the
the polarization
polarization of
of the
the
wave twists in an anti-clockwise direction as
as it
it travels
travels
along, and, moreover, twists in the same dire~ion
direction
whether going or coming, so to speak. The direction of twist is determined by the direction
direction in
in which
which
the magnetic force is acting, and not by
by the
the direction
direction
of propagation of the waves. In this
this case,
case, if
if the
the
direction of polarization of the wave when it
it leaves
leaves
· the transmitting aerial is the same · in both
both the
the "go"
"go"
come " directions then the propagation is
and " come"
is still
still
reciprocal, but if it is different in the two cases propagation is not truly so, th~re
there being a phase change
at one end as compared with the other. It is even
possible to find a case where the polarization changes

tion
Communica
Communication

all in
are such that propagation is only possible at a11
one direction. But these special cases may possibly
have small significance in practical communication.
Of course if the "" go " and "come"
" come " paths by way
of the ionosphere were different in practical cases,
cases,
as has sometimes been postulated, then the possibility of non-reciprocal effects womd
would become more
obvious, for there could be a differential factor
factor in
the ionospheric absorption for the two directions.
However, it does not seem likely that waves travelfact, traverse
traverse
ling in opposite directions would, in fact,
different paths, and, therefore, that there would be
differences in wave attenuation due to absorption.
. In short, the possible effects of non-reciprocity in
long-distance short-wave communication are by no
means easy to assess, though, from operational data
data
which has accumulated over the past several years,
years,
there is now no doubt at
at all that there can be
be differdifferences in the performance of a radio circuit in the
two opposite directions when the transmitting and
and
receiving equipments at the two ends are similar.
In other words, the rule of the old-time radio
radio
operator is not, essentially, a good one.
Reciprocity.-An experiment made
Tests for Reciprocity.—An
made to
to
test the reciprocity of the 420-mile transmission
transmission path
path
by the D.S.I.R. has
between Slough and Inverness
been described by Meadows33.• Elaborate precautions
were taken to ensure that the observed effects
effects were
were
due to the intervening medium, and not
not to
to any
any
apparatus contributions. Pulse transmissions were
used on a frequency of approximately 5.1
5.1 Mc/s,
Mc/s,
these being transmitted from and received at both
both
terminals, the same aerial at each end being used
both for transmitting and receiving, being switched
switched
from transmitter to receiver at the pulse repetition
frequency. The received pulses were displayed on
on
cathode-ray tubes, and the Inverness display was
relayed by line to Slough, so that the two patterns
could be visually compared there, and differences
differences
between the fading patterns of the ordinary EE and
and
F ray echoes observed. This was
was considered
considered to
to be
be
a sensitive test for non-reciprocity.
over
spread
During about 15 hours of observation
over
13 days definite non-reciprocal effects were
were observed
observed
for only about 11 per cent of the time. It
It was
was conconsidered that this being so for this short path more
more
pronounced non-reciprocal effects might occur on
long-distance circuits, though probably they would
would
be of short duration.
The results of a test for non-reciprocity over longlongdistance circuits are given by Laver and Stanesby\
Stanesby4,
who describe . those obtained from aa carefully
carefully concontrolled experiment conducted by the Post
Post Office
Office
Engineering Department. The tests were made
separately between the United Kingdom and the
United States and between the United Kingdom
and Australia on frequencies between approximately
approximately
Me Is. At each end of these two
11 and 14 Mc/s.
two circuits
circuits
a single aerial was used, switchable
switchable to
to aa transmitter
transmitter
or to a receiver tuned to
to the
the same
same frequency.
frequency. UnUnWORLD, JANUARY
Wireless
January 1957
WIREU:ss World,
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Always Two-Way?
Always

Two-Way?

By T. W.
w. BENNINGTON*

~as transmitted alternately
alt.ern~tely for
modulated carrier was
e~d of
qf the
the circuit.
crrcmt. The
two
minutes from
from either
either end
two minutes
The
output
signals from
from the
the receivers
rece~vers were
were recorded
re~ord~d and
and
output signals
the results
results were
were expressed
expressed in
m terms
terms of
of circuit
circmt loss,
loss,
the
the aim
aim being
being to
to obtain
obtain the
the loss
loss difference
difference between
between
the
transmission over each circuit in one direction and
that in
in the
the other.
other. At
At times
times there
there was
no significant
significant
that
was no
but quite
quite often
often for
for periods
periods of
of aa few
few
loss
difference, but
loss difference,
hours loss
loss differences,
differences, indicating
indicating non-reciprocal
non-reciprocal
hours
transmission, did occur. On the average the loss
was greater
greater for
for transmission
transmission from
from the
the United
United KingKingwas
dom
to the
the United
United States
and to
to Australia,
Australia, than
than for
for
dom to
States and
transmission from those two countries to the United
Kingdom. · At times
times. the .loss.
loss difference for transdirectiOns rose to values
mission in the opposite directions
values of
order of
of 55 to
to 10
10 dB.
dB. The
The reality
reality of
of the
the test
test
the order
the
24
j-' 24
Long-term and seasonal asymmetry in two-way
23
S...,~ 25performance of the London-Capetown radio^Vi 22
telegraph circuit. (From Proc.I.E.E.)
22
\
S~ 2| \
LONDON -CAPETOWN
S~ 21- \'
LONDON-CAPETOWN
.

performance of a radio circuit would not necessarily
be the same in two opposite directions if judged on
the basis of the signal/noise ratio at the receiver
inputs. Or, to put it into operational terms, the
percentage of time for which a long-distance radio
commercial" or ""uncommercial"
uncommercial"
circuit was ""commercial"
would not necessarily be the same at the two opposite circuit terminals even if the transmitting and
receiving equipments were identical. As has been
said, such circuit performance differences have long
been noted, and more light has now been thrown
upon the subject by a recent study made by Humby
and Minnis55.• In order to distinguish it from the
effects of non-reciprocity they have called the
phenomenon in question ""circuit
circuit asymmetry."
In examining the performance of a number of
long-distance circuits, in terms of the number of
commercial hours per day or days per month, they
found that, in the cases where one terminal was in
the northern and one in the southern hemisphere, a
marked deterioration in circuit performance
occurred during local summer.
summ('r. Since the time of
case~ is displaced by six
local summer in these cases
~ 20
\,
,
months as between the two opposite circuit ter\/
18a::UJ - V
\S
EE I 9 .
/
minals, this means that the performance varies in
.....
anti-phase at the two terminals over the year. Even
18
°~ /
if no other difference were present this leads to a
differential in the circuit performance as between the
"ta:: l7"
CAPET0WN\—/LONDON
uj.... |6V
"go"
" go " and "come"
" come " directions; in other words, to a
tr> . ell
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
seasonal asymmetry. (See accompanying diagram.)
S SUMMER WINTER SUMMER WINTER SUMMER WINTER SUMMER WINTER But, superimposed on this, there may be a consisS 1950 1950-51 1951 1951-52 1952 1952-53 1953 1953-54 tently worse performance in one direction than in
results seems to be well proved by the fact that on the other; i.e., a long-term asymmetry. Where both
some days no appreciable loss difference occurred, terminals were in similar latitudes in the northern
hemisphere, where the seasons are coincident at the
though on the
the· previous days, with test conditions
terminals, there was no evidence of seasonal asymexactly the same, considerable loss differences
metry, though a component of long-term asymmetry
occurred persistently.
might still be present.
These two valuable experiments, one over a relaThese results are exactly what would be expected
tively short and one over two long transmission
paths, do therefore seem to prove that non-reciprocal from a consideration of the likely signal/noise ratio,
effects are of some importance in long-distance taking into consideration the local variations in
communication via the ionosphere. They do not atmospheric noise. This is, of course, much higher
fully show, however, to what phenomenon the non- in summer than in winter, and varies geographically
in a manner such that, generally speaking, its
reciprocal
r~cil?rocal effects are due, nor indicate the long-term
intensity is an inverse function of latitude. Thus,
significance
s~gmficance of such effects. We may perhaps tentatively conclude that true non-reciprocity may not even with non-directional aerial systems such
asymmetrical conditions would occur.
But the
be the ma/or
b~
major cause of the operationally observed
differences in long-distance circuit performance in communication systems in question used relatively
sharply directional aerials, "beamed"
" beamed " in the direcopposite directions.
tion of the distant terminal, and the authors have
Circuit Asymmetry.-It
Asymmetry.—It has for some long time probed the matter further in view of this.
Circuit.
been
In considering the diurnal variations in circuit
been realized
realized that,
that, since
since the
the distribution
distribution of
of atmoatmospheric noise is not uniform over the earth's surface, asymmetry, over several circuits where one terminal
but
be greatest
greatest in
in the
the equatorial
equatorial land
land was in the United Kingdom and the others at places
but. tends
tends to
to be
regions,
near or south of the equator, they found a marked
regiOns, and to vary at all places with time of day
and
a~d season,
season, the
the signal/noise
signal/noise ratio
ratio for
for aa signal
signal of
of tendency for the asymmetry to increase; i.e., circuit
given field-strength
peiformance at
nt the United Kingdom end · to degiven.
field-str~ngth must
must vary
vary for
for different
different geogeo- - performance
teriorate, at a certain time GMT for each circuit,
graphical
gr~phical locations.
locatiOns. That being so it follows that,
apart from the effects of non-reciprocity, the which time varied for the different circuits so as
quite apart
to become systematically
~ystematically later as the circuit direcResearch Dept.,
*Research
Dept., British
British Broadcasting
Broadcasting Corporation.
Corporation.
tion varied from the east towards the west. This
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was particularly marked in
in the
the northern
northern summer.
summer.
The time of this increase
increase in
in circuit
circuit asymmetry
asymmetry was,
was,
in fact, found to be at approximately
approximately similar
similar values
values
the distant
distant terminal;
terminal; i.e.,
i.e., between
between
of local time at the
about 1850 and 2020 Local
Local Mean
Mean Time.
Time. The
Theimplicaimplicaand after
after local
local sunset
sunset at
at some
some
tion was that towards and
beam of
of the
the receiving
receiving aerial,
aerial,
place within the main beam
in the direction of the
the distant
distant terminal,
terminal, there
there was
was
a significant increase in
in the
the atmospheric
atmospheric noise,
noise, such
such
that the signal/noise
signal/noise ratio
ratio at
at the
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
end of the circuit sharply
sharply decreased,
decreased, and
and ' that
that as
as
the sunset line moved
moved from
from east
east to
to west
west over
over the
the
·circuits
circuit asymmetry
asymmetry increased
increased at
at
circuits so the circuit
of GMT, according
according as
as the
the direcdirecincreasing values of
became farther
farther to
to the
the west.
west.
tion of the circuit became
Atmospheric noise should be
be regarded
regarded as
as being
being
primarily a meteorological phenomenon,
phenomenon, being
being due
due
to the lightning strokes
strokes in thunderstorms.
thunderstorms. The
The conconproduction of
of thunderstorms
thunderstorms are
are
ditions for the production
intimately bound up with
with the
the heating
heating of
of the
the air
air
by conduction from the
the earth
earth under
under the
the influence
influence
peak thunderstorm
thunderstorm activity
activity
of the sun's rays. Thus peak
late afternoon
afternoon and
and evening,
evening, and,
and, when
when
occurs in the late
the ionospheric conditions
conditions for
for the
the transmission
transmission of
of
the noise over a distance
distance are
are taken
taken into
into account,
account,
it appears that a directional
directional receiving
receiving aerial
aerial would
would
tend to pick up the
the highest
highest level
level of
of noise
noise from
from an
an·
area lying slightly west
west of
of the
the sunset
sunset line.
line. This
This
enabled the authors to
to locate
locate approximately
approximately the
the
position of the noise sources
sources responsible
responsible for
for the
the
deterioration in circuit
circuit performances
performances at
at the
the United
United
Kingdom end of the
the circuit,
circuit, for
for each
each of
of the
the circuits
circuits
being examined, and a scrutiny
scrutiny of
of the
the receiving
receiving

operator's logs confirmed
confirmed that
that there
there was
was an
an increase
increase
in the atmospherics at about
about the
the times
times expected.
expected.
Thus, it may be concluded,
concluded, there
there is,
is, at
at certain
certain
times of day, a deterioration
deterioration in
in circuit
circuit performance
performance
circuits in
in the
the direction
direction in
in which
which
over long-distance circuits
reception is taking place
place in
in local
local summer,
summer, thus
thus
leading to a pronounced
pronounced tendency
tendency for
for circuit
circuit
In addition,
addition, there
there may
may be
be
asymmetry to occur. In
long-term asymmetry, due
due to
to consistent
consistent differences
differences
in the local noise levels
levels and,
and, possibly,
possibly, to
to other
other
differences in conditions
conditions at
at the
the receiving
receiving terminals.
terminals.
Of the two effects of
of non-reciprocity
non-reciprocity and
and circuit
circuit
asymmetry it would seem that
that the
the latter
latter isis responresponsible for the major differential
differential effects
effects observed
observed in
in
practice for transmission
transmission in
in opposite
opposite directions
directions over
over
when the
the two
two terminals
terminals are
are located
located
a circuit, at least when
in widely different latitudes.
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The Gated-Beam Valve
The

Gated-Beam

By
By
LAWRENCE W. JOHNSON*

I

Advances in the art of frequency modulation
ADVANCES
reception seem all too often to come about only as a
result of advances in allied, higher-powered fields.
Exceptions to this rule do exist—for
exist-for example, the
1 2—but
M.I.T. work on multi-path transmission1,2
• -but
it
it is safe to say that if it were not for radar and television, the low-noise front ends and compact .i.f.
amplifiers used in modem
modern f.m.
f.m . receivers would not be
available. It is the purpose of this paper to describe
the 6BN6 gated-beam tube, a television development
which bears out the original contention. To the
designer of f.m. timers
tuners and receivers it brings a
very useful tool in improving performance
p_erformance or
or in
in
lowering price, whichever objective may be the
the
more important.
The 6BN6 was developed in the laboratories of
the Zenith Radio Corporation, by a group led by
Dr. Robert Adler, and was first put into production
by the General Electric Company (U.S.).
(U.S.). The basic
ideas were not new, but Adler's work seems to have
been the first to combine them all successfully.
successfully. The
prime purpose of the development appears to have
been the simplification of the sound channel of television receivers. When the 6BN6 is so used it takes
the place of the limiter, discriminator, and first audio
stages, and at the same time eliminates
eliminates the rather
complicated phase discriminator or ratio detector
detector
transformer, substituting in its place a simple
3 4
inductor resonant at the intermediate frequency3,4
• .•
The resulting f.m. detector does not meet the
requirements set forth for an exceptionally high
capture ratio22,, but its performance equals or surpasses that of the commonly encountered ratio
detector or single-limiter/discriminator. In some
high-quality f.m. tuners the 6BN6 is employed as a
broad-band limiter only, and is followed by a
separate broad-band detector to assure aa good capture ratio.
Counter Discriminators

Understanding the operation of the 6BN6 is not
difficult if one falls back upon previously explained
phenomena and circuits. Roddam55 and Scroggie66
have done much to familiarize readers of this journal
journal
with low-frequency versions of the counter type of
discriminator, which presents several intriguing
advantages, but also imposes 'limitations
bandlimitations on bandwidth because of the necessarily low intermediate
frequency.
frequency . The 6BN6 may be thought of as a way
of utilizing
of
utilizing the
the same
same general
general principle
principle as
as that
that of
of
the
t~e counter
c<?unter discriminator,
discriminator, at
at an
an almost
almost arbitrarily
arbitrarily
high intermediate
mtermediate frequency. This last-mentioned
property might seem to provide a large advantage
over other counter-discriminator systems in that an
over
excellent capture ratio would seem to be within reach.
reach.
That this
!hat
this is
is not
not completely
completely true
true will
will be
be discussed
discussed
m detail
m
detail later;
later; envelope
envelope for
for envelope,
envelope, however,
however,
"Hewlett Packard
*Hewlett
Packard Company,
Company, Palo
Palo Alto
Alto ..California.
, C~ifornia.
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
WORLD, January
JANUARY

Valve

Its Use
Use as
as Limiter
Limiter and
and Discriminator
Discriminator
Its
for
for Frequency
Frequency Modulation
Modulation Reception
Reception
the 6BN6
6BN6 still
still provides
provides several
several points
points of
of superiority
superiority
the
over practical
practical counter
counter detectors,
detectors.
over
conventional counter
counter detector
detector utilizes
utilizes the
the
The conventional
principles of
of pulse
pulse position
position modulation
modulation (p.p.m.);
(p.p.m.);
principles
itit is
is supposed,
supposed, ideally,
ideally, to
to put
put out
out one
one pulse
pulse for
for each
each
cycle of
of the
the incoming
incoming frequency-modulated
frequency-modulated voltage,
voltage.
cycle
It is
is assumed
assumed that
that the
the output
output pulse
pulse will
will have
have aa
It
height, duration,
duration, and
and shape,
shape, regardless
regardless
standard height,
of the
the input
input frequency
frequency and
and amplitude.
amplitude. The
The resulting
resulting
of
train of
of pulses,
pulses, identical
identical in
in all
all respects
respects save
save spacing,
spacing,
train
can be
be passed
passed through
through aa low-pass
low-pass filter,
filter, at
at the
the output
output
can
of which
which will
will appear
appear the
the desired
desired audio
audio signal
signal rereof
presenting the
the demodulated
demodulated wave.
wave. Fig.
Fig. 11 shows
shows an
an
presenting
wave and an
an idealized
idealized counter
counter detector's
detector's action,
action.
f.m. wave
It is
is only
only aa simple
simple step
step to
to consider
consider instead
instead aa system
system
It
where the
the "" duty
duty cycle
cycle "" (ratio
(ratio of
of pulse
pulse duration
duration
where
to the
the full
full repetition
repetition period)
period) instead
instead of
of pulse
pulse spacing
spacing
to
is varied.
varied. This
This is
is the
the scheme
scheme which
which the
the 6BN6
6BN6
is
detector employs.
employs. Current
Current pulses
pulses are
are formed
formed which
which
detector
standard height,
height, rise
rise time,
time, and
and fall
fall time;
time; ·they
they
have standard
vary in
in both
both width
width and
and spacing,
spacing, but
but the
the significant
significant
vary
is that
that the
the duty
duty cycle,
cycle, nominally
nominally 25%
25% with
with no
no
fact is
modulation, is
is made
made to
to vary
vary in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
modulation,
deviation of
of the
the instantaneous
instantaneous input
input frequency
frequency from
from
deviation
the fixed
fixed intermediate
intermediate frequency.
frequency . As
As before,
before, the
the
the
current pulses
pulses are
are passed
passed into
into aa low-pass
low-pass filter,
filter, which
which
current
yields an
an output
output proportional
proportional to
to duty
duty cycle,
cycle, thus
thus
yields
conveying the
the desired
desired modulation
modulation intelligence,
intelligence.
conveying
Dual
Dual Control
Control Grids
Grids

The details
details of
of the
the manner
manner in
in which
which the
the 6BN6
6BN6
accomplishes
accomplishes these
these functions
functions are
are fairly
fairly straightstraightforward.
forward. For
For the
the present
present let
let it
it suffice
suffice to
to say
say that
that the
the
6BN6 has
has two control
control grids,
grids, well-shielded
well-shielded from
from each
each
other, both
both of
of which
which are
are capable
capable of
of cutting
cutting off
off anode
anode
current,
current, and
and whose
whose dynamic
dynamic ranges
ranges are
are both
both quite
quite
small.
small. Thus
Thus an
an alternating
alternating.voltage
voltage on
on either
either electrode
electrode
of a few volts amplitude, peak-to-peak, will cause
F.M. WAVE

AAf\Y\ 1\A[J !\
UNMODULATED

«DI0 OUTPUT
Fig. I.I. Principle
Principle of
of the
the pulse
pulse counter
counter detector.
detector.
Fig.
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the limiter and quadrature grids. Anode current is
phase between
of
cycle for
duty cycle
pulse duty
Variation in pulse
Variation
for changes
changes
of
phase
between
the limiter and quadrature grids. Anode current is
positive.
are positive.
grids are
assumed
assumed to flow only when both grids

Fig. 2.

de
to flow
curren t to
pulses of anode current
flow as
as the
the electro
electrode
back.
satura tion and
cut-of f to
voltage
to saturation
and back.
voltage is carried from cut-off
later, the
clear later,
reasons that will be clear
For reasons
the closer
closer of
of the
the
r
limite
the
called
is
e
cathod
the
two grids to
cathode is called the limiter grid,
grid,
and
quadrature
ture grid.
the quadra
called the
is called
other is
the other
and the
d
is applie
unmod ulated signal
Suppose
signal is
applied
se now that an unmodulated
Suppo
ed
the same
that the
limite r grid, and
to the limiter
and that
same signal,
signal, advanc
advanced
ture
degrees, is
in phase by 90 degrees,
is applie
appliedd to
to the
the quadra
quadrature
now be
may now
the name
grid (The reason for the
name may
be growin
growingg
grid.
two voltage
the two
of the
amplit udes of
apparent.)
voltagess are
are
appare nt.) If the amplitudes
sufficient,
would suffice
suffice to
to form
form
sufficient, either by itself would
were
if one
curren t, and if
pulses of anode current,
one or
or the
the other
other were
would cause
amplit ude, the other
of zero amplitude,
other would
cause the
the anode
anode
Fig. 2(a)
current
2(a) shows
shows how,
how,
curren t duty cycle to be 50%. Fig.
voltages 90
applic ation of
with the application
of voltages
90 degree
degreess apart,
apart, the
the
to 25%.
reduce d to
be reduced
curren t duty cycle would be
anode current
25%.
to reach
ed to
curren t is assum
For simplicity,
assumed
reach the
the anode
anode
simpli city, current
signal cycle
the signal
portio n of
only during the portion
of the
cycle when
when both
both
positive. ·
grids are positive.'
of the
happen s if the phase of
What happens
the voltag
voltagee applie
appliedd
the
of
that
while
,
varied
is
grid
r
limite
to the limiter
varied, while that of the voltage
voltage
kept steady
grid is
ture grid
applied
quadrature
is kept
steady as
as
applie d to the quadra
the
of
phase
the phase of the limite
example? If
in the initial example?
If the
limiterr
anode
s, the
45 degree
by 45
advanc ed by
degrees,
the anode
grid voltage is advanced
Fig. 2(b);
current
in Fig.
2(b); the
the
curren t pulses will be as shown in
atively ,
37!%. Altern
to 37£%.
increa sed to
duty cycle has been increased
Alternatively,
retard ed
limite r grid
if the phase of the limiter
grid voltage
voltage is
is retarded
pulses will
curren t pulses
degrees, the anode current
by 45 degrees,
will be
be as
as
shown in Fig. 2(c); now the
the duty
duty cycle
cycle has
has been
been
Fig. 22 is
that Fig.
decreased
12i%. Bear in mind
mind that
is
decreased to 12!%.
nging
ncy and
consta nt freque
voltage of constant
for a voltage
frequency
and uncha
unchangmg
on
variati
with
ture grid,
phase applied
quadrature
grid, with variation
applie d to the quadra
only of the phase of the voltag
voltagee applie
appliedd to
to the
the
what
exactly
are
ions
condit
these
limiter
conditions are exactly what might
might
limite r grid;
r. That
be encountered
detector.
That is,
is, such
such aa
encou ntered in a phase detecto
provid e a d.c. outpu
circuit would provide
outputt that
that would
would vary
vary
nce betwee
in proportion
difference
betweenn aa
propor tion to the phase differe
carrier -frequ ency input
variable-phase
input and
and aa fixedfixedvariab le-pha se carrier-frequency
referen ce input.
phase carrier-frequency
input. The
The line
line
carrier -frequ ency reference
ncy is
between
frequency
is aa hazy
hazy .one;
one; if,
if, for
for
betwee n phase and freque
ng
changi
uously changing
example,
continuously
examp le, one speaks of a contin
ncy
equall y well speak
phase, one may equally
speak of
of aa freque
frequency
ncy
detecto rs and
and freque
frequency
shift. Thus it is that phase detectors
s.
modulation
very simila
similarr circuit
circuits.
detecto rs often have very
ation detectors
modul
used almos
be used
din be
detect or can
The 6BN6 phase detector
almostt
r;
ation detecto
ncy modul
without
frequency
modulation
detector;
withou t change as a freque
supply
to
ow
someh
e
arrang
to
only
necess ary
it is necessary
to arrange somehow to supply
ture
voltage to
referen ce voltage
approp riate reference
to the
the quadra
quadrature
an appropriate

to the
detect ed will
grid. The signal to be detected
will be
be applie
appliedd to
the
ic
the narrow
conven ient result of
limiterr grid; a convenient
of the
narrow dynam
dynamic
limite
ation
modul
ude modulation
that amplit
limite r grid is that
range of the limiter
amplitude
little effect
have little
of the input signal will have
effect on
on the
the timing
timing
ing.
curren t switch
of the anode current
switching.

Circu it
Practical
Pract ical Circuit
used in
actually used
in the
the . 6BN6
6BN6
Fig. 3 shows the circuit actually
is drawn
repres entatio n is
The representation
detecto r.
f.m. detector.
drawn in
in the
the
will
detail
al
physic
pentod e; more physical detail will be
fashion
be
fashio n of a pentode;
t
neares
given later. The limite
limiterr grid
grid is
is that
that nearest the
the
screen grid
accelerator or screen
cathode,
grid is
is betwee
betweenn
cathod e, while an accelerator
signal
The
grids.
ture
quadra
the limiter
to be
be
limite r and quadrature grids. The signal to
limite r grid,
connec ted to the limiter
detected
grid3 aa moder
moder-detect ed is connected
the
to
ted
resona nt circuit is
ately-high-Q
is connec
connected to the
ately-h igh-Q resonant
voltage is
grid voltage
quadrature
typicall screen
screen grid
is
quadra ture grid, a typica
anode
the
to
and
rator,
accele
the
applied
accelerator, and to the anode are
are
applie d to
tor
ating capaci
resisto r, an
attached
an integr
integrating
capacitor
attach ed a load resistor,
capaci tor (to
coupli ng capacitor
(to the
the audio
audio
(to earth), and a coupling
er
config uration , consid
amplifier).
consider
ier). With this circuit configuration,
amplif
same
the
of
d
applie
is
signal
a
when
on
situati
the situation
a signal is applied of the same
r)
ncy ofthe
ediate freque
frequency
intermediate
frequency
of the receive
receiver)
freque ncy (the interm
E ANODE

t - - - t - - - • EOUT

Fig. 3.

inator.
gated-beam limiter
of gated-beam
Basic circuit of
limiter discrim
discriminator.
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cirgrid cirquadrature grid
the quadrature
in the
coil in
the coil
which the
to which
that to
as that
as
is
there is
conditions there
these conditions
Under these
cuit
it is tuned. Under
cu
circuit
grid circuit
quadrature grid
space charge coupling to the quadrature
the
passed by the
as
as a result of the pulses of current passed
quadrature
the quadrature
in the
limiter grid. There results a current in
current
the current
of the
that of
is that
frequency is
whose frequency
circuit whose
grid
grid circuit
frequencybroadly frequencyis broadly
ulses, and whose amplitude is
pulses,
~ependent.
dependent. Thus there is produced a voltage from
?f
earth at the input frequency, of
quadrature grid .to
to earth
~1d
quadr:'lture. grid
amplitude sufficient to carry the quadrature
hmlts,
saturatiOn limits,
considerably past the cut-off and saturation
the
by the
produced by
current produced
beam current
of beam
pulses of
the pulses
that the
so
50 that
they
befo:J;"e they
modifiec\ before
limiter grid will be further modified
they
how they
Just how
become pulses of anode current. Just
difference
phase difference
the phase
by the
are modified is determined by
between the limiter and quadrature grid voltages.
analogous
is analogous
The quadrature grid circuit situation is
through aa
fed through
circuit fed
resonant circuit
parallel resonant
of aa parallel
that of
to that
to
voltage
the voltage
resonance the
at resonance
small capacitive reactance; at
by
across the resonant circuit leads the current by
the
resonance the
near resonance
frequencies near
at frequencies
and at
degrees, and
90
90 degrees,
accurate
quite accurate
approximation quite
lead angle is given by an approximation
for
and for
less, and
or less,
kc/s or
75 kc/s
of 75
deviations of
for frequency deviations
quadrature inductor Qs of 35 or less. The approximation states that
.df
7T
.
TT
Af
= — 2Q'h
c/>=2^ 2
'To
figure
where <!•rf> is the lead angle in radians, Q is the figure
intermediate
/ 0 is the intermediate
of merit of the quadrature coil, /„
frequency to which the quadrature coil is tuned
from
Jf is the deviation of the input frequency from
and Af
fo·
/o-

Linearity
current
IS clear that the anode current
From this relation itIt is
is
duty cycle is 25% when the input frequency is
equal to the intermediate frequency. And further,
clear that the
as the input frequency is varied, it is clear
producing
phase difference varies in a linear fashion, producing
current
a linear variation in duty cycle of the anode current
pulses, along the lines of what was described earlier
for the 6BN6 phase detector; for a frequency above
less
the intermediate frequency, the duty cycle is less
+285V
330k.!l

+IOOV
I·Sk.!l

0·011-4F
._--~--~~~~~~
I.O·OOIJ.LF
":'

lOOpF
—II—

0

1

=50-100
QQ=50-100
RESONANT
RESONANT
IMPEDANCE
IMPEDANCE
)IOOkQ
>IOOkCl

(or the
f'gFig. 4. Practical circuit with component values for
6BN6 valve.

TABLE I

Typical
and Typical
Characteristics and
6BN6-Limiter-Discriminator Characteristics
6BN6—Limiter-Discrimmator
Operation
Operation
Mc/s
10.7
frequency
centre frequency
Input-signal
10.7 Mc/s
Input-signal centre
kc/s
± 75 kc/s
Frequency
±75
deviat ion
Frequency deviation
285
voltage
supply voltage
Anode supply
Anode
285
122
Anode
122
voltage
Anode voltage
100
voltage
Accelerator
100
Accelerator voltage
ohms
to •'400
200 to
(variable)•
Cathode-bias resistor
200
lOO ohms
resistor (variable)*
Cathode-bias
ohms
330,000
Anode
load
resistor
330,000
ohms
resistor
load
Anode
ohms
1500 ohms
resistor
Anode
1500
linearity resistor
Anode linearity
JJ.F
0.001 /LiF
capacitor
Integrating
0.001
Integrating capacitor
JJ.F
0.0 I /tip
Coupling
0.01
capacitor
Coupling capacitor
2.0
(r.m .s. )t
action (r.m,s.)t
limiting action
for limiting
voltage for
Minimum
2.0
signal voltage
Minimum signal
mA
0.49 mA
current
anode current
d.c. anode
Average
0.49
Average d.c.
mA
9.8 mA
Accelerator
9.8
current
Accelerator current
volts
2.0 volts
Input signal
2.0
adjustment•
rejection adjustment*
a.m. rejection
for a.m.
level for
signal level
Input
dB
20 dB
(r.m.s.)
volts (r.m.s.)
2.0 volts
A.M.
20
= 2.0
at Esig =
reject~on at
A.M. rejection
dB
29 dB
(r.m.s.)
volts (r.m.s.)
3.0 volts
A.M.
29
at EEsi!l
reJeCtion at
A.M. rejection
fi?g = 3.0
1.6 %
Total
1.6%
distortion
harmonic distortion
Total harmonic
16.6
voltage
output voltage
16.6
audio output
Peak audio
. Peak
a.m.
maximum a.m.
for maximum
adjusted for
be adjusted
should be
resistor should
cathode resistor
♦The
•The cathode
the
at the
stage at
discriminator stage
limiter discriminator
the limiter
of the
output of
rejection
the output
in the
rejection In
applied
an applied
with an
measured with
rejection isis measured
a.m. rejection
level. a.m.
signal level,
specified
specified signal
f.m.
30% f.m.
and 30%
a.m. and
30% a.m.
containing 30%
signal
signal containing
within ± 22
limiting isis within
value, limiting
specified value,
above specified
fAt
levels above
signal levels
tAt signal
dB.
dB.

than 25%, and for a frequency below the intermediate
25%.
frequency, the duty cycle is greater than 25%.
This fortunate situation has resulted from quadrature
circuit phase changes resulting from forced oscillations excited therein by means of space charge
coupling from the beam current.
As before, the desired audio signal can be recovered
Approby means of an integrator or low-pass filter. Approcan
priate choice of low-pass filter components can
provide simultaneous de-emphasis, yielding further
simplification of the circuit. The values shown in
comdesigned to comthe detailed circuit of Fig. 4 are designed
pensate for the 75-microsecond pre-emphasis,
is an
standard in the U.S. Also shown in Fig. 4 is
and
additional linearity resistor between anode and
by permitting
integrating capacitor. This resistor, by
to
an appreciable component at carrier frequency to
exist at the anode, modifies the phase and amplitude
through
of the quadrature grid voltage by feedback through
the quadrature-grid-to-anode capacitance in such
considerably.
a fashion as to improve linearity considerably.
This resistor also has some effect on the amplitude
rejection
a.m. rejection
the a.m.
of the output voltage, and on the
capabilities of the circuit, so that its value represents
a compromise between conflicting requirements.
typical operation
Table 11 gives the characteristics and typical
furnished in the manufacturer's technical data
7
was
manuaF,, from which the circuit of Fig. 44 was
manual
taken.
taken .
Simple Adjustment ·
be admirably
Alignment of the circuit turns out to be
maximum
simple. The quadrature coil is tuned for maximum
is adjusted
audio output, and the cathode resistance is
for optimum a.m. rejection. Both these adjustments
in fact
can be made without a signal generator; in
weak
when receiving aa weak
the latter is very easily made when
interstation in the presence of impulsive noise intersymmetry
ference. It is important to note that symmetry
affected
of the tuning characteristic will be adversely affected
unless anode current without signal equals anode
current with an unmodulated signal. Thus the
listed will
use of other supply voltages than those listed
require that the value of anode resistor be adjusted.
be
It is desirable in addition that the accelerator be
fed from a low impedance source.
structure is
A cross section of the 6BN6 electrode structure
almost
is almost
shown in Fig. 5. Note that the limiter grid is
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poten.:.
completely enclosed by a structure at
at cathode
cathode potencompletely surrounded
tial, which in turn is almost completely
surrounded
that the
by the accelerator. Note also
also that
the anode
anode a~d
and
in
quadrature grid are almost completely enclosed m
such
With
potential.
another structure at cathode
With such aa
structure it should not be surprising that the
the direct
direct
capacitance between quadrature grid and
and limiter
limiter
limiting action
The limiting
pF. The
grid is less than 0.004 pF.
action of
of
means of
by means
bath grids is accomplished by
both
of carefully
carefully
grid
electron-optic al conditions.
planned electron-optical
Either grid
far
how far
matter how
rnA no
will draw no more than 0.5
0.5 mA
no matter
positive it may be driven, and the box
box structure,
structure,
careful
combined with the sheet-beam resulting from careful
electrode layout, yields a sharp cut-off characteristic.
the limiter
to the
In fact, as long ,as the signal applied
applied to
limiter
t~e sp~.ce
grid is above about two volts r.m.s., the
space
IS earned
current which passes out of the accelerator is
carried
value; conserapidly from zero to the saturation value;
consej~stified, for
li!lliter grid is justified,
quently the name Umiter
for any
any
will. only
mput voltage will
larger amplitude of input
only sharpen
sharpen
saturatiOn value.
the transition from zero to the saturation
value.
vary between
The Q of the quadrature coil can vary
between
must not
hand, it
fairly broad limits. On the one hand,
it must
not
quadraof the
be too sharply tuned, or the amplitude of
the quadrature voltage may drop off at large deviations,
deviations, and
and the
the
lineari.ty. On
phase deviation may depart from linearity.
On th;e
the
there
other hand, it should not be too broad,
broad, smce
since there 1s
is
then danger of insufficient quadrature
quadrature grid
grid voltage
voltage
voltage.
coil voltage.
quadrature coil
as a result of the reduced quadrature
As a practical matter to insure continuity
continuity of
of operation
operation
with valve replacement, the manufacturer recomrecommends that a total of at least 10 pF of
of capacitance
capacitance
Needless to
be used across the quadrature coil. Needless
to say,
say,
necessary,
careful shielding of the quadrature circuit
circuit is
is necessary,
t~e lim.iter
circ~t to the
especially from the input circuit
limiter .gri~.
grid.
Broadening the quadrature cod
coil tunmg
tuning wtll
will aid
aid m
in
broadening the bandwidth of the 6BN6 detector,
detector,
but it appears that the practical upper limit
limit will
will still
still
which calls
not permit its use in a design which
calls for
for aa
three-megacy cle detector bandwidth. Nevertwo- or three-megacycle
Nevertheless the circuit fits well the requirements of
of low
low
provide aa greatercost receivers, since it will still provide
greaterthan-normal bandwidth while providing a high
output voltage, thus contributing to the
the simplicity
simplicity
and low cost of such a receiver while keeping
keeping quality
quality
reasonably high.

Use as Limiter
characteristic s of the limiter grid
The characteristics
grid suggest
suggest
that the 6BN6 can be profitably employed as a pure
limiter. This is in fact the case. For use as aa limiter
Umiter
the manufacturer suggests that the
the quadrature
quadrature grid
grid
should be connected to the anode if the maximum
maximum
amplitude of output voltage is desired, or to earth
earth
if limiting on the smallest possible input
input signal
signal is
is
is the
the
desired. Particularly desirable in a limiter is
its
characteristic of the 6BN6 that results from
electron-optical
al design; limiting does not depend on
electron-optic
biases deterany way
flow of grid current, nor in any
way on
on biases
detertime
no time
mined by signal levels. Thus there are
are no
which
constants associated with the limiting action, which
cannot be said to be true of the familiar pentode
limiter, or even of some diode limiters. Thus
Thus the
the
6BN6 provides improved immunity from
from impulse
impulse
interference and from rapidly changing signal levels,
characteristic of
in contrast to the pile-up effect characteristic
of
pentode limiters. These several advantages have
have
led to the appearance of the 6BN6 as
as aa limiter
limiter in
in
that
several high-quality f.m. receivers. It may be · that

ANODE

QUAORAtURE GRID
ACCELERAtOR
GRID
LIMITER
LIMITER GRID

CATHODE

Cross-section of electrode structure
Fig. 5. Cross-sect/on
structure in
in the
the 6BN6
6BN6
valve.

iminator in
its failure to appear as a ·limiter-discr
limiter-discriminator
in
inexpensive tuners is attributable to a stigma based
on its television cost-cutting background. Such
Such aa
reluctance is certainly not justified, since the 6BN6
presently
when properly used can out-perform the
the presently
discriminator s used in
popular ratio detectors and discriminators
in
inexpensive equipment.
A detailed study of the gated-beam limiter
limiter at
at
8
about
M.I.T. 8 bears out the conclusions stated above about
recomthe excellence of its properties. The study
study recommends separate control of the biases on
on limiter
limiter and
and
quadrature grids for optimum adjustment of limiting
characteristics.. This appears to be desirable because
characteristics
valve.
to valve.
valve to
of variations in characteristics from
from valve
Cascaded 6BN6 limiters with earthed quadrature
Cross-Paanan en receiver
grids were used in910the Cross-Paananen
receiver
developed at M.I.T. 29 •10,, and mentioned in an earlier
journaP.. ·
article in this journal
11 seems
developmentn
R.C.A.
A recently announced R.C.
A. development
seems
circuit
to be very similar to the 6BN6 detector circuit
jdentical,
described above. The circuitry is essentially identical,
but the operation differs in that the detector
detector is
is
normally oscillating, · and only for strong signals
signals
does the oscillation cease. For weak signals
signals the
the
tor
action is along the lines of the locked-oscilla
locked-oscillator
12 •
detector, developed and used some years ago
ago12
.
special
the
6DT6,
special
There is no indication that the
pentode developed for this circuit, possesses the
the
electron-optical
electron-optic al limiting characteristics of the 6BN6.
two schemes,
It is possible that a marriage of the
the two
schemes,
prove
combining the good features of both, would prove
Presum?bly such an approach would
interesting. Presumably
involve modifying the 6BN6 circuit so that it would
would
oscillate for low values of input signal.

D.C. Component
There is a characteristic of the 6BN6 detector
detector
c:onsidered by some to be a disadvantage.
that may be considered
There is present at the anode a d.c. voltage which
which
varies in the fashion required for control of
of an
an
automatic frequency control circuit, except for
the fact that the voltage level for centred tuning is
is
of 100
not zero but is instead of the order of
100 volts.
volts.
job of
the job
This makes difficult, but not impossible, the
of
designing an a.f.c. circuit, the need for which might
might
better be counteracted by devoting care to the
design of the local oscillator.
Tuning meters can easily be used with the 6BN6
circuit; the limiter grid current, never greater . than
than
one half milliampere, is a wonderfully sensitive
senshive
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stations
strong stations
for strong
while for
stations, while
weak stations,
tuning weak
in tuning
aid in
aid
grid current . of
intermediate
preceding intermediate
the preceding
of the
the
be the
would be
stage-which would
frequency amplifier stage—which
in aa
voltage in
control voltage
gain control
automatic gain
logical source of automatic
The
indicator. The
sensitive indicator.
receiver-provides aa sensitive
BN6 receiver—provides
66BN6
falls
indication falls
on-channel indication
zero-centre on-channel
provision
revision of a zero-centre
however.
a.f.c., however.
providing a.f.c.,
category as providing
in
in the same category
the
employ the
to employ
Modification of existing
equipment to
exi.sting equipment
and
practical, and
quite practical,
is quite
limiter-detector is
6BN6 as a limiter-detector
improvement.
an improvement.
in most cases will yield an
additional
to additional
converted to
be converted
Existing limiters can be
approby approstages by
amplifier stages
intermediate frequency amplifier
and
conditions, and
operating conditions,
their operating
priate adjustments of their
can
transformer .can
detector transformer
ratio detector
or ratio
discriminator or
the
the discriminator
the
for the
transformer for
driver transformer
converted into a driver
often be converted
quadrature
shielded quadrature
for aa shielded
6BN6 limiter grid. Room for
the
in the
resistance in
d.c. resistance
The d.c.
located. The
be located.
must be
coil must
coil
under
kept under
be kept
should be
circuit should
6BN6 limiter grid circuit
bias
upset bias
current upset
grid current
of grid
flow of
200 ohms, lest the flow
will
modification will
such aa modification
of such
results of
conditions. The results
increased,
be increased,
will be
sensitivity will
generally be as follows: sensitivity
be
will be
alignment will
improved, alignment
be improved,
noise rejection will be
feature isis
last feature
This last
easier. This
be easier.
tnning will be
easier, and tuning
results
It results
others. It
the others.
of the
any of
perhaps as welcome as any
bandwidth
broader-than-usual bandwidth
the broader-than-usual
from the fact that the
threethe threeeliminates the
effectively eliminates
detector effectively
6BN6 detector
of the 6BN6
substituting
encountered, substituting
usually encountered,
point detection usually
noisy
with noisy
tuning with
smooth tuning
of smooth
instead a broad region of
detecslope detecfrom slope
result from
which result
side which
regions on each side
and
amplifier and
frequency amplifier
intermediate frequency
tion in the intermediate
amplitude-modulated
highly amplitude-modulated
present aa highly
consequently. present
consequently
characteristic
tuning characteristic
This tuning
signal to the limiter grid. This
squelch
inter-station squelch
an inter-station
design an
makes it convenient to design
components
super-audible components
circuit activated by the super-audible
noise.
inter-station noise.
present in the inter-station

jie
tthe

applications
many applications
that many
noted that
be noted
In closing it might be
the
for the
found for
been found
have been
other than those mentioned
mentioned have
generasquare-wave generaclipper, square-wave
as aa clipper,
6BN6. It is useful as
coinciamplifier, coincigated amplifier,
multiplier, gated
tor, frequency multiplier,
finally,
And finally,
dence circuit, sheer,
multivibrator. And
or multivibrator.
slicer, or
self-biased
be self-biased
can be
which can
tube which
it seems to be the only tube
to anode-current cut-off.
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Receivers
Television Receivers
T.R.F. Television
Modernizing T.R.F.
Modernizing
A.M.I.E.E.
By P. F. CUNDY, A.M.I.E.E.

F

the
in the
Conway in
J. Conway
G. J.
by G.
OLLOW!NG the article by
FOLLOWING
considering
while considering
worth while
November, 1956, issue, itit isis worth
Channel-l ""straight"
converting Channel-I
another method of converting
straight"
single-sideband
Palace single-sideband
Crystal Palace
vision receivers to Crystal
Band
introducing Band
time introducing
same time
the same
arid at the
transmissions, and
Ill reception.
III
sound
all sound
change all
to change
is to
method is
In simple terms this method
to
Mc/s to
41.5 Mc/s
from 41.5
traps from
channel circuits and traps
to
Mc/s to
45-48 Mc/s
from 45-48
circuits from
38.15 Mc/s, the vision circuits
tuner
multi-channel tuner
add aa multi-channel
to add
Mcjs, and to
34.65-37.65 Mc/s,
and
sound and
signal-frequency sound
in front. The previous signal-frequency
standard
the standard
to the
converted to
thus converted
vision stages are thus
and
frequencies, and
intermediate frequencies,
recommended British intermediate
any tuner with the ""standard"
standard" i.f.
do.
will do.
output will
i.f. output
any
sets
straight " sets
to "" straight"
applied to
be applied
. This treatment can be
:circumstances :—
in each of the following circumstances
m
types.
(1) Upper-sideband types.
(2) Double-sideband types. (2)
(3) Lower-sideband types
added
simply added
when aa simply
types when
Band-Ill
of
because of
used because
be used
cannot be
Band-III converter cannot
of
45 Mc/s
because of
or because
receiver or
the receiver
Mcjs re-radiation from the
pick-up.
J:..1cjs pick-up.
direct 45 Mc/s
In most
arrangements
trimming arrangements
existing trimming
the existing
cases the
most cases
In
on the
from
change from
the change
for the
cater for
channel cater
sound channel
the .sound
on

and
8%) and
about 8%)
(whichisis about
Mc/s (which
38.15Mc/s
to 38.15
Mc/s to
41.5Mc/s
41.5
type22
Sets ofoftype
traps. Sets
sound traps.
the sound
of the
true of
also true
this isis also
this
attenuationinin
soundattenuation
sufficientsound
had sufficient
have had
would have
and 33 would
and
(other
alterations(other
makealterations
circuits totomake
trap circuits
existing trap
their existing
their
unnecessary.
tuning) unnecessary.
than tuning)
than
one
leastone
needatatleast
willneed
receiverswill
type 1 1receivers
general,type
In general,
In
fitted
andfitted
made and
bemade
can be
This can
trap. This
sound trap.
additional sound
additional
Conway,
byConway,
describedby
mannerasasdescribed
samemanner
the same
exactly the
in exactly
in
Mc/s.
38.15Mc/s.
resonate atat38.15
designed totoresonate
course, designed
of course,
but, of
but,
refrequencyrechangeininfrequency
thechange
circuits,the
visioncircuits,
the vision
-With the
With
the
outsidethe
welloutside
usuallywell
thisisisusually
andthis
22%
to22
up to
quiredisisup
quired
% and
simplest
Thesimplest
facilities. The
trimmingfacilities.
existingtrimming
theexisting
ofthe
rangeof
range
addibyaddicircuitsisisby
thesecircuits
ofthese
frequencyof
thefrequency
lowerthe
tolower
way to
way
best
tional
the best
pF isis the
6.8pF
value ofof 6.8
capacitance. AA value
tional capacitance.
shouldbebe
value should
thisvalue
capacitors ofofthis
and capacitors
point and
starting
starting point
grid toto
from grid
and from
earth and
to earth
anode to
from anode
connected from
connected
signals.
vision-frequencysignals.
handlingVision-frequency
valvehandling
eachvalve
ofeach
earthof
earth
the
Care
and the
capacitors and
these capacitors
that these
taken that
be taken
must be
Care must
leads
anode-to-grid
theanode-to-grid
thatthe
sothat
positionedso
arepositioned
them are
to them
leads to
augnot augare not
valves are
capacitances
amplifying valves
the amplifying
of the
capacitances of
stability
feedback, oror stability
external feedback,
excessive external
by excessive
mented
mented by
will
suffer.
will suffer.
During
6.8-pF
the6.8-pF
thatthe
outthat
turn out
may turn
alignment itit may
During alignment
capacitor
this
In this
small. In
too small.
large oror too
too large
either too
capacitor isis either
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Tele visio n
Transatlantic
T..ansa llanl ic Television

10-pF
or aa 10-pF
case it should be changed for a 4.7-pF or
75 %
least 75
at least
for at
capacitor,
h
capacitor , but 6.8 pF will be right for
requirem ents.
of the · requirements.
selectivit
the selectivityy
capacitan ce increases the
The added capacitance
while,
worth while,
not worth
is not
It is
troubleso me. It
and this could be troublesome.
they
where they
resistors where
however,
however , changing damping resistors
which
circuits which
any circuits
To any
10 k£2 or less. To
exist and are lOkfl
with
provided with
not provided
conditio n were not
in the original condition
be
may be
kO may
22 kii
kO or 22
damping resistors, values of 15 kf!
. . ,
added.
imis imit is
procedur e it
alignmen t procedure
On the question of alignment
out
carried out
If carried
possible to give any specific advice. If
of
kind of
this kind
for this
instinct for
somebod y who has an instinct
by somebody
an
of an
absence of
the absence
in the
thing it is not difficult, but in
A
tedious. A
be tedious.
can be
generato r it can
oscilloscope
oscilloscope and sweep generator
on
circuits on
all circuits
good starting point is to align all
twoof twofrequenc y of
Mcjs and then raise the frequency
34.56 Mc/s
about
at about
one-thir d at
thirds of them slowly, leaving one-third
as
one-third as
remainin g one-third
36.15 Mc/s
Me Is and pushing the remaining
into
running into
Mcjs as possible without running
near 37.65 Mc/s
that
mind that
be borne in mind
sound-on-vision.
sound-on -vision. It should be
re-adjust some re-adjustthe sound rejectors may require some
ment in the process.
achievbe achievperforma nce should always be
Acceptable
le performance
Acceptab
and
cases and
all cases
in all
bandwid ths of 22Mc/s
Mc/s in
able, with bandwidths
Pye
well-kno wn Pye
the well-known
of the
2.5 Mc/s quite often. Users of
satisfactory,
conversi on satisfactory,
45 Mc/s strip will find the conversion
circuits
tuned circuits
of tuned
and because of the large number of
traps.
sound traps.
of sound
use of
the use
it is possible to avoid the
at
down at
dB down
15 dB
es 3 dB down at 37 Mc/s, 15
Responses
Respons
equency
carrierfr
sound carrier
at sound
Mcjs and 30 dB down at
37.5 Mc/s
frequency
37.5
alone.
adjustme nt alone.
can be achieved by tuning adjustment
damping
and damping
capacitor s and
Gain lost in adding capacitors
made
than made
more than
amplifyi ng stages will be more
resistors to amplifying
have
will have
receivers will
the receivers
of the
few of
up by the tuner. Since few
conof conadjustme nt of
provision for any form of a.g.c., adjustment
be
usually be
will usually
trast control on changing channels will
necessary.
necessary.
converthe converwith the
obtained with
Good results have been obtained
commerc ially-mad e
both commercially-made
receivers, both
sion of several receivers,
"Teletun er "
Cyldon "Teletuner"
The Cyldon
home-co nstructed . The
and home-constructed.
type
G.E.C. type
the G.E.C.
also the
and also
successfully, and
has been used successfully,
tuner.
home-bu ilt tuner.
BT205 adaptor and a home-built

50
40

...... ~'/

'.

.;1...-r

Januar y
January
Mc/s

HONGKONG

JOHANNESBURG
JOHANNESBURG
·············.1\'·

BUENOS AIRES
AI RES

MONTREAL

for
Prediction
Prediction for

t:ON DIT ION S
CONDITIONS

SHORT-WAVE
RT-W AVE
SHO
Mcjs

of
month's ""World
last month's
in last
World of
BRIEF mention was made in
television
B.B.C. television
of B.B.C.
reception of
successful reception
Wireless
Wireless" of the successful
further
then, furuier
Since then,
States. Since
transmissions
transmiss ions in the United States.
giv·en
been given
have been
arrangem ents have
details of the reception arrangements
European
L. Lamont,
R. L.
H. R.
Dr. H.
by Dr.
to Wireless World by
Lamont, European
of
C01:poration of
Radio Corporation
the Radio
represent ative of the
technical representative
America.
.
, • j
America.
polarized
horizonta lly polarized
The main receiving aerial isis aa horizontally
an
with an
poles) with
wooden poles)
50-ft wooden
rhombic (mounted on 50-ft
142 °
are 142
angles are
side angles
The side
overall length of 329ft. The
for
designed for
is designed
aerial is
The aerial
173ft.
and the side lengths 173
ft. The
the
above the
T above
lobe 7°
main lobe
the main
our Channel 1, with the
London. The
of London,
azimuth of
circle azimuth
horizon in the great circle
ine
end
near end
the near
with the
ohms with
800 ohms
in 800
terminate d in
far end is terminated
impedanc e
tapered impedance
of tapered
working into a 50-ft length of
approxim ately
through approximately
transform er. This feeds through
matching transformer.
equipreceiving equipthe receiving
to the
line to
100-ft of -300-ohm
300-ohm balanced line
ment.
balun,
75-ohm balun,
to 75-ohm
300- to
transmiss ion line aa 300From the transmission
less
of less
ratio of
standing- wave ratio
having less than 11 dB loss, a standing-wave
greater
ratio greater
unbalanc ed ratio
to unbalanced
1 : 1.2 and a balanced to
than 1:1.2
acto
has aa noise ffactor
pre-ampli fier has
than 18 dB, is used. The pre-amplifier
f
A
dB. A
25 dB.
approxim ately 25
of approximately
gain of
of
of 55 dB or less and aa gain
offstrong oltfrom strong
interferen ce from
network designed to reduce interference
pre-amplifier.
the pre-amplmer.
after the
channel stations is in the circuit after
receivers.
T283 receivers.
Ekco T283
Thereafter,r, the signal is fed to two Ekco
Thereafte
and
signals and
weak signals
with weak
because, with
Two receivers are used because,
always
not always
does not
intereference,
interefere nce, optimum sound tuning does
receivers
Both receivers
tuning. Both
correspond
correspon d to optimum picture tuning.
output
cathode-f ollower output
with cathode-follower
have · been equipped with
and
detector and
second detector
the second
from the
systems, vision being taken from
circuit. The
coil circuit,
speech coil
loudspeak er speech
sound from the loudspeaker
the
system
relay system
microwave relay
to aa microwave
vision signal is then fed to
York,
New York,
in New
Laborato ry in
NBC Laboratory
transmiss ion to the NBC
for transmission
Riverat Kiverstation at
receiving station
the receiving
from the
a distance of 70 miles from
line .
by line.
conveyed by
head, Long Island. Sound isis conveyed
additiona l
an additional
with an
receiv·e r with
Ekco receiver
In New York another Ekco
to 11 isis
10 to
approxim ately 10
of approximately
amplifier having a gain of
by
d.c.-resto red by
is d.c.-restored
amplifier is
the amplifier
installed. Output from the
v1sion
regular vision
the regular
to the
applied to
means of a diode where itit isis applied
is
picture is
received picture
The received
amplifier within the receiver. The
operating
chain operating
carnera chain
Vidicon camera
re-televised by aa Vidicon
then re-televised
utilizes aa
camera utilizes
The camera
generator . The
sync generator
from an RCA sync
600-line
of 600-iine
capable ot
is capable
lens is
this lens
with this
f1.4 lens, and with
25-nim, fl.4
25-mm,
resolution.
horizontal
. , ,
,
• j there
horizonta l resolution.
received there
been received
have been
recognizable signals have
Although recognizable
effects.
multipath effects.
and multipath
interferen ce and
considera ble interference
has been considerable
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frehighest frethe highest
indicate the
here indicate
fuli curves given here
THE full
or
day or
the day
of the
time of
any time
at any
quencies likely to · be usable at
longfour longover four
communi cations over
night for reliable communications
January.
during January.
distance paths from this country during
that
frequencies that
Broken-line
Broken-li ne curves give the highest frequencies
period.
same period.
the same
througho ut the
service throughout
will sustain a partial service
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COMMUNICATION SHOULD
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TIM£
TOTAL TIME.
THE TOTAL
OF THE
25% OF
POSSIBLE FOR 257,
BE POSSIBLE
BE
fREQUENCY
USABLE
MAXIMUM
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AVERAGE
MAXIMUM
USABLE
FREQUENCY
AVERAGE
PREDICTED
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SHOULD
COMMUNICATION SHOULD
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FREQUENCY
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LETTERS TO THE ED][TOR
The Editor does not necessarily
correspondents
his correspondents
by his
exp~essed by
opinions expressed
the opinions
endorse the
necessarily endorse
A practical circuit would be;
be :—

Unpleasant??
Iss Distortion Unpleasant
J
issue),
1956, issue),
(December, 1956,
out (December,
points out
Hickman
J.
A.
AS
AS A. J- Hickman points
seventh
dominant seventh
vibrato, dominant
anything : vibrato,
to anything:
used to
get used
can get
one can
one
are
pianos, are
mistuned ""jazz"
deliberately mistuned
chords
chords, even deliberately
jazz" pianos,
overworked.
not overworked.
if not
pleasure if
sought'
sought after and give pleasure
conthe conunder the
are under
effects are
these effects
all these
The
ITie point is that all
non-linearity
of non-linearity
products of
the products
but the
musician, but
the musician,
of the
trol
trol of
are not.
MORGAN.
HENRY MORGAN.
^Hindhead.
HENRY
Hindhead.

mR

Equalizers
R eplay Equalizers
Disc Replay
Recording
on ""Disc
Smith on
D. Smith
THE article by J. D.
Disc Recording
inCharacteristics " in the November
gives inissue gives
1956 issue
November 1956
Characteristics
combined
the combined
of the
components of
the components
formulre for the
correct formulae
correct
the correct
that the
shown that
be shown
can be
It can
3. It
Fig. 3.
network in Fig.
follows :—
formulre
formula: should be as follows:

FINE GROOVE COABSE
GROOVE
COARSE GROOVE
~
3·3Mn
mR = 5'jMfl
r·sMn
FTlR
I-5MQ
2,200pF
860pF
CCcc == S60pF
2.200pF
R = 270kn
iOOkfl
21okn
R
2ookn
lOOpF
lOOpF
C
CD0 == soopF
soopF

nR

l
!

n
"J" |

rn—n
C.i v.Yo

the
prevent the
to prevent
enough to
not enough
is not
the valve is
If the gain of the
feedback
the feedback
to the
due to
off due
bass response from flattening off
be
may
mR may be
of mR
value of
the value
then the
becoming inoperative, then
increased or even omitted.
omitted.
LIVY.
H. LIVY.
W. H.
N.W.8.
London, N.W.8.
E.M.I. Studios, London,
W.

RCA=f2
ti A

fl t,
RCa= t+t-t-.!J!J..
'i1+ 'i-'ifz
z tT
l

will
which will
Another · network which
is :—
freque].lcy
frequency response curve is:

mR

identical
an identical
give an
give

tit,+fl-tZ
+ l-l

m= t _ _t 1_t_
1 _

I—mr
v.

""

z t,+tl-tz

t, tl
RCr
= htz- t,+t,-t,"
RCc=
A+h-'i-

n=

RC
I
L
" f. + 'fj-ti
The error in Mr. Smith's formulae
why
explain why
may explain
formulre may
his feedback circuit shown
appear
not appear
does not
Fig. 44 does
in Fig.
shown in
diagram.
network diagram.
combined network
to conform to the combined
It can be easily demonstrated
frequency
the frequency
that the
demonstrated that
It
response Vu/V
exactly
above isis exactly
networks above
combined networks
V /V of the combined
response
the same as the variation
impethe impeof the
frequency of
with frequency
variation with
dance seen looking back into
the
of the
terminals of
output ·terminals
the output
into the
dance
network, so that these networks
in
directly in
used directly
be used
can be
networks can
the feedback loop of an amplifier
replay
desired replay
the desired
get the
to get
amplifier to
giving
available giving
also available
network isis also
characteristic. A third network
the same impedance
variation.
impedance variation.
0

nR

The Author Replies ::
task
to task
me to
taking me
in taking
right in
YOUR correspondent is quite right
noted
be noted
will be
It will
3. It
Fig. 3.
in Fig.
formulre in
for misquoting the formulae
approximations
fact approximations
in fact
are in
gave are
that the expressions I gave
as
rewritten as
be rewritten
may be
for nn may
that for
to the correct ones, since that

when

. ■C
.1r*

2

) (

~

~

which reduces to 'ta- t 2 , as given,
~

3.
Fig. 3.
Since Fig.
E.!~
= ——
RCn =
•. Since
2 In either case RCb
nt2

t 1 ~tto.•

apolomust apolonetworks, II must
formal networks,
is intended to illustrate formal
formulre.
approximate formulae.
gize for quoting the approximate
pre-emphasis isis
when pre-emphasis
The approximation is valid when
past
the past
in the
practice in
the practice
been the
has been
applied sparingly, as has
characteristics:
B.S.S. characteristics:
the B.S.S.
with the
but which is scarcely true with
but
case but
groove case
coarse groove
the coarse
the approximation is fair for the
maccuracy
major inaccuracy
The major
groove. The
somewhat gross for fine groove.
exceed
not exceed
does not
and does
boost and
bass boost
of bass
is in the limitation of
accurate.
sufficiently accurate.
is sufficiently
purposes is
2 dB, which for many purposes
derived
not derived
article isis not
my article
of my
The circuit of Fig. 44 of

R

:r
\

1- ~)
t
(ta\ h !\
)H)

i

:cB

mR

lR

m =

6 + 6-6
t t6
t61+t
5-t2
+ 6-6
1

fz-

RCc= t!
RCc = fz -

1

1

6-6

t, tl

tl- fz
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6(6-6)
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the
of the
two of
Only two
directly from this combined network. Only
the
in the
included in
required time constants, t,t and t2, are included
of
virtue of
by virtue
feedback network itself; the third appears by
boost.
bass boost.
the bass
limits the
the finite gain of the valve which limits
characseveral characequalizing several
us·e d for equalizing
(If a circuit is to be used
be
can be
this can
boost, this
teristics, some of which require less boost,
contime conreduced by means of R5.) There isis a fourth time
not
does_ not
cut does
the h.f. cut
t . due to the fact that the
stant, t„
of
response isis of
overall response
the overall
continue indefinitely. Hence, the
·
form:the form:
—
2,

1

5 .)

1,

i .
i
znYj

ZTTA,

27rt,

I
2nti
2-rrt,.

--/

^

observed
not observed
is not
In practice, this highest time constant is
amplifier.
the amplifier.
of the
pass-band of
since it occurs beyond the pass-band
were
regions were
plateau regions
three plateau
tlle three
The conditions giving the
the
of the
design of
the design
that the
clear that
shown in Fig. 5. It is clear
stage
the stage
of the
gain of
the gain
of the
equalizer
equaliz.er involves a knowledge of
the
because the
straightforward because
and even then is not quite straightforward
loading
frequency-dependent loading
feedback network provides frequency-dependent
in aa
response in
the response
modifying the
on the anode circuit, so modifying
boost
bass boost
tlle bass
both the
increase both
manner which tends to increase
readily
(most readily
for (most
allowed for
and treble cut and should be allowed
by experiment).
stag·e
the stage
condition the
boost condition
Note that under the bass boost
midmaximum midthe maximum
that the
is working without feedback so that
admitted
be admitted
must be
band gain is realized. Against this it must
parameters
valve parameters
on valve
dependent on
that the limiting boost is dependent
etc.
ageing, etc.
with ageing,
change with
and therefore liable to change
compared
directly compared
The two practical circuits cannot be directly
The
requirements. The
operational requirements.
as they fulfil different operational
feedmore feedemploys more
one given by your correspondent employs
controlled
accurately controlled
equalization accurately
back and hence gives equalization
overall
of overall
expense of
the expense
at the
el·ements, but at
by the network elements,
and
required and
is required
gain. In many instances, greater gain is
until
impedance until
network impedance
this is achieved by raising the network
and
gain and
valve gain
available valve
the bass boost is limited by the available
conditions itit isis
these conditions
not by the network itself. Under these
order
in order
resistors in
often convenient to include redundant resistors
the
and the
to avoid the use of inconveniently large values and
which II
that which
similar to that
circuit may then take a form similar
network
third network
the third
gave (which is in fact a derivative of the
given in Mr. Livy's letter).
SMITH;
D. SMITH.
Watford.
J.J. D.

Scale Distortion Again
record
test record
high-fidelity test
"M.
" M. G. L." ends his review of aa high-fidelity
they
that they
controls that
(December issue) by saying of loudness controls
heard aa
be heard
would be
try " to reproduce an orchestra as itit would
would
as itit would
long way away with the frequency balance as
lead
possibly lead
cannot possibly
be audible much closer; and this cannot
to natural results."
bass
of bass
in the ear of
(loss in
distortion (loss
The problem of scale distortion
cannot
natural) cannot
and treble at loudness levels less than natural)
Munson
and Munson
Fletcher and
be solved by ignoring it. The Fletcher
octave
per octave
dB per
14 dB
curves show the loss of bass to approach 14
hear
to hear
essential to
compensation is essential
at very low levels, and compensation
full
at full
orchestra at
the bass at all. Reproduction of an orchestra
would
and would
rooms, and
volume cannot be tolerated in ordinary rooms,
(uncomordinary (uncombe unnatural anyway. Reduction by ordinary
orchestra
the orchestra
removes the
pensated) volume-control in effect removes
and
treble, and
bass and treble,
away " with loss of bass
" a long way away"
to.
listen to.
to listen
makes the music thin, monotonous and tiring to
loudvolume-so-called loudReduction by compensated volume—so-called
Reduction
proper
at its proper
orchestra at
ness—control
ness-control effectively leaves the orchestra
members,
fewer members,
with fewer
distance, but playing quieter (or with
distance,
of
confines
the confines of
within the
if you will) as would be expected within

more
IS more
therefore IS
an ordinary listening room, and therefore
natural.
hoped for,
be hoped
home cannot be
Absolute fidelity in the home
compensation
due to the many well-known causes, but compensation
of
illusion of
the illusion
to the
aid to
for scale distortion is a valuable aid
aim.
real aim.
listening-the real
naturalness and the pleasure of listening—the
MAY.
STANLEY MAY.
STANLEY
Walsall, Staffs.
The Reviewer Replies ::
that
statement that
I CANNOT agree with Stanley May's statement
be
cannot be
volume cannot
reproduction of an orchestra at full volume
""reproduction
unnatural
be unnatural
would be
and would
tolerated 'in
in ordinary rooms and
to ,
surely to
anyway." The aim of correct reproduction isis surely
would
as would
pressures as
produce in the ear the same sound pressures
to
Subject to
hall. Subject
concert hall.
be produced in the ear in the concert
the
in the
and in
achieved, and
can be achieved,
the usual distortions this can
the
to the
leads to
opinion of many people, including myself, leads
in
belief in
share aa belief
most natural results. Many of us who share
too
reproduced too
often reproduced
this standard think that music is often
loud by "hi-fi" addicts.
fewer
with fewer
or with
play quietly or
If an orchestra were to play
distorscale distorto the scale
owing to
members in the concert hall, owing
heard
balance heard
tion Mr. May mentions, the frequency balance
orchestra.
normal orchestra.
of aa normal
would be different from that of
our
reproduce our
Thus, even if for some reason we wish to reproduce
orchestra
smaller orchestra
by such aa smaller
music as it would be played by
to
unnatural to
be unnatural
would be
at the same distance as usual, it would
would
which would
compensate in the living room for aa change which
uncompensated in the concert hall.
remain unoompensated
like
sounding like
It is, however, possible that reproduction sounding
incorrect
an incorrect
has an
and has
an orchestra which is the wrong size and
reproduction
to reproduction
frequency balance may be preferable to
balance
and balance
size and
sounding like an orchestra of correct size
these
to these
restricted to
we are restricted
If we
too. far away. If
which is too.
Mr.
for Mr.
justification for
some justification
alternatives there may be some
these
of these
neither of
but neither
May's use of a ""loudness
loudness " control, but
reproduction
correct reproduction
the correct
provide the
alternatives attempts to provide
achieved.
that can to a large extent be achieved.
M.
G. L.
M.G.L.

The UL Circuit
issue)
1956, issue)
(September, 1956,
I NOTED Grant's application (September,
some
with some
pentodes with
of the UL circuit to single-sided pentodes
editor
magazine editor
to aa magazine
this to
interest. My company suggested this
with
suggestion with
the suggestion
down the
here in the U.S. and he turned down
since
commercially since
the argument that it would not pay commercially
·
problem.
there is a patent licence problem.
transoutput transand low-cost output
small and
A tap is required on a small
transformer
the transformer
of the
one of
former, and an engineer at one
would
cost would
tap cost
companies was of the opinion that the tap
inverse
conventional inverse
exceed that of an RC network for a conventional
single-sided
for aa single-sided
circuit for
feedback loop. Hence the UL circuit
attractive.
commercially attractive.
pentode doesn't seem to appear commercially
than
better than
out better
However, in my opinion, it should work out
poor
with poor
trouble with
an
~n RC loop since there should be less trouble
transoutput transcheap output
bandwidth"
""phase
phase bandwidth
" produced by a cheap
former.
TED POWELL.
L.I., U.S.A.
Great Neck, L.L,

Audio Demonstrations
published
THE letters from C. Streatfield and H. Glover published
demonShow demonin your October issue criticize the Radio Show
in
and, in
strations of sound-reproducing equipment and,
material.
particular, the choice of programme material.
particular,
ear
has the listener's
listener's ear
Perhaps the manufacturer who has
to
trying to
for trying
for only a few minutes can be forgiven for
But ifif
sounds. But
produce impressive rather than natural sounds.
remain
personally, remain
I, personally,
a test of naturalness is required, I,
well
When well
convinced that speech is the best material. When
of
illusion of
the illusion
reproduced at the correct volume level the
sounds
other sounds
with other
than with
reality is, to me at least, greater than
improduces imwhich produces
well reproduced. But equipment which
necessarily
pressive bangs, crashes and tinkles doesn't necessarily
seem to reproduce speech naturally.
CLUFF.
W.].
London, N.W.7.
W.
J. CLUFF.
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High-Quality
Sound Broadca.s ting

By

High-Quality

Sound

G. H. RUSSELL
RUSSE.LL
Assoc.Brit.I.R.E.
Assoc.Brlt.l.R.E.

Broadcasting

THE USE AND MISUSE OF V.H.F.
THE
YPIE main justification for v.h.f. sound broadcasting
is the
the poor
poor reception
reception conditions
conditions in
in the
the lower
ing is
frequency bands. At the same time, it offers an
unprecedented opportunity
opportur:itY for giving
!Siving sound broadTh1s can be done only,
casting a new lease of life. This
of course,
course, by
by taking
taking full
full advantage of the potentialiof
ties of v.h.f. and in particular the wide audio frequency range that it makes possible.
In this context it is illuminating to compare the
following separate statements . taken from a new
Europe.
report* on v.h.f. sound broadcasting in Europe.

" The programme input throughout is designed for a frefrom_ 30
3~,to
quency band of from
to 15,000 c/s with all corresponding
quality.
requirements of quality."
"Nor will any changes be made in the line network; most
of the lines at present rented . . .• transmit frequencies up
to about 8,000 c/s, and the cost of increasing this bandwidth
~f. short
~ho;,t lines to local transmitting
(except in the case of
proh1b1t1ve.
stations) would be prohibitive."
The first comes from the German contribution and
is representative of the attitude of all but one of the
European broadcasting
w h o have
authorities who
■
"T"
h a v e r/ ' tv
hiunched v.h.f. broadlaunched
casting schemes. Even a
/
small country
c o u n t r y like
1i k e
p-^REuzBERG^,
Austria is busy improving the studio equipment
[ N.
15 kc/s.
to extend it to 15kc/s.
Th-e
T
h-e second quotation,
f ®<Jwfenberg J
\
one regrets to say, is
\
RZBURG
from the B.B.C. contri) £~V^fe
bution.
|
The attitude of the : f V-T
S
B.B.C. to this question of
»
buettelber^the upper audio
A
In
a u d i o fre- .. '
quency limit ·is
is incom■ S
j
prehensible. If they had
V. .
said that a restriction to
Aj
8,000 c/s was an unfortunate temporary limita. f
tion and efforts to
V, _ huehmrsei
increase this limit sub> rsb
stantially would be made .
VT
as soon as possible, it
jJ ♦
it
would have been under|
Except
Except for
for the
the links
links between
between
the studios
the
studios at
at Munich
Munich and
and
Nueremberg, and between
three
three stations
stations in
in the
the southsoutheastern
peninsular "" the
eastern ""peninsular
the
whole v.h.f. network
network of 28
28
stations in the area covered by
Eayerischer
Bayerischer Rundfunk operates
operat~s
on
on the
the system
system of
of direct
direct rerebroadcasting.
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
WORLD, January
JANUARY

standable. Have the possibilities of unattended
microwave links been examined? And has the question of direct re-broadcasting, which can be implemented at the cost of one aerial and one receiver
per transmitter, been considered?
This system of direct re-broadcasting is being used
extensively in Western Germany where it is known
as Ballempfang.
Indeed, it is also used by the
country.t The basis
British Forces' Network in that country.f
of the system is that signals from the originating
station are received at the site of the nearest transmitter(s) where the demodulated signal is used to
modulate the transmitter. Alternatively, the signal
need not be demodulated but merely frequency
transposed and re-radiated; this is called Umsetzer.
It is self-evident that the cost of such a system will
be only a fraction of that incurred by microwave or
Present Position
Position and
and Prospectiyes
Pros pectives of
of V.H.F.
V.H.F. Sound
Sound
* ""The
The Present
in Europe,"'
Europe," ' Document
Document Tech.
Tech. 3068/E,
3068/E, published
published by
by
Broadcasting in
Union.
the European Broadcasting Union,
See Wireless World,
World , February
February 1956.
!956.
ft See
—•—
MAIN
BALLEMPFANG"LINKS
MAI N "BALLEMPFANG"
LI NKS
—RESERVE
- - - RESERVE "BALLEMPFANG"LINK5
"BALLEMPFANG"LINKS
CABLE
CABLE LINKS
LINKS
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upon
rests upon
service rests
the service
of the
quality of
The quality
cable links. The
Germans
the Germans
and the
station and
each station
at each
receiver at
that of the receiver
impossible
used, itit isis impossible
receivers used,
claim that, with the receivers
six
after six
even after
quality even
in quality
degradation in
to detect any degradation
re-transmissions.
and re-transmissions.
successive transmissions and
networks isis
these networks
of these
complicated of
One of the most complicated
and
authority and
broadcasting authority
Bavarian broadcasting
that used by the Bavarian
that
obvious that
It isis obvious
illustration. It
this is shown in the illustration.
where aa
system where
this system
of this
use of
the use
to the
there are limits to
inarea inwide area
over aa wide
used over
are used
number of networks are
conditions
these conditions
Under these
volving many transmitters. Under
where
position where
the position
at the
arrive at
one could conceivably arrive
become aa
could become
network could
another network
interference from another
in
arisen in
already arisen
has already
position has
this position
problem. In fact, this
resorted
be resorted
will be
links will
cable links
Germany and, in future, cable
cable
the cable
all the
so, all
Even so,
expand. Even
to as the networks expand.
extensions
the extensions
and the
stations and
links between transmitting stations
to
able to
be able
eventually be
will eventually
centres will
to the studio centres
kc/s.
10-11.2 kc/s.
to 10-11.2
up to
transmit frequencies up

Country ??
Why Not in This Country
v.h.f.
of v.h.f.
network of
present network
its present
with its
It is realized that with
to
B.B.C. to
the B.B.C.
for the
impossible for
be impossible
stations it would be
aim isis
ultimate aim
the ultimate
However, the
employ Ballempfang. However,
with aa
country with
the country
cover the
to cover
for about 30 stations to
encouraging
be encouraging
would be
and itit would
s·ervice, and
three-programme service,
direct
use direct
to use
was to
intention was
B.B.C.'s intention
to know that the B.B.C.'s
kind
the kind
us the
give us
to give
links to
radio links
re-broadcasting and/or radio
Highcapable. Highis capable.
v.h.f. is
which v.h.f.
of reproduction of which
interest
public interest
re-create public
might re-create
quality transmission might
television.
to television.
rot to
the rot
stop the
and stop
in sound broadcasting and
but
fast,* but
spreading fast,*
is spreading
broadcasting is
In Italy v.h.f. broadcasting
own
our own
Like our
reason. Like
back-handed reason.
for a rather back-handed
the
place the
to place
decided to
authorities decided
B.B.C., the Italian authorities
same
the same
on the
transmitters on
television transmitters
v.h.f. sound and television
fairly
at aa fairly
proceed at
to proceed
proposed to
Initially, it was proposed
sites. Initially,
cowhich aa coat which
rate at
the rate
by the
determined by
leisurely pace determined
the
However, the
laid. However,
be laid.
could be
axial cable network could
that
impatient that
so impatient
proved so
television proved
public demand for television
favour
in favour
link in
coaxial link
the coaxial
abandon the
it was decided to abandon
authorithe authorienabled the
This enabled
of microwave radio links. This
telethe teleall the
simultaneously all
service simultaneously
ties to bring into service
addition,
in addition,
and, in
projected and,
initially projected
vision transmitters initially
populathe populaof the
% of
83%
to 83
extended to
been extended
s·ervice has been
the service
planned.
originally planned.
tion instead of the 54% originally
broadcasting
sound broadcasting
v.h.f. sound
the v.h.f.
In order to bring the
re-broaddirectre-broadquickly, direct
operation equally quickly,
service into operation
microwhere microcases where
few cases
but aa few
all but
cast links are used in all
to
interesting to
It isIs interesting
to. It
resorted to.
wave links are again resorted
various
the various
on the
evolved on
system evolved
note the operational system
three
into three
divided into
are divided
sites are
These sites
transmitting sites. These
which
of which
satellites, of
and satellites,
secondary and
categories
categories:: main, secondary
classifiThis classifirespectively. This
16 and 48, respectively.
there are 19, 16
the
of the
importance of
the importance
with the
do with
to do
cation has nothing to
are
stations are
main stations
the main
Thus, the
stations but with staffing. Thus,
s·e condary
the secondary
manned; the
fully and continuously manned;
of
team of
with aa team
caretaker with
permanent caretaker
stations have a permanent
the
and the
periods; and
short periods;
attendance for short
engineers in attendance
and
on and
switched on
automatically switched
satellites, which are automatically
lovable
There isis aa Lovable
staff. There
permanent staff.
off, have no permanent
the
for the
adopted for
system adopted
monitoring system
Latin touch to the monitoring
town,
nearest town,
the nearest
in the
big-wig in
local big-wig
satellite stations. A local
to
appointed to
postman, isis appointed
or postman,
policeman or
such as the policeman
can
he can
fail, he
should fail,
transmission should
this task. If the transmission
control,
remote control,
by remote
transmitter by
bring in a reserve transmitter
to
report to
telephone aa report
to telephone
duty to
his duty
after which it is his
station.
the nearest main station.
notable
links, itit isis notable
radio links,
subject of radio
While on the subject
service.
in service.
* Italy
transmitters in
102 transmitters
has 102
now has
Italy now

comof compossibility of
the possibility
considering the
that Denmark is considering
for
those for
with those
links with
television links
bining both sound and television
would
This would
circuits. This
telephone circuits.
the multi-channel telephone
with aa
used with
be used
to be
supplies to
enable common power supplies
cost.
consequent saving in cost.

Costs
Comparative Costs
have
countries have
of countries
number of
Report aa number
E.B.U. Report
In the E.B.U.
impleof implecosts of
probable costs
or probable
given details of actual or
general
of general
not of
are not
These are
networks. These
menting v.h.f. networks.
interan interwhere an
Sweden where
of Sweden
case of
in the case
interest except in
transv.h.f. transbetween v.h.f.
made between
comparison is made
esting cost comparison
are
proposals are
Three proposals
distribution. Three
mission and wire distribution.
forward :
put forward:
wire
by wire
reinforced by
network reinforced
natiomil f.m. network
(a) A national
poor;
is poor;
reception is
distribution where reception
and
(b) National .wire
wire distribution; and
areas
populated areas
dens·ely populated
(c) F.M. transmitters for densely
elsewhere.
distribution elsewhere.
with wire distribution
schemes isis
these schemes
of these
each of
The estimated cost for each
does
There does
r•espectively. There
£56M, £81M, and £52M, respectively.
Howthem. Howbetween them.
choose between
not seem to be much to choose
receivers
new receivers
in new
listener in
the listener
to the
cost to
ever, when the cost
added,
distribution isis added,
wire distribution
or connecting cords for wire
adds aa
This adds
different. This
very different.
the picture becomes very
In
respectively. In
£95M, respectively.
and £95M,
further £115M, £8M and
have
Swedes have
the Swedes
factors, the
economic factors,
spite of the economic
grounds
the grounds
on the
mainly on
(c), mainly
proposal (c),
decided to adopt proposal
prosecond proenable aa second
would enable
that radio distribution would
areas
populated areas
densely populated
the densely
to the
gramme to be brought to
used.
was used.
only was
distribution only
wire distribution
much sooner than if wire
dead
very dead
now very
the now
resurrect the
Without wishing to resurrect
illuminating toto
controversy, itit isis illuminating
a.m . .controversy,
f.m. versus a.m.
alterto alterapproaches to
British approaches
and British
compare the Swedish and
Teleour Teleto our
presented to
figures presented
systems. The figures
native systems.
cost
capital cost
the capital
with the
dealt with
Committee dealt
vision Advisory Committee
and
only and
transmitters only
the transmitters
maintaining the
of erecting and maintaining
be
can be
As can
entirely. As
listener entirely.
left out the cost to the listener
represent
can represent
cost can
this cost
seen from the Swedish figures, this
It isis
income. It
national income.
the national
on the
a substantial charge on
occasions
similar occasions
any future similar
on any
to be hoped that on
again
not again
will not
factor will
important factor
which may arise this important
be omitted.
broadcasting, itit
wire broadcasting,
of wire
Before leaving the subject
subject of
to itit
made to
reference isis made
no reference
should be mentioned that no
Switthat Switfact that
the fact
despite the
contribution despite
in the Swiss contribution
Neverthenetwork. Neverthefirst-rate network.
zerland already has aa first-rate
erected.
be erected.
to be
transmitters isis to
less, a network of f.m. transmitters
transmitv.h.f. transmitof v.h.f.
network of
Because of the complex network
v.h.f.
and v.hi.
portables and
v.h.f. portables
Germany, v.h.f.
ters in Western Germany,
interestfurther interestA further
popular. A
car radio have become popular.
by
marketing by
the marketing
is the
Germany is
in Germany
ing development in
telereceive teleto receive
able to
are able
several firms of receivers that are
tran<3missions.
II transmissions.
Band II
to Band
addition to
vision sound in addition
of aa
addition of
the addition
that the
is that
this is
The purpose underlying this
cominto aa comconverts itit into
simple vision-only receiver converts
should, ofof
It should,
receiver. It
television receiver.
and television
bined sound and
system
television system
German television
the German
course, be noted that the
sound
v.h.f. sound
that v.h.f.
uses f.m. sound and, furthermore, that
Germany.
in Germany.
television in
before television
broadcasting came before
from
warning from
dreadful warning
A final note with aa dreadful
intermediate
10.7-Mc/s intermediate
Germany.
The use of aa 10.7-Mc/s
has
oscillators has
protected oscillators
poorly protected
frequency with poorly
final
the final
as the
far as
so far
situation so
critical situation
resulted in ."a critical
concerned."
network isis concerned."
v.h.f. network
development of the v.h.f.
receivers ini?
such receivers
million such
There appear to be four million
comment is15
further comment
No further
Germany. No
use in Western Germany.
necessary.
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Cha raclerisli cs
Cascode
ode Characteristics
Case
o--

CONSTRUCTION
OF construction
METHOD of
GRAPHICAL method

By W.
w. GRANT, B.Sc.
By

I V2 I

Vd.2

M

the
by the
characteristics by
cascode characteristics
of cascode
derivation of
THE
1. HE detivation
method
useful method
is aa useful
formulre is
mathematical formula;
the mathematical
of the
use of
use
rapidly.
parameters rapidly.
working parameters
the working
estim8ting the
of estimating
graphical
and aa graphical
misleading and
be misleading
however, be
can, however,
It can,
It
to aa
lead to
may lead
and may
picture and
clearer picture
pre~e~ts a clearer
approach presents
operation.
of operation.
mode of
cascode mode
the cascode
of the
better appreciation of
are
valves are
single "" valves
of "" single
curves of
The static IIa!V
a/Vaa curves
---()_.....;......
cathode.
the cathode.
to the
relative to
stated relative
V 9 stated
Va and V,
drawn with V,,
+vg,
connection
cascode connection
the cascode
in the
valves in
of valves
curves of
static curves
The static
0
lower
the
of
cathode
the
to
relative
stated
likewise
are
are likewise stated relative to the cathode of the lower
(b)
(a)
(b)
triodes
two triodes
oftwo
connection of
the connection
shows the
l(a) shows
section. Fig. lla)
current
and
voltage
with
arrangement
Cascade
Fig.
I.
(a)
Cascode
arrangement
with
voltage
and
current
reference
which reference
to which
voltages to
the voltages
indicating the
cascode indicating
in
in cascode
vectors.
Voltage vectors.
text. (b) Voltage
symbols used in the text,
may
or may
do or
which do
currents which
the currents
and the
made and
be made
later be
will later
will
characstatic characthe static
derive the
to derive
is to
purpose is
flow. Since the purpose
the
shows the
1(b) shows
Fig. 1(b)
shown. Fig.
is shown.
load is
teristics no anode load
section)
upper section)
the upper
of the
curves of
(the origin of the Ia!V a curves
case.
general case.
the general
d.c. voltage vectors for the
deductions
two
These
uz·
V
con~tant value of V
any
constant
,
.
These
two
deductions
for
!
2
for
and for
fixed and
is fixed
uc is
Vgc
operation V
In straight cascode operation
determination
graphical determination
the graphical
(I) make the
equatton (1)
may from equation
Valul may
curves V
static curves
the static
the purpose of measuring the
The
simple. The
and simple.
rapid and
characteristics rapid
of cascode characteristics
varied
is
Vac
while V
values while
several values
be fixed at each of several
ac is varied
something
"
The
below.
routine
is
tabulated
below.
The
"
something
value
fixed
each fixed value
at each
range at
the working range
in steps over the
the
as the
self-evident as
become self-evident
and over " and " somewhat " become
5(b) and
Figs. 5(b)
of Figs.
curves of
The curves
Vu1, or vice versa. The
of Vgu
alternatives. tabulation proceeds.
thesealternatives.
ofthese
the first of
6b) were measured using the
((6b)
Va
at V
to IIa
equal to
value equal
to aa value
axis to
o11 at
al1
two (1) Set out the IIaa axis
of two
curves of
the IIa!Va
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the
a/Va curves
and
over, and
something
and
Vue
proposed
the
equal
to
proposed
W
and
something
over,
gc
represent
to
considered
be considered to represent
will be
triodes. Fig. 2(a) will
V.
500V.
say 500
available, say
voltage available,
supply voltage
Vaa axis to the supply
ofaa the V
section of
upper section
the upper
2(b) the
Fig. 2(b)
the lower section and Fig.
lightly)
them lightly)
(marking them
curves (marking
1Vaol1 curves
Ia11/V
displayed (2) Erect the I„
are displayed
curves are
cascode pair of which the IIa!V
a/Vaa curves
of V 1
value of
to aa value
up to
V ul up
of V,!
for all relevant values of
follows.
as follows.
in Fig. 3 and are derived as
a
Vue·
exceeding
somewhat
V
.
ffc
that
1
Fig.
from
It will be seen
Fig. 1 that
the
erect the
zero, erect
= zero,
when V u2 =
V uc when
V k22 = V,,.
(3) Since Vj,
V' or. —
(I)
Vu2
- V
Vk2
'o
= V
Val =
Vai
(1) Ia2/V
fc ·= Vue
origin
the origin
as the
V uc
taking V,
zero taking
= zero
V u22 =
cutve for V„
a2 curve
Ia2/V„2
)C as
Vv (7C 4and V„
V„ -Vue
(2) of the curve.
+i VVu2
v„„ Vk2 = Vac
- V,
Va2 = Vac
and
'fir
currents
the currents
(3) the
step (3)
of step
curve of
the curve
(4) Mark off on the
V k2 . (4)
and V,.
Va
of V
constancy of
Equation (1) defines the constancy
o11 and

__

(b)

( 1/z1ZAT7)
VI
Vl ('/j
12 At 7)

(d)
(d)

la.

JzBH7)
('lz 12BH7)
V2
Vz Qh

H

1

H

ai

H

a1

I a.

(mA)

(mA)

zoo
(VOLTS)
Va.
Vj (VOLTS)

300

300

400
400

mm
200
300
(VOLtS)
VaVa,(V01

i

triodes.
dissimilar triodes.
two dissimilar
of two
characteristics of
Representative characteristics
Fig. 2. (a) and (b) Representative
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= zero, —1,
Vggl1 =
Vgc
I011 at
-1, -2
= V
atVa1 =
Ia
9C for V
volts, etc.
ofVg
(5) Choose a convenient value of
V,.22,, say
-15
-10
IT v,-0 •
:-55
Ia 2 /V a2 curve for
-5
—5 volts, and erect the I^/V,,,
+ 5) as the origin.
gc +
Vgs
-5 taking (V9C
= —5
V g2 =
(6) Mark off on the curve of step (5) the
(6)
~) for Vgl
(Vgc
= (V
currents IIaal1 at V
Vat
al =
ffc + 5)
01
-2, etc. Steps (5) and (6)
-1, —2,
=
= zero, —1,
V g 2,
are to be repeated for larger values of V^,
making the appropriate adjustments in the
a 2 curves, until the
origins of the IIaa2/V
2 /Va2
defining points are plotted as far as desired
or the data allows.
(7) Join up all points corresponding to
gt
Vgl
= zero, those corresponding to Vgl
gt =
-1, and so on.
= —I,
=
Carrying the argument to the left of
= zero (step 3) it is seen
the curve V5g22 =
la22 becomes
V u 2 becomes positive and I„
that Vga
Ig 2 • Given the IIa!Va
less than IIaal1 by 1,20/V0 data
the
also the
and also
V 9 positive region and
---tt----;=----"---------,;;;;100
200
300 ;~---~--.:__--,-L-400
S00 ----:-'600
600 in the V,
I,
/V,
data
for
the
upper
section,
the
Ig/V
;
9
\„ . .
VdC(V0LtS)
curves may be completed. Such data is
published for very few valves so all that
can be said is that IIaa22 falls off in some
Fig. 3. Construction of cascade characteristics. Note that the
Fig.
unknown fashion. This is seldom of
curves of VI are the same as in Fig. 2 (a), but that the origins
of the V2 curves are successively displaced to the right by increments
importance since the area is valueless for
equal to the bias V 02 •
linear amplification.
The working boundaries are marked
20
are:on Fig. 4: they are:—
V9 z =0
V=o
\
the
in the
I
A; the onset of grid current, lIgl
A,
9 H, in
I
lower section. This is a strict limit if the
I
I
grid is returned to chassis through a
15
\
resistor but may, of course, be relaxed
~ L-- xE
/ ,'·
if the return is through a coil of negligible
I a.
U
--~-resistance.
(mA)
~ r--1 - - - - , ; ·
-I
B, the limit of linearity of V?1
This is
91.•
K
10
•
I
variable and depends on the degree of
1,. _ _ __
distortion which can be tolerated.
.
C, the onset of grid current, 1lg922,, in
,, I
the upper section. This is a limit to be
Dl
~ II, C
1I^.
a1 —
= Io1
respected as IIaa22 =
02 •
-2

V4I - Vk^Vgc - (-Vg!)

/

II

1

,

t,

, ~

'±i

I

:if

----~,,Lj~~.,..----· - - B

left:
Left: Fig. 4. Complete curves developed by
the method of Fig. 3 with the addition of
for linear operation.
working boundaries for

-

oo
---4~04007o----~s~------~6
~---------.~o~'o~-+f
100 \ -~z~oo~----~~~o~o--200
300
500
600
yc
Vgc
i

Below: Fig. 5. Characteristics of a 6SN7
cascade stage; (a) graphical construction
(b) measured.
(b)

(VOLTS)
dC(V0LTS)
VVac

=ISOV

20,------.---,---------------.---.-------~

6SN7
6SN7
TEST MEASUREMENTS

6SN7
6SN7
GRAPHICAL
DERIVATION
GRAPHICAL DERIVATION

TEST MEASUREMENTS

I a.
(mA)

-/—^
I
/'
112V

Va 2 = 112V
AT Id.2

=

0

& V9t, ~ o
&Vg
mA
I 9 z"" 1122mA
i.e.
i. ~- Iqz

100

~00
200
300
200
Vac(VOLTS)
Va.c (VOLTS)

400

500

\l

300
200
300
200
Vic(V0LT5)
Vd.c(VOLTS)
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500
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5

6SL7
6SL 7
GRAPHICAL DERIVATION

I

GRAPHICAL DERIVATION

4

}

-

I

I

I

/-- -;

(mA)
2

I
I

d.

/1/

I

- -r- ""'-A- -

I

.-

I

I
I

,/c

/

100
100

I

I

-05

J

--

'

.... ~~

'

B

300

(a)
(a)

J

-2

'

400

400

300

VCVOLTS)
Va,c(VOLTS)

ViC = 45V
AT L, - 0
IV =0
In? se 3 m A

'2

I

~ p-~-

"-.-

-0

-I

'

'

200
200

i

/

ol

..._

~-

9 ,=0

--:·

/^VRe
/,'Ne

I

\ ~-::t

.,

- -/

I

I<l

I

V92 =o/
I
II

/

/

\ ,

I

I

3

6SL7
TEST MEASUREMENTS

I

500

500

0

-VTi'

100

300
200
300
Vc~,c(VOLTS)
Vic(vOLTS^

200

400

500

400

(b)
(b)

SOV.
Fir!. 6. (a) Graphically constructed, and
Fie.
and (b)
(b) measured characteristics
characteristics of
of6SL7
6SL7 cascade
cascade stage
stage (or
for Vgc
Vvc=I
= l50V.
2

l
/ - -~

I
/

I

GRAPHICAL DERIVATION

GRAPHICAL DERIVATION

I

i

Vg1=0

i

/
,lc
200

300

1
INPUT SECTION
5L 7
/z 6SSL7
SECTION '/z
INPUT
1
OUTPUT
5N 7
/z 66SN7
5ECJION '/z
OUTPUT SECTION

V9c =

GRAPHICAL DERIVATION

GRAPH I CAL DERIVATION

IOOV

0·5

I

A

18-~-

100

I

oj
i

-I
-1 · 5

400

500

VVc~,c(VOLTS)
4c(V0LT5)
Cascade characteristics of 6SL7
6SL7 with

Above;
Above: Fig. 7.
Vgc =75V.
= 75V.
Vuc
0
200
500
300
200
500
Right: Fig. 8. Demonstrating the advantage of a lowlow(Vl =t
- j 6SL7, V2=t
V2=i 6SN7)
Vic(VOLTS)
Va.c (VOLTS)
impedance "upper" section (VI
V^IOOV.
tOOV.
Vgc=
adjusting such
D, Vac max. == (for all practical purposes) Vue
V,c +
+ This demonstrates the importance of adjusting
than
V a 2 max. which in normal usage denotes
rated V,^
denotes the
the critical circuits to designed anode current rather than
maximum supply voltage. Some liberty can usually
usually be to grid bias voltage.
Low values of Vue
V,,,, are sometimes useful. Fig. 7
taken with this limit, but on the other hand noise is
is
7 at
6SL7
at
liable to increase with V
V,,a and this should be taken
taken shows the cascode characteristics of a 6SL
M Cl
75_V when, with an anode resistor of 1 MO
= 75
Vue =
into account in low-level stages.
O, the gain
MO,
gain is
is
a 2 max. This is for all practical purposes
E, Wa2
purposes the
the and following grid resistor of 2 M
voltage
approximately 400 and the safe peak output voltage
W
uc·.
Waa22 curve shifted by V?c
Fig. 5(a) presents the graphical derivation of the
the is at least 60 V.
Fig. 8 shows that there are advantages in using an
an
characteristics of a 6SN7 cascode stage, and
and Fig.
Fig.
&ection of low impedance if the largest possible
5(b) displays the results of test measurements
measurements made
made upper section
h.t. supply
supply
on a 6SN7 valve of RCA manufacture chosen at
at output voltage is required with modest h.t.
Ra0 and following Ru
R,, appropriate to
to an
an
random. The agreement of the two curves is
is good
good and values of R
is output stage.
and any load line chosen from the derived curves is
The graphical determination of the cascode curves,
satisfactory when transferred to the measured curves,
given any pair of triodes, is quickly made and presents
if permissible tolerances are borne in mind.
of
Fig. 6(a) presents the graphical derivation of the
the a clear picture of the properties and limitations of
characteristics of a 6SL
6SL77 cascode stage, and
and Fig.
Fig. that cascode pair. The determination of the cascode
formula: is less accurate
accurate
The agreeagree- characteristics by the use of formulre
6(b) the results of test measurements. The
from data
data
ment is good for 1-'/a and, although the measured valve unless tediously .repeated for many points from
found by measureruns at a higher current, gm
gm is only
only 15%
15% high.
high. which have in most cases to be found
formulae,
derived curves ments made on the triode curves. The formulre,
. Again, any load line chosen from the derived
estimation of the
is satisfactory when transferred to the
the measured
measured however, do supply the quickest estimation
the
Ree == 150 k.O,
kn, representing
representing the
the dynamic properties of a cascode pair provided the
curves. A load line R
to choose
choose
Ru9 =
following
= 400 kn,
k O, in parallel with
with appropriate values are inserted. It is easy to
followmg grid resistor R
the anode load R,,
Cl, is drawn on both
both curves. the appropriate values by reference to the foregoing.
foregoing.
Ra == 250 k 0,
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complete for completehere for
formulre are included here
The general formulse
lower
respectively lower
subscrip ts 1, 2 and c denote respectively
ness; subscripts
section, upper section and cascode.
1
(3)
+ 1) • •
fL1(f-t2! +
= FlCf
J-1-c =
Mc
••
•■
••
®
(4)
+ rra2
+ 1) +
rr ac
(4)
(f-l-2 +
= rra1
ae —
al (fi2
o2
1
(5)
+_ _1 - P-_2_ +
g m.l _ _M2
gm.c = Srnl
tfmc
( fL2

r al
++
+ 1) +
ra2

analogy
the analogy
that the
aerial that
It is as plain as an outdoor aerial
nor
granted nor
for granted
taken for
with tetrodes must be neither taken
pressed too far.
the
to the
debt to
his debt
The author wishes to record his
experime ntal
for experimental
Polytech nic for
Woolwic h Polytechnic
Principall of Woolwich
Principa
by
article by
the article
to the
facihties,, and would refer readers to
facilities
Aug.
W.W., Aug.
Cascode ," W.W.,
Ray"
""Cathod
Cathodee Ray
" on ""The
The Cascode,"
therein.
mention ed therein.
articles mentioned
p . 397, and to the articles
1955, p.

- - - -·-- - -- - - - --

As die
Fish-Finding
-Finding Asdic
Fish
depth
show depth
to show
primarily to
sounders , designed primarily
ECHO sounders,
fishing
in fishing
extensiv ely in
used extensively
of water, have been used
fish;
individu al fish;
vessels to detect shoals and even individual
missed
been missed
have been
must have
but many valuable catches must
fish
revealing fish
of revealing
means of
because there has been no means
below
immedia tely below
other than those which pass immediately
with
plane with
horizont al plane
the keel. By scanning in aa horizontal
that
as that
supersonic
ic pulses, on the same principle as
superson
equipme nt, aa
detection equipment,
submari ne detection
used in the asdic submarine
fish.
for fish.
swept for
be swept
much wider sea lane can be
prototyp e
produce d aa prototype
Kelvin Hughes have now produced
up
range up
fisherman's
fisherma n's asdic for this purpose with aa range
in
results in
promisin g results
given promising
to 2,000 yards which has given
sea trials.
(transunit (transreceiver unit
and receiver
ter and
The pulse transmit
transmitter
working
column working
ducer) is mounted on a vertical column
rebe recan be
and can
through a gland in the ship's hull and
be
can be
It can
use. It
in use.
tracted into a fairing when not in
autoan autoand an
steps and
5o steps
in 5°
rotated by remote control in
bearing
the bearing
to advance
mechani sm can be set to
advance the
matic mechanism
sweep.
making aa sweep.
when making
pulse when
by this amount at each pulse
at
is at
train is
pulse train
the pulse
The beam width is 10° and the
and
of 11 and
duration s of
alternati ve durations
(1 kW) with alternative
50kc/s
50 kef s (IkW)
10 milliseconds.
milliseco nds.
10
with
used with
be used
heterody ne receiver circuit may be
A heterodyne

and
keeping, and
loudspea ker for watch keeping,
nes or loudspeaker
headphones
headpho
accurate
for accurate
recorder for
to aa recorder
the output can be switched to
investiga ted.
be investigated.
to be
is to
ranging when an echo is
required
is required
experien ce is
and experience
Some degree of skill and
informat ion
the information
of the
advantag e is to be taken of
if full advantage
many
are many
equipme nt. There are
provided by this equipment.
the
from the
scatterin g from
includin g scattering
sources of echoes, including
and
weather, and
rough weather,
in rough
bottom, the water surface in
smooth
otherwis e smooth
in otherwise
vessels in
the wakes of other vessels
water.
.
the
in the
shows, m
accompa nying specimen record shows,
The accompanying
decrease
left-hand half, the traces of wakes which decrease
line
zero line
the zero
(at the
crossed (at
in range until they are crossed
running
echo running
horizont al echo
running along the top). The horizontal
bottom.
sea bottom.
the sea
through the wake traces is from the
first
the first
seen the
be seen
In the middle of the picture may be
of
change of
by aa change
contacts with two shoals followed by
differenc e
the difference
closed : the
range scale as the distance is closed;
curved
The curved
seen. The
in size of the shoals can be clearly seen.
are
corner are
right-han d corner
dotted traces in the bottom right-hand
sounder
echo sounder
interfere nce from the ship's echo
due to interference
which was also working.
operaintellige nt operareasonab le weather and intelligent
Given reasonable
is
equipme nt is
tion, there is little doubt that this new equipment
in
economi es in
consider able economies
capable of showing considerable
capable
more
steaming time in search of fish, which will more
£2,500).
than offset the initial cost (of the order of £2,500).
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fisherman 's
Wheelhouse
uni~ of the Kelvin Hughes fisherman's
Wh~elhouse control unit
beanng scale is on the right.
asdic. The beam bearing
asdiC.

kcfs.
50 kefs.
at 50
{0° at
of 10°
width of
beam width
has aa beam
which has
unit which
Shown on the right is the transducer unit
discontinuities
The discontinuities
shoals. The
fish shoals.
large fish
Below is a specimen chart showing two large
scale. .
range scale.
the range
in the
are the result of alterations in
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Simple V.B.F. Test
Oscillator

Simple

V.H.F.

Test

Oscilloter

Minimum Requirement for

Aligning an F.M. Receiver

By BERNARD DRIVER
DRIVE.R

' RNa C
■
7
* // ' -t-

\

8

2

L),li
J
I:

THE
ThE lack of some form of signal
generator can be an insuperable

lack of .some form of signal
pie Mgi
generator can be an insuperable
difficulty when contemplating the
v.h.f. receiver. It is,
alignment of a v.h.f.
||| J
realiz~d that
th~t
perhaps, not generally realized
fHg
simple oscillator, as described
descnbed in
m
aa simple
ffKc
this article, if judiciously handled
9Rj
will enable a satisfactory alignment
jB( B
, w
to be achieved.
The basis
basis of the circuit, which is
HfeMi
shown in Fig. 1, is that described
mmJBSm
by H. B. Dent in the December
1952 issue of Wireless World.
B
Instead, however, of employing
L_JB_—
separate oscillator coils and valves
General view of the oscillator removed from its case. All the components are
for signal and intermediate frequenGeneral
readily identif
identified.
cies a single Hartley
readily
H artley oscillator is
used, the 90-Mc/s range being provided by harmonics. Since modulation was not
The oscillator coil consists of 38 turns of 26 s.w.g.
considered essential, the transitron modulator is enamelled .wire
.wire on a i-in
t-in diameter former, tapped 7
omitted, but there is ample space for the additional turns from the earthy end. The r.f. output is taken
valve and components inside the case, which measures from a separate pick-up coil, consisting of a further
7iin
?!in x 4jin
4tin x IJin,
2tin, if the refinement is
is required.
required.
3 turns, spaced Jin
tin from the earthy end of the oscillaoscilla:..
tor coil. Full winding
a
g
details of the coil .will be
found in the article to
EXHAUST lNG SEAL
EXHAUSTING
SEAL ON
ON TOP
TOP
which reference has
·
C7
■■RM2
already
been made.
v
RMz
955 ACORN
955
ACORN VALVE
VALVE
The· valve
valve is an acorn
■ sjaFT"
The
triode, Type 955, and in
R
to save
11 so A ISORsfl.
orderorder
to save
spacespace
the the
h k
h
|
connecting wires to the
,
f
valve are soldered direct
tips_ of the valve
jjj jj.Fp
L
to the tips
o-ooi
^
g -0■«.
pins, a heat shunt being
attached to each pin
izsVg g ^^"1
1 ait4".
§ g
whilst applying the solM0V
3 g
a.c,
dering iron. · ·The
The writer
o
g
9
has found that a sliver of
OUTPUT
\
o
" 63 3
'
ice is an efficient substi~
Rz
tute for the crocodilec~
22kfi
^^1
clip type of heat shunt,
O·OOIIJ.F
'
where space does not
Fig. I. Theoretical circuit diagram of the v.h.f,
v.h.f. test oscillator.
permit the latter's use.
use.
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ted with
instrum ent can
The instrument
can be
be calibra
calibrated
with
by the
a fair degree of
of accurac
accuracyy by
the followfollowv.h.f.
a
only
method , which require
ing method,
requiress only a v.h.f.
ng the
receiver
receiving
the B.B.C.
B.B.C.
receive r capable of receivi
transmissions,
stages are
are
issions , and whose i.f. stages
transm
imately , to
tuned, at least approx
approximately,
to
10.7 Mc/s.
10.7
or
The first step is to plot
plot the
the oscillat
oscillator
entals in
reading s against fundam
dial readings
fundamentals
in
the range 9.5 to
to 12
12 Mcfs.
Mc/s. Connec
Connectt
with
or, with
the oscillat
the output from the
oscillator,
um, to
potenti ometer (R
1 ) at
2-kO
2-kfl potentiometer
(R,)
at maxim
maximum,
to
r. If
the receive
the aerial socket
docket of the
receiver.
If the
the
receiver
in the
the aerial
aerial
receive r has an i.f. trap in
circuit, short it out. Upon
Upon tuning
tuning C
C,1
um capamaxim um and minim
between
minimum
capabetwee n maximum
es will
numbe r of respons
citance a number
responses
will be
be
ental can
heard. The i.f. fundam
fundamental
can be
be
lation of
identifi ed since
readily identified
since manipu
manipulation
of
tune
not
will
receive r tuning control
the receiver
control will not tune
it out.
capacit ance given
The capacitance
given for
for C
C22 is
is
ental
approximate
fundamental
imate only, and if the fundam
approx
be
may
it
cannot be found initially it may be
necessary
differentt value
value capacicapacinecessa ry to try a differen
tor.
, , ,
cted by
In the unit constru
constructed
by the
the writer,
writer,
calibra ted portion of
the calibrated
of the
the scale
scale occuoccuit
pies about 60 degrees only,
only, and
and it might
might
to apply
le to
be found desirab
desirable
apply bandbandreducin g the value
ng by reducing
spreading
value of
of cl
C,
spreadi
increas ing that of
and increasing
of C
C-,.2 • This
This would
would
oe, aa point-t
making , for exampl
facilitate
example,
point-tofacilitate making,
inator
measur ement of
point measurement
of aa discrim
discriminator
nt accurac
characteristic
sufficient
accuracyy to
to inin€ristic of sufficie
charact
edegree of
of non-lin
non-linedicate quite a small degree
arity. Figs. 3 and
and 44 are
are actual
actual curves
curves
or.
plotted with this oscillat
oscillator.
Having noted the positio
positionn of
of the
the i.f.
i.f.
or tuning
fundamental
oscillator
tuning dial,
dial.
fundam ental on the oscillat
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the 8th and 9th
plotting
by
obtained
on curve
Frequency calibrati
Fig. 22. Frequency
Fig
calibration
curve obtainedthe
by Home,
plottingThird
the 8thandandLight
9th
cs of the oscillato
harmoni
harmonics
oscillatorr beating
beating with
with theTor.
Home,
Third
andntal
Light
fundame
The
Hessary
North Hessary Tor. The fundamental isis
and North
programmes
programmes of Wrotham and
readings.
deduced from these readings.
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Fig. 33. A
Fie
ratio-detector
characterr.
■stic curve plotted with this
this oscillato
oscillator.
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y response of
Overall
4.
Fig.
Fig. i.f.
4. amplifie
Overall rfrequenc
frequency
of·
(.m.response
an
of
the.
the i.f. amplifier of an f.m. receiver.
receiver.

or output,
with the aerial as well as
as the
the oscillat
oscillator
output, conconas
socket
input
r
receive
the
to
nected
receiver input socket as before,
before, and
and
with the receive
receiverr tuned to
to the
the Home
Home Service
Service,, slowly
slowly
loudthe
in
heard
is
cl until a beat note is heard in the loudincreasee C,
increas
ic of
speaker.
the 9th
9th harmon
harmonic
of
speake r. This will be due to the
ast
beating with
fundam ental beating
oscillat or fundamental
the oscillator
with the
the broadc
broadcast
or to
the oscillat
oscillator
to the
the null
null
signal. It is easier to tune the
ast carrier
ACORN VALVE
point of this beat note when the
the broadc
broadcast
carrier is
is
^ 955
reduce
to
ry
ted, and it may be
modulated,
be necessa
necessary to reduce
not modula
ing
or to
the output from the oscillat
oscillator
to avoid
avoid swamp
swamping
the null
receive r. Having found the
null point,
point, the
the osciloscilOik ^ the receiver.
lator dial reading may be plotted against
against the
the fundafundacy.
/9 where f/ is
mental,
is the
the carrier
carrier frequen
frequency,
mental , which is ff/9
of the test signal.
receive r to the Third
Then tune the receiver
Third and
and Light
Light
ng the
successively, repeati
programmes
repeating
the process
process outoutmes successively,
program
ing cl
lined above by slowly increas
increasing
C, to
to produc
producee aa beat
beat
g
plottin g the
the results
results after
after dividin
dividing
/ note in each case, plotting
before.
as
cies by
the respective
frequencies
by 9,
9, as before.
respect ive carrier frequen
oscillator dial to
Now reset the oscillator
to the
the reading
reading originorigincy of
diate frequen
intermediate
frequency
of the
the
ally noted, giving the interme
tuned to
Leavin g the latter tuned
receiver.
to the
the Light
Light proproreceiver. Leaving
note
beat
first
the
gramme,
decreasee cl
C, until
until the first beat note
e, slowly decreas
gramm
cy is
diate frequen
encountered
intermediate
frequency
is
encoun tered above the interme
ic of
heard. This will be the 8th
8th harmon
harmonic
of the
the osciloscilfundam ental, and when the
lator fundamental,
the null
null point
point has
has again
again
been found, the dial reading
reading may
may be
be plotted
plotted against
againstr
receive
the
/8. Retune
frequency
formulaa ff/8.
Retune the receiver
frequen cy using the formul
tion.
the method
method of
of construc
construction.
Close-up of the coil showing the
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successively,
to the Third and Home transmissions successively,
reducing C,
cl to produce beat notes and plotting the
dial readings as before.
By joining up the three points plotted from the 9th
harmonic, and the three points plotted from the 8th
curv·es will now be obtained, and
harmonic, two curves
assuming that the receiver has throughout been tuned
Wroth am,
to one or other of the transmissions from Wrotham,
these will probably be similar to the curves shown
by solid lines in Fig. 2. Here, however, additional
points were obtained from North Hessary Tor.
It now remains to connect the two curves, as
shown by the dotted portion in Fig. 2. This, as will
assumbut assumapproximation, but
an approximation,
be an
be seen, is bound to be
be
of
degree of
fair degree
ing a reasonably linear characteristic aa fair
accuracy will be achieved if the dotted portion is
drawn as a straight line. In addition, either end of
required,
if required,
extended, if
be extended,
the completed curve may be
either notionally or by using as reference points the

carrier frequencies of any other receivable v.h.f.
transmissions. A v.h.f. scale can be added along the
base line of the calibration chart as shown in Fig. 2.
The frequency stability of the oscillator is good,
apart from a slight positive drift which takes place
A~ the extent of this
during the warming-up period. As
drift depends largely on the nature of the coil former,
compensation can be effected by selecting a negative
temperature coefficient capacitor for C22,, or possibly
a combination of capacitors having negative and positive characteristics. The direction of drift can
readily be ascertained by heterodyning a harmonic
of the oscillator with a carrier of known frequency
stability in the manner described earlier in this
cl to the null point, the frearticle. If, after setting C,
quency of the beat note changes, and it is necessary
cl to restore the null point, the temperato decrease C,
ture coefficient of the ·circuit
circuit is clearly positive, and
vice versa.

LITERATURE
COMMERCIAL LITERATURE
Ferrite Cores for various applications, as well as ironcomand commaterials and
the materials
among the
are among
dust and flake-iron cores, are
ponents described in an illustrated brochure devoted to the
products of the Chemical and Metallurgical Division of
and
Plessey. Applications as well as physical properties and
Company
the Company
parameters are discussed. Obtainable from the
Northants.
Towcester,
Way,
Burcote
Wood
at
at Wood Burcote Way, Towcester, Northants.
Transistors.-The Telefunken
Germanium Diodes and Transistors.—The
Germanium
manual mentioned in our last issue can be obtained from
Tellux, West Mall Works, 27-29, Rabbit Row, London, W.8,
Britain.
Great Britain.
in Great
products in
these products
for these
who are agents for
Components
Components and Accessories, including coil packs and
turrets, and drilled chassis and kits of parts for popular
many
with many
catalogue, with
receivers and amplifiers. A general catalogue,
detailed drawings, from Denco (Clacton), 357-9, Old Road,
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, price 9d.
size
record size
speed, record
Record Changer in which the required speed,
Record
and appropriate needle are all selected in one movement
by a single control device. Improved version of an earlier
model, with heavy turntable, new removable pick-up arm
height.
overall height.
lower overall
and lower
with ceramic crystal cartridge, and
Brochure on the RTW-6 from Luxor Radio, Motala,
Sweden.
Sweden.
and
3t-in p.d.a. tube, suitable for pulse and
Oscilloscope, with 3i-in
television work. The Y amplifier has a response to 6Mc/s
with no overshoot or ringing and a sensitivity of 50mV per
0.8-cm graticule division. Time base, triggered or repetitive,
3 J..tSec. Specification and description
variable from 0.2sec to 3/xsec.
on a leaflet from Telequipment, 313, Chase Road, Southgate,
London, N.14.
N.l4.
coincluding aerial, coRelays
Relays by various manufacturers, including
axial,
axial, polarized, galvanometer and other special types. Illustrated leaflet giving brief specifications of about 70 different
models, from Radio-Relais, 18, Rue Crozatier, Paris 12,
France.
Low Frequency B.F.O. covering 2c/s to 4kc/s in two
automatiCranges, on logarithmic scale, which can be swept automatically
predetermined rate by flexibly coupling tuning
at predetermined
ally at
capacitor to pen recorder or other motor. Automatic output
maintains constant output to within 11 or 2 dB.
regulator maintains
put regulator
60Q or 6000 ohms. Leaflet from
Output impedance 6, 60, 600,
B & K Laboratories, 59, Union Street, London, S.E.l.
Dials.-An illustrated
Moulded Knobs, Handwheels and Dials.—An
catalogue from the British Electric Resistance Co., Queensway,
Enfield,
Middlesex.
way, Enfield, Middlesex.
Television and F.M. Distribution System (Dumec) for
hotels,
showrooms, etc. A range of accessories, including
hotels, showrooms,
attenuators, filters and outlet boxes, has been developed for
extending
extending the system and is described in a leaflet from Rainbow
Manufacturing Company, Blackburn, Lanes.
Radio Manufacturing
bow Radio
Equipment Handles of simple design in brass, chromium
plated
oxidized, with 2 B.A. tapped holes. Leaflet
gold oxidized,
or gold
plated or
from
Nibthwaite Road, Harrow,
101-105, Nibthwaite
Engineers, 101-105,
Harwin Engineers,
fr~m Harwin
Middlesex.

An
types. An
purpose types.
general purpose
and general
Instrument Control Knobs and
illustrated leaflet showing the range available from Uncles,
Bliss
Bliss and Co., New Parade, Cherry Orchard Road, East
Croydon, Surrey.
Midget
Midget Prefabricated Cabinets (Widney Dorlec), made up
from
from basic components of slotted corner rods, thin side
panels to fit in the slots and thick top and bottom panels
brochure
(see
(see our April, 1956, issue, p. 179). Illustrated brochure
and
and price list of the various components from Hallam, Sleigh
anq Cheston, Oldfield Road, · Maidenhead, Berks.
and
Fractional
Fractional H.P. Geared Motors for slow speeds between
0.2 and 840 r.p.m. Also centrifugal electric pumps, extraction
fans, sump pumps, mains transformers (including variable
types), meters, sliding resistors and synchronous timing
New
68, New
Supplies, 68,
M.R. Supplies,
devices. Illustrated leaflets from M.R,
W.C.l.
Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.
Tape Recorder, two-speed, with 4-watt amplifier and three
treble
2t-in treble
two 2i-in
with two
type with
loudspeakers-a
loudspeakers—a 6-in elliptical type
and
in/sec and
at 3! in/sec
units. Frequency response 50c/s-9kc/s at
7t in/sec.
to 13kc/s at 7i
Fast forward or rewind time:
1IJt minutes. Description and specification of Model TK8-3D
LonStreet, LonOxford Street,
New Oxford
from Grundig (Gt. Britain), 39-41, New
don, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
Components and Accessories; an illustrated catalogue for
Street,
Maple Street,
4-8, Maple
November, 1956, from Radiospares, 4-8,
London, W.l.

CLUB NEWS
Bradford.-The
Bradford.—The meeting of the Bradford Amateur Radio
TechBradford Techthe Bradford
at the
held at
be held
will be
January 15th
Society on January
15th will
on
speak on
will speak
nical College where Dr. G. N. Patchett will
will discuss autotelevision. On January 1st G. F. Craven will
mation, and on the 29th A. Davies (G3INW) will deal with
at
held at
be held
will be
meetings will
two meetings
These two
simple receivers. These
Sec.:
Lane. Sec.:
Horton Lane.
Little Horton
7.30
7 30 at Cambridge House, 66, Little
BradF. J. Davies (G3KSS), 39, Pullan Avenue, Eccleshill, Bradford,
ford, 2.
Leicester.-A
Leicester.—A symposium on mobile operation will be preon
So.ciety on
Radio Society
the Leicester
of the
sented at the meeting of
Leicester Radio
(G3DVP)
January 14th. A fortnight later R. Macqueen (GSDVP)
28 Mc/s. Meetings
will speak about the Clapp V.F.O. on 28Mc/s.
Sec. : J. Tranmer, 4,
heid at 140, Highcross Street. Sec.:
are held
Leicester.
Evington,
Road,
Grocot Road,
Newbury.-At the meeting of the Newbury & District
Newbury.—At
Elliott's
at Elliott's
7.30 at
at 7.30
25th at
Amateur Radio Society on January 25th
Parnell (G8PP) will speak on
Canteen, West Street, L. A. Pamell
communication.
world-wide commercial communication,
Wellingborough.-" Principles of radar" is the title of
Wellingborough.—"
and
F. Wright's address to members of the Wellingborough and
on
meeting on
their meeting
& Television Society at their
District Radio ·&
January
January 3rd. On the 24th G. A. Wilford will deal with the
tele•·ision. The club meets every Thursday at
principles
principles of television.
Sec. : P. E. B. Butler,
7.30 at the Silver Street Club Room. Sec.:
Northants.
Rushden, Northants.
Road, Rushden,
84, Wellingborough Road,
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like aa
characteristic like
America has a characteristic
in America
regive aa rewill give
transist or that will
point transistor
biin biswitch- over action in
generative
generative switch-over
circomput ing cirswitching and computing
stable switching
time
same time
the same
cuits (see figure). At the
and
stability and
uniform ity, stability
it has the uniformity,
type. The
reliability of a junction type.
reliability
Ihe
called,
is called,
transist or, as it is
Unijunction
Unijunc tion transistor,
can be
so can
and so
is made from silicon and
be
Betempera tures. Beoperatedd at high temperatures.
operate
do
will
it
characteristic it will do
cause of its characteristic
30

of
Solderi ng of
Dip " Soldering
Improved
Improv ed " Dip"
new
by aa new
offered by
printed circuits is offered
not
work is
the work
technique
is not
techniq ue in which the
passed
but passed
(a) but
at (a)
as at
actually dipped as
over
minute over
continuously
continu ously at 2-4ft per minute
up
forced up
solder forced
molten solder
.of molten
a wave .of
This
(b). This
bath (fa).
the bath
by a nozzle in the
dipthe dipof the
discont inuity of
avoids the discontinuity
normall y
movem ents normally
ping or rocking movements
in
break in
consequ ent break
requiredd and the consequent
require
Founproduction
product ion flow. Fry's Metal Foun-

Conven tion,
recent I.E.E. Ferrites Convention,
Grimm ond
when D. S. Ridler and R. Grimmond
selector
transist or access selector
described
describe d a transistor
ferrite
drilled-block ferrite
for their new drilled-block
issue,
1956, issue,
storage device (see Dec., 1956,
symthe symp. 596). In this selector the
gatfor gatused for
transist ors are used
metrical
metrical transistors
pulses.
negative pulses.
ing both positive and negative

_,------~

(d.)

NOZZLE

Wf

machin e
introdu ced aa machine
dries, who have introduced
it
that it
embodying
embody ing this idea, claim that
proof prorate of
the rate
flexibility in the
allows flexibihty
boards.
duction and the size of circuit boards.
flux
of flux
expulsio n of
There is positive expulsion
trapped flux
gases, freedom from trapped
flux
and aa
wetting, and
which may prevent wetting,
bridgreduction
icicles"" and " bridgreductio n of ""icicles
ing." The stream of solder is coning."
continu ous,
sistently clean, and, being continuous,
thereby
prevents
prevent s surface cooling, thereby
tempera allowing
allowing a lower working temperaperiod.
ture or a shorter contact period.
across,
inch across,
Tape, 11 inch
Magnet ic Tape,
Wide Magnetic
electronics
E.M.L electronics
seen at a recent E.M.I,
suitable
be suitable
to be
on, was stated to
exhibition,
exhibiti
The
signals. The
television signals.
recordin g television
for recording
different
composition
compos ition was slightly different
exAn extape. An
sound-r ecordin g tape.
from sound-recording
recordtelevisi on-on-t ape recordtal television-on-tape
perimental
perimen
by
ed by
being develop
is being
equipm ent is
ing equipment
developed
and
Departm ent and
Researc h Department
the B.B.C. Research
the
within the
expecte d within
details can be expected
months .
next few months.
rather
Transis tors are rather
Symmetrical
trical Transistors
Symme
outside
two outside
the two
rare devices in which the
intercha ngeable
electrodes
have interchangeable
electrod es
emitter
either emitter
as either
act as
can act
roles. Each can
the
on the
depend ing on
collector, depending
or collector,
voltages.
polarity of the applied voltages.
veravailable vercomme rcially available
Only one commercially
appears
TS4, appears
type TS4,
sion, the S.T.C. type
Valve
"Radio Valve
World "Radio
Wireless World
in Wireless
appossible apabout possible
Curiosi ty about
Data." Curiosity
the
plications
plications was partly satisfied at the

the latest
Open-sided
latest
Open-s ided Lines are the
transmi scheap transmisand cheap
thing for simple and
is
exampl
One
sion of r.f. energy. One examplee is
reconnect ing aa resingle-w ire line connecting
a single-wire
distribu television distribumote aerial to a television
Television
and Television
tion system (Radio and
characte risThe characterisNews, Nov., 1956). The
with
cable with
coaxial cable
tics are those of a coaxial
and
infinity, and
at infinity,
conduc tor at
its outer conductor
axial.
largely axial.
is largely
propaga tion is
wave propagation
coordinar y coto ordinary
connect ed to
The line is connected
by
cables by
output cables
axial input and output
(see
cones (see
metal cones
means of large metal
transitio n
the transition
sketch) which make the
infinite
the infinite
and the
between the ""outers
outers "" and
with
increase with
which increase
spacing
spacing.. Losses, which
inand inmile, andl
per mile,
bends, are 10-20dB per
to
needed to
are needed
amplifiers are
termediate
termedi ate amplifiers
Anothe r
stretch. Another
(cover the 15-mile stretch.
H-shap ed
waveguide of H-shaped
example is waveguide
cross-section,
cross-section, open at top and bottom
1956).
Industries, Nov., 1956).
nic Industries,
(Electronic
(Electro
conit conmillime tre waves, it
Intendedd for millimetre
Intende
metalwith metalmouldin g with
sists of a plastic moulding
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junction tranthe work of the two junction
biin aa birequire d in
normall y required
sistors normally
should
This should
stable trigger circuit. This
simpliconsiderable simplimake possible a considerable
and
switchin g and
fication in the design of switching
large
equipm ents using large
computing
comput ing equipments
consetransist ors, with consenumbers
number s of transistors,
cost.
and cost.
size and
reductio n of size
quent reduction
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rttTALLlZED
SURFACES

DIELECTRIC
H
the H
of the
legs of
lized coatings on the legs
decreases
Attenu~tion decreases
(see sketch). Attenuation
lessi
and less
frequency, and
increasing frequency,
with increasing
out-■
travels outthan 0.1% of the energy travels
andI
Fabrica tion and
side of the guide. Fabrication
jointing are simple.
Transis tor re-Negative-Resistance
Negativ e-Resis tance Transistor
Electric;
Genera l Electric
introdu ced by General
cently introduced

was
notatio n was
Decima l notation
Binary . v. Decimal
at aa
discussedd by Dr. M. V. Wilkes at
discusse
prodata proon data
recent I.E.E. meeting on
people
Many people
equipm ent. Many
cessing equipment.
form
decimal form
assume d that the decimal
have assumed
process ing
data processing
is more suitable for data
involved,
is involved,
comput ing is
since very little computing
binary
from binary
and from
conversion to and
and conversion
Wilkes
Dr. Wilkes
is a waste of time. Dr.
paramo unt
howeve r, that a paramount
stressed,
stressed, however,
data-pro cessing
problem in many data-processing
large
systems is that of storing . large
this
informa tion, and this
quantities
quantiti es of information,
more
deal more
can be done a good deal
techniq ues.
ly by binary techniques.
efficiently
efficient
have
Amplifiers have
Biological Amplifiers
Transistor
Transis tor Biological
using
those using
advanta ges over those
distinct advantages
low
of low
thermionic
thermio nic valves because of
of
microphony—normally
microp hony-n ormally a source of
recordin gs.
biological recordings.
trouble on biological
allows
compac tness allows
Moreover,
Moreov er, their compactness
to
close to
very close
operate d very
them to be operated
need
the need
avoids the
the subject. This avoids
pick
can pick
which can
leads which
for long input leads
rethe remask the
and mask
interfer ence and
up . interference
four-sta ge
A four-stage
wavefo rm.
quired waveform.
A
electropre-amplifier for electrotransistor
transist or pre-amplifier
of
output of
myography
myogra phy with a noise output
E.
R. E.
by R.
describ ed by
15,uV is described
only IS^V
Prothe Proof the
George in Vol. 7, No. 11 of
Physiological
ceedingss of the Electro Physiological
ceeding
Association.
Technologists'
logists' Association.
Techno
Televis ion, made
Telephone-line
Telepho ne-line Television,
illustrat es
scannin g, illustrates
possible by slow scanning,
principl e
theory principle
commu nication theory
the communication
of
lot of
transmi t aa lot
that you can transmit
narrow -bandw idth
information
informa tion in a narrow-bandwidth
sufficient
take sufficient
channel if only you take
system,
one system,
time over it. In one
Produc ts
Thomp son Products
ed by Thompson
developed
develop
of
pictures of
transmi tting still pictures
for transmitting
1956),
Nov. 1956),
(Electronics, Nov.
documents
docume nts (Electronics,
comple te
2-7 complete
is 2-7
scannin g rate is
the scanning
1957
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with colour
colour
5-in photo-multipliers with
filters are disposed about the
the studio,
studio,
lightand can be arranged to get
get ""lighting " effects as if they
they were
were light
light
sources. During scanning the
the studio
studio
sources.
has to be completely dark,
dark, but
but aa form
form
of lighting can be provided
provided by
by pulspulsing lamps in the frame suppression
suppression
periods. The system is more suitable
suitable
but
for low-cost industrial television,
television, but
has certain advantages for
for broadbroadcasting; e.g., no high-power
high-power studio
studio
lighting and air-conditioning
air-conditioning rerequired, good colour match
match between
between
different scanners (since
(since the
the photophotomultipliers are common to
to them
them all)
all)
and short warm-up and adjustment
adjustment
time.

pictures per second,
sec~nd, and to
to allow
al~ow for
for.
this a long-persistence
long-pers1stence c.r.t.
c.r.t. is
1s used
used
at
the receiving
receiving end.
end. A
A horizontal
horizontal
at the
resolution · of 300 lines is
is possible
possible
bandwidth. In
In the
the
with an 8-kc/s ·bandwidth.
Bell
Telephones ""Picture-phone"
Bell Telephones
Picture-phone"
system (see illustration) the
the camera
camera
scanning is comparatively fast
fast at
at 20
20
pictu·res per second, but
but the
the actual
actual
pictures
picture
transmission rate isis only 11 picture
in
selected
in 2 seconds. The picture selected
in
recorded
in each 2-second period is recorded
by means
means
on
on a magnetic drum, then, by
of gating and timing circuits,
circuits, isis
" read " off at 11/40th
I 40th of the recording
recording
speed, taking 2 seconds in
in transtransline bandbandmission. This requires aa line
width of only 600c/s.
At the
the
At
storage type
type of
of
receiving end are two storage
builds up
up the
the
c.r.ts, one of which builds
incoming picture while the other
other disdispicture.
plays the previous picture.
capable of
of workworkSilicon Transistors, capable
temperatures (up
(up to
to
ing at high temperatures
150
°C), are the next thing to
to watch
watch
150°C),
for on the British market.
market. MeanMeanwhile, two new types have
have been
been inintroduced by Texas Instruments
Instruments in
in
the U.S.A.—the
U.S.A.-the n-p-n 2N117
2N117 and
and
2N118. Suitable for high-gain,
high-gain, lowlowbeen
level applications, they have
have been
designed to meet the stringent
stringent rereNavy. The
The
quirements of the U.S. Navy.
cycling
four
testing includes heat cycling
four
o
-55
°C to +150
+ 150°C
and
times from —
55°C
C and
storage for 24 hours at 150°C.
150 o C.
R.F. Silicon Transistors of tetrode
tetrode
been
construction have also been
developed by Texas Instruments,
Instruments, for
for
working up to 100°
100 o C.'
C. In aa singlesinglestage amplifier, a gain of 15dB
15dB can
can
be obtained at 30Mc/s.'
30Mc/ s. · Details
Details of
of
gain tests in the 5-30Mc/s
5-30Mc/ s region
region are
are
given by R. R. Webster
Webster in the
the Nov.,
Nov.,
1956, issue of Electronic Industries.
Industries.
Flying-spot Scanning, first
first introintroduced by Baird in the early days
days of
of
coming back
back for
for
television, is now coming
is because
because
colour television. This is
the development of sensitive photophotothe
multiplier tubes has made
made it
it possible
possible
to get video signals of good
good signal/
signal/
noise ratio at the low light
light levels
levels
c.r.t. In
In the
the
given by the scanning c.r.t.
Du Mont ""Vitascan
Vitascan"" system,
system, for
for
(l.R.E.
Transactions
(I.R.E.
Transactions
example
1956), clusters
clusters of
of
PGBTS-6, Oct. 1956),

Folded
Lines of
of the
the
Delay Lines
acoustic-wave
type
are
being
type
are
being
by ·Bell
Latoratories for
for
developed by
Bell Laboratories
radio frefregiving long delays at radio
15Mc/s) in
in aa relarelaquencies (around 15Mc/s)
The advantage
advantage
tively small space. The
over electrical delay lines
lines is
is simply
simply
travel some
some
that acoustic waves travel
100,000 times slower than
than electroelectrothis in
in itself
itself
magnetic waves, and this
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U.H.F. Receiving Valves for Bands
Bands
IV and V are now coming
coming on
on to
to the
the
market-colour television and mobile
mobile
market—colour
TRANSDUCERS
radio being two
f u t u r e FFf
likely future
. 30 makes possible much smaller
smaller equipequipapplications. One
ment.
vitreous silica
silica
ment. Solid blocks of vitreous
might
ex pect
or barium
barium
are used, with quartz or
such valves to
titanate input and output
output transtranstitanote
look rather unducers, and the folding of the
the wave
wave
usual.
In fact
inside
path is achieved by reflections inside
they are just like
the specially shaped block,
block, as shown
shown
conventional B7G
| I
990-,usec line
line
in the sketches. One 990-i'sec
and B9A miniato fold
fold up
up
utilizes 30 reflections to
ture types, exsome 12ft of wave path into
into aa polypolycept for the
5tin in diameter. With
With aa centre
centre
gon SJin
planar type of
frequency of about 15.5Mc/s,
15.5Mc/s, this
this
electrode
electro tie ^ struc.
delay line has a bandwidth
bandwidth of
of over
over
ture inside.
A
4Mc/s.
recent one from
G.E.C. is the
Better reproduction from discs
discs isis
A2521, a low- '
techoffered by a tape-recording technoise triode suitnique suggested by W. E.
E. Gilson
Gilson in
in
amplifier in
in the
the Electronics for July, 1956
able for use as an r.f. amplifier
1956 (p.
(p. 125).
125).
500-1,000-Mc/s region (see picture).
picture). Signals initially recorded
recorded on
on magmagIts slope is notably high at
at 12
12 mA/V,
mA/V, netic tape are played
played back
back at
at half
half
and the noise factor varies between
between speed. The upper frequency
frequency limit
limit isis
9 and 12 dB, depending on
on the
the frefre- thus halved. These signals
signals are
are rerequency.
recorded on
on an ordinary
ordinary disc
disc recorder
recorder
which is also run at half
half speed.
speed.
Transistor Decade Counter, made
made as
as Effects such as cutter at
head resonance
resonance
head
unit by
by Venner
Venner which normallycutter
a potted plug-in unit
cause distortion
distortion or
or
cause
Electronics (see photograph) is
is notnot- loss . at the higher
frequencies will
will
frequencies
able for its small size (4iin
(4tin xx 3Jin
3tin xx then occur outside the range
range to
to be
be
tin)
(160mW recorded. On finally playing
fin) and low consumption (160mW
playing back
back
or lOOmW, depending on
on whether itit the disc at normal speed the
the original
original
is used as a counter
counter or
or as
as aa +10
+ 10 signals are thus reproduced
reproduced without
without
distortion due to these effects.
effects.
Complications
however,
may, however,
occur at the lowest recorded
recorded frefre'"
quencies. The maximum amplitude
amplitude
the disc
disc is,
is,
that can be recorded on the
either the
the
of course, limited. Thus either
point for
for rerelow-frequency turnover point
cording on the disc will ·be
be the
the same
same
as usual, in which case
case this
this frefrequency will be twice the
the normal
normal on
on
the disc recording
recording
final playback; or the
must be made at half the usual
usual level
level
may be
be
and the increase in noise may
Distortion at
at the
the
troublesome. Distortion
lowest frequencies on .the
the disc
disc rerecording must be more strictly conconcircuit trolled as this will
frequency divider stage). The circuit
will be
be more
more
consists of four bi-stable trigger
trigger circir- objectionable on playback when the
the
cuits with feedback and will
will operate
operate frequency is doubled. The
The disc
disc
up to
to recorder must be free from rumble
at pulse input frequencies up
rumble
(to zero
zero even when played at half the
30kc/s. A resetting facility (to
the normal
normal
or to nine) is included. The
The 86
86 comcom- speed, and, due to the re-recording,
re-recording,
double- wow and flutter requirements will
will
ponents are mounted on aa doublethe potting
potting resin.
resin. also be more stringent
sided tagboard in the
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NEGATIVE RE SI ST AN CE

NEGATIVE

RESISTANCE

the
Mystery of the
A Mystery
Curve
Bending Curve
Backward
Backward Bending

RAY,..
u CATHODE. RAY'
By "CATHODE

very
posed aa very
Rodda m posed
Thom as Roddam
JjOME
SoM E while ago Thomas
to
say, to
to say,
is to
that is
Interes ting, that
interesting
questio n*. Interesting,
ting question*.
interes
questio ns
by questions
intrigu ed by
myself, are intrigued
those who, like myself,
contra someth ing contraimply something
to imply
which seem at first sight to
irritati ng
doubt irritating
but .no
theory , but
accept ed theory,
dictory in accepted
no doubt
as
things as
such things
regard such
who regard
"pract ical " folk who
to the "practical"
Person ally 1I
time. Personally
of time.
waste of
splittin g and a waste
mere hair splitting
practic al
for aa practical
even for
time, even
of time,
don't think it is a waste of
contra diction . If
appare nt contradiction,
any apparent
man, to look into any
theory ,
accept ed theory,
with accepted
wrong with
someth ing wrong
there really is something
is
(as is
if (as
but if
better; but
the better;
then the sooner it is put right the
it
of
view
our
only
is
considerably
more
likely)
it
is
only
our
view
of
it
erably
consid
right,
put
to
thing
good
a
is
that
then
,
wrong
that is wrong,
that is a good thing to put rignt,
too.
t0<

curren t
. of current
amoun ts .of
various amounts
Suppose
Suppo se we pass various
the
measu re the
case measure
each case
resisto r, and in each
through
throug h a resistor,
take
we
ded
(provi
then
als;
termin
its
n
betwee
voltage between terminals; then (provided we take
consta nt)
resisto r constant;
the resistor
of the
tempe rature of
care to keep the temperature
curagains t curvoltage against
of voltage
graph of
we usually find that a graph
conclu de,
We conclude,
line. We
straigh t line.
rent, such as Fig. 1, is aa straight
and
curren t and
that current
us, that
before us,
long before
as did Dr. Ohm long

I

2

of
one of
every one
and every
manuf acture d, and
valves have been manufactured,
only aa
far only
So far
law. So
disobeys Ohm's law.
them flagrantly
flagran tly disobeys
but
produc ed, but
been produced,
transis tors have been
very few million transistors
increase
explosive "" increase
predic ted an " explosive
Dr. Shockley
Shock ley has predicted
metal
the metal
all the
of all
very soon. And think, if you can, of
much
and much
Metro sils and
rectifiers
rectifiers and neon tubes and Metrosils
with
varies with
V /I varies
of V/I
else. For any of these, the value of
points
startin g points
the starting
the values of V and I and also with the
is
resista nce is
the resistance
measu red; so the
from
from which they are measured;
full
provid e full
to provide
necess ary to
a variable,
variable, and a graph is necessary
the
of the
slope of
the slope
information
inform ation about it. This is where the
for
useful, for
in useful,
comes in
resista nce comes
graph as a measure
measu re of resistance
at
seen at
be seen
can be
varies can
resista nce varies
the way in which the resistance
e/
voltag
the
of
slope
in
ons
variati
the
once from
variations
slope of the voltage/
resisit aa resisfrom it
plot from
to plot
withou t having to
current
curren t graph, without
(There
graph. (There
resista nce/vo ltage graph.
tance/current
tance/ curren t or resistance/voltage
point
any point
at any
resista nce at
the resistance
reckon ing the
is another
anothe r way of reckoning
to
it to
from
drawn
line
t
straigh
the
of
slope
—as
straight line drawn from it
-as the
practice.)
in practice.)
used in
the origin—but
origin -but that is seldom used
voltag e/
their voltage/
of their
curvat ure of
becaus e of the curvature
It is because
noncalled nonare called
devices are
electro nic devices
current
curren t graphs that electronic
from
vary from
may vary
althou gh their curves may
linear. But although
to
resistance, to
zero resistance,
nearly zero
meani ng nearly
horizo ntal, meaning
almost horizontal,
resistance,
infinite resistance,
meani ng nearly infinite
almost vertical,
vertical, meaning
upwar d
everyw here upward
be everywhere
to be
it is usual for the slope to
is
resista nce is
the resistance
that the
meani ng that
right:j:, meaning
from left to rights,
excepfew excephowever, aa few
always positive.
positive. There are, however,
way,
other way,
the other
over the
bends over
tions in which the slope bends
curren t
of current
range of
certain range
as in Fig. 2, so that over aa certain
negative.
out negative.
comes out
resista nce comes
and voltage the resistance
are
devices are
non-li near devices
Users of valves and other non-linear
them
with
done
be
can
what
in
ted
interes
commonly
what can be done with them
comm only interested
making the
of making
practice of
standard practice
the standard
±:j: Assuming,
Assumin g, of course, the
upwards . the
and upwards.
right and
the right
to the
positivel y to
scale
scale numbers increase positively

AMPS)
IN AMPS)
IT(CURRENT
(CURRENT IN

ordinary
for ordinary
current for
against current
Fig. I. Graph of voltage drop against
resistance.
linear (ohmic) res/stance.

so
anothe r, so
one another,
to one
propor tional to
directl y proportional
voltage are directly
always
is always
resisto r is
particu lar resistor
fof any particular
V /I for'any
that the ratio V/I
I.
and I.
V and
of V
values of
the values
what the
the same, no matter what
as '"resis
known as
well known
becom e quite well
This ratio has become
resis-with
that with
see that
easily see
can easily
tance," denoted
denote d by R. We can
slope
the slope
to the
propor tional to
is proportional
any given graph scales it is
as
regard ed as
often regarded
fact, often
in fact,
is, in
of the graph. The .line
line is,
resisordina ry resisfor ordinary
But for
resistance. But
representing
repres enting the resistance.
the
graph; the
make aa graph;
to make
tors there is really no need to
all
provid es all
amp) provides
per amp)
. value of R in ohms (i.e., volts per
inform ation.
the needed information.
holds
still holds
Ohm still
by Ohm
establi shed by
" law " established
While this "law"
elecof elecparts of
of parts
numbe r of
large number
sufficiently large
good for a sufficiently
numthe numuseful, the
extrem ely useful,
circuit s for it to be extremely
trical circuits
has
good has
hold good
not hold
does not
it does
ber of parts for which it
have
late. II have
of late.
notice ably of
increas e rather noticeably
tended to increase
7,000,000,000
alread y 7,000,000,000
that already
author ityt that
Ameri can authorityt
it on American
336.
p. 336.
1954, p.
July
World,
Wireless
Resistan ce," Wireless World. July 1954,
* "Negative
"Negati ve Resistance,"
Proc. I.R.E.
Tubes" ;; Proc.
Vacuum Tubes
"Transi sto.rs vv . Vacuum
G . Fink, "Transistors
D. G.
t D.
I.K.t..

v

kind
one kind
for one
current for
against current
Fig. 2. Graph of voltage drop against
varies
resistance varies
The resistonce
resistance. The
(non-ohmic) resistance.
of
non-linear (non-ohmic)
of non-linear
negative.
is negative.
range is
certain range
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Fig. 4. Here the non-linear negative resistance of Figs.
2 and 3 is in series with a lower resistance, and there is
is
only one way of sharing V0.•

Fig. 3. Diagram combining graphs of non-linear reFig.
sistance (as in Fig. 2)
I) with linear resistance in series.
In this case there are three ways (represented
(represented by P, Q
Q and
$)
S) in which a total voltage V0 can be shared between them.

in combination with a linear resistance connected as
a load in series with a fixed supply voltage. This
situation can conveniently be studied by drawing a
" load line " on the same diagram as the
die valve curve,
"load
as for example in Fig. 3. The technique is well
known, but for beginners I explained it in the July
1955 issue. The only point I need perhaps repeat
here (in view of my having just said that a slope
downwards towards the right represents a negative
resistance) is that the load line sloping downwards
towards the right does not mean that its resistance is
negative. The apparent contradiction is because -the
point where the load line cuts the voltage scale (e.g.,
Vo in Fig. 3) represents the total fixed voltage applied
to it and the valve in series, so the voltage across the
load resistance is zero at that point and increases in
the opposite direction to the scale numbering.
Because the valve and the load resistance are in
series, the same current must flow through both; and
so this amount of current on the diagram must apply
to both curve and load line. At the same time the
total V
Vo.
voltages across them must add up to the total
0•
These two facts calJ.
can apply only to a point which is
on both load line and curve at the same time as PP
in Fig.
F ig. 3. This point indicates that the voltage
across the valve is V
Vp,
the reresisp, the voltage across the.
sistance is Vo-Vp,
Vo-Vp, and the current through both is Ip.

Three-point Intersection
resisIf this were a normal kind of valve, with resistance positive throughout, there could be only one
point common to both its characteristic curve and
load line. But the
any other positive resistance load
die exceptions with
valve we are considering is one of the
a stretch of negative resistance,
resistance, which
which makes
makes itit pospos.a.
sible for the load line to cut its curve at three points,
Sible
as shown. In such cases there are two alternative
currents, Iq and Is, that could be driven through the
combination by the same total voltage. At both of
these
t~ese other intersections the valve resistance is positive and the situation is entirely normal; the only
question that arises is how the valve and resistor
decide between them
thein which point to occupy.
Actually they haven't much choice, because it is

v

Fig. 5. AA negative resistance having the same
slope as before at P, but different elsewhere, in
series with the some
same low resistance as in Fig. 4.

imposed on them from without by whoever is responiJ?posed
sible for the arrangements for switching on. In the
from zero
zero,
ordinary way, with the current growing from
it would rise to Q and stay there. But if now th~
the
resistor is short-circuited, changing the load-line
slope to zero, the working point becomes unambiguously T. If the resistor is then unshorted the workto S.
ing point slides down to
to P?
So much for Q and S; but how can one get toP?
It is not really very difficult; one just connects the
junction of valve and resistor straight to a source of
Vp
V P volts. When this connection is broken the workIt we try it, however,
ing point should remain at P. Itwe
we find it invariably flips over to Q
Q·or
or S. Why?
Most treatises beg this question by stating that
that PP
is an unstable working point. Before we tty
try to find
find
a real answer let us just look at Fig.
Fig, 4, where our
kinked valve curve appears yet again, this time in
conjunction with a lower load resistance. Here, the
negative resistance introduces no complication; there
is no alternative to P as the working point, and
only one value of current (Ip) can cause the total
o.
voltage drop to be V
Vo.
Clearly, the situation changes from unstable to
stable when the slope of the load line changes from
from
greater to less than that of the valve at the point P.
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the
where the
5, where
Fig. 5,
to Fig.
attentio n to
Next, let us give our attention
at
valve at
the valve
of the
that of
slope of the load line is less than that
are
there are
neverthe less there
P, just as in Fig. 4, but where nevertheless
presum is presumsituatio n is
three alternative
alternat ive points, and the situation
confirms
Experim ent confirms
3. Experiment
unstable , as in Fig. 3.
ably unstable,
on
switche d on
is switched
arrange ment is
this. If in each case the arrangement
V /I
with aa V/I
P, with
point P,
at point
in such a way as to start it at
Fig. 55
in Fig.
but in
characteristic
characte ristic as in Fig. 4, it stays there, but
released
is
it
t
momen
the
S
or
Q
to
across
flips
it
S the moment it is released..
asked-h ow
pertinen tly asked—how
is-as T. Roddam pertinently
The point is—as
P,
point P,
to point
set to
is set
it is
does the circuit know, when it
of
parts of
the parts
only the
If only
unstable ? If
whether it is stable or unstable?
P
of P
neighbo urhood of
immedi ate neighbourhood
Figs 4 and 55 in the immediate
Figs.
ver
whatsoe
ce
differen
no
is
there
d
disclose
no difference whatsoever
are disclosed
diagram s.
between the two diagrams.

Dilem ma
Point' s Dilemma
Worki ng Point's
The Working
problem .
intrigui ng problem.
bly intriguing
remarka
a
this
I thought
remarkably
the
to the
on to
hurry on
to hurry
Unfortunately,
Unfortu nately, Mr. Roddam had to
impenegative impethe negative
was the
kernel of his article, which was
working
the working
that the
appeare d that
convert er, and so it appeared
dance converter,
by
not by
or not
P or
at P
say at
to say
point has to find out whether to
stick.
around aa stick.
string around
of string
doing tricks with a piece of
explana tions
conjuro rs' explanations
explana tion, like most conjurors'
The explanation,
wonder ing
me wondering
left me
done, left
of how their tricks are done,
other
any other
were any
harder than ever; so, in case there were
elegant
less elegant
my less
offer my
readers in the same state, I will offer
attempt to find the way.
comsimple comtheoreti cally aa simple
The first thing is that theoretically
stay
must stay
resistan ce must
bination of positive and negative resistance
posonly posthe only
that the
is that
reason is
at P either way. The reason
diagram s
the diagrams
in the
represe nted in
conditio ns are those represented
sible conditions
curve
valve curve
graphs -the valve
commo n to both graphs—the
by points common
from
get from
to get
possible to
not possible
is · not
and the load line. It is
way
such aa way
anywhe re-in such
P to Q or S—or
S---or indeed anywhere—in
from
move from
To move
time. To
the time.
all the
as to be on both graphs all
voltage
or voltage
current or
the current
necessary for the
P it would be necessary
same
the same
at the
values at
differen t values
or both to have two different
absurd.
is absurd.
time-w hich is
place and the same time—which
it
perhaps it
And perhaps
A way
wa~ out is to alter the circuit. And
. A.
instead
qiagram instead
circuit diagram
practica l circuit
ume to see a practical
htgh time
is
IS high
After
resistance. After
negative resistance.
of just having to imagine aa negative
transisto r
expect aa transistor
may expect
expositi ons you may
my recent expositions
are
which are
transisto rs which
point-co ntact transistors,
example , but point-contact
as example,
are
re;istan ce, are
inheren~ negative resistance,
the main ones with inherent
many
be many
must be
there must
smce there
well on the way out. And since
somestill someare still
kind are
any kind
transisto rs of any
people to whom transistors
the
to the
back to
going back
first · going
thing new and strange, I am first
the
to the
archaic to
bit archaic
dynatron,
dynatro n, which may seem a bit
valve.
younger readers, but at least is a valve.
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type
the type
with the
experimenting with
Fig.
~ynatr.on circuit for experimenting
6. Dynatron
Fig. 6.
2-4.
Figs. 2-4.
reststance graphed in Figs.
of negative
negat1ve resistance

the
of the
not of
but not
tetrode, but
As Fig. 6 shows it is tetrode,
resistnegative resistwhich negative
ss " variety in which
modern ""kinkle
kinkless
oldan oldrather, an
ance is deliberately
delibera tely ironed out; rather,
grid
screen grid
The screen
"screen -grid" tetrode. The
fashioned
~ashioned "screen-grid"
anode
the anode
if the
and if
100; and
say 100;
normal voltage, say
is held at a normal
IS
current
anode current
the anode
voltage is varied from 0 to 100 the
have
not have
may not
This may
2. This
traces out a curve like Fig. 2.
the
by the
even by
curve, even
dynatro n curve,
recogni zed as a dynatron
been recognized
voltthe voltwith the
drawn with
been drawn
rs, because it has been
old-timers,
old-time
of
idea of
The idea
horizon tal. The
of horizontal.
age scale vertical instead of
Mr.
follow Mr.
to follow
was to
departing
departin g from the usual custom was
rather
resistan ce rather
represe nt resistance
Roddam in making slope represent
conduct ance.
than conductance.
anode
of anode
behavio ur of
abnorm al behaviour
The reason for the abnormal
between
varied between
is varied
current while the anode voltage is
the
reaching the
electron s reaching
about 10 and 90 is that the electrons
on
boost on
given aa boost
anode from the cathode have been given
voltage.
screen-g rid voltage.
high screen-grid
relatively high
the way by the relatively
such
with such
so with
do so
they do
anode they
So when they hit the anode
the
of the
some of
out some
violence that they knock out
elecseconda ry " elecelectronss already there. These "" secondary
electron
positive
high positive
the high
by the
gathere d in by
trons are easily gathered
of
competi tion of
feeble competition
screen-grid
screen-g rid voltage against the feeble
the
more the
the more
that the
is that
the .anode voltage. The result is
bomthe bomviolent the
increase d the more violent
anode voltage is increased
seconda ry
of secondary
bardment
bardme nt and the greater the number of
anode
normal anode
the normal
from the
subtrac t from
s, which all subtract
electrons,
electron
anode
net anode
the net
for the
usual for
current. In fact, it is quite usual
certain
over aa certain
current to become actually negative over
made
is made
anode is
the anode
range of anode voltage. When the
the
however, the
grid, however,
screen grid,
nearly as positive as the screen
to
inducem ent to
no inducement
or no
electron s have little or
secondary
seconda ry electrons
again.
positive again.
becomes positive
resistan ce becomes
leave, and the anode resistance
negaone's negadoes-p roduce one's
can-an d usually does—produce
One can—and
for
but for
feedback, but
positive feedback,
of positive
resistan ce by means of
tive resistance
adgreat adthe great
has the
dynatro n has
the present purpose the dynatron
conpractica lly conis practically
resistan ce is
vantage that its negative resistance
the
and the
zero and
to zero,
down to
frequen cies right down
stant at all frequencies
complic~tions.
from complications.
circuit is almost ideally free from
can
we can
R, we
for R,
resistan ce for
choosin g a suitable resistance
By choosing
valve
the valve
cuts the
diagram cuts
the diagram
arrange that its line on the
already
as already
places, as
thr·ee places,
characte ristic curve in three
anode characteristic
anode
the anode
from the
wire from
discussed.
discussed. And by joining a wire
of
voltage of
the voltage
at the
battery at
direct to a tap on the h.t. battery
To
point. To
that point.
~o that
valve to
point P, we can bring the valve
low-ran ge
put aa low-range
can put
make sure we are there, we can
adjust
and adjust
wire and
(rnA in Fig. 6) in this wire
milliammeter
meter (mA
milliam
Seeing
zero. Seeing
reads zero.
meter reads
the tap voltage until this meter
suppose
might suppose
we might
current, we
the wire is carrying no current,
difference·
no difference;
make no
would make
breakin g the circuit would
that breaking
o;
up or
goes up
current goes
flip !-the current
but directly we do so, flip!—the
get
it get
does it
How does
S. How
or S.
down, and we find it is at Q or
between ?
over the hump in between?

Compo nent
n Component
Hidden
Hidde
"inthose "inof those
one of
in one
found in
be found
explana tion can be
An explanation
anode
the anode
of the
capacita nce of
-the capacitance
compon ents""—the
visible components
the
to the
be to
would be
it would
of it
Most of
es.
to other ·electrod
electrodes.
Most
between
voltage between
fixed voltage
is aa fixed
screen grid, but, since there is
voltage
as voltage
far as
so far
results so
that and earth, the same results
capacithe capaciall the
if all
obtaine d if
concern ed are obtained
changes are concerned
and
earth; and
to earth;
direct to
as direct
regarde d as
tance (C in Fig. 6) is regarded
way.
that way.
on that
going on
is going
what is
it is rather easier to see what
tapping ,
voltage tapping,
the voltage
carefully we adjusted the
However
Howeve r carefully
that
through
current
some
be
always
would
there
some current through that
result
as aa result
only as
if only
switch, if
path when we opened the switch,
and
circuits and
in circuits
fluctuat ions in
le random fluctuations
of the inevitab
inevitable
meter
the meter
breakin g the
Suppos e that just before breaking
valves. Suppose
ued on page 45)
(Continued
(Contin
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this other sort of negative resistance there would
would be
be
a Q' and an S', to one of which the system would
would
promptly go and stay.
So our problem
problem couldn't
couldn't
actually arise.
with this
this
You may still feel, as I do, dissatisfied with
outcome, inescapable though it may be. It reminds
reminds
one of the answer to the old problem of what
what would
encountered an
an imimhappen if an irresistible force encountered
movable object—that
object-that there
ther·e are no such
such things.
things. You
You
would like to know, I am sure, whether there is some
some
fundamental difference between the negative
negative resistresistances in Figs. 77' and 8 which makes itself
itsdf felt at
at or
or
near P, without having to go farther along to
to see
see
even
which way the curve ultimately bends, and even
of difficulties
without having to remember what kinds of
P to
to start with.
with.
there may have been in getting to P

v

0

the instability
Fig. 7. Explaining the role of CC in Fig. 6 in the
of that circuit.

circuit there was a minute current flowing through itit
into the valve.
The valve current would then
then be
be
condition
very slightly greater than through R; aa condition
points
represented rather exaggeratedly in Fig. 7 by points
lp 1 ;
P 1 and P22.• The current through R would be Ip^
P,
through the valve, Ip
lpz;
would be
be
2; and the difference would
coming via the meter circuit. When
When the
the switch
switch was
was
current to
to
opened there would be a sudden call for current
Ipj-Ip,
bridge the Ir
2 -lr 1 gap.
This is where C comes to the rescue. But it
it can
deliver this current only at the
the expense of its
its own
own
the anode
anode
voltage. Its own voltage is the same as the
in so
so doing
doing
voltage, so that begins to drop, and in
P 1 and P22.• So more
more current
widens the gap between P,
is called for, and the gap widens more quickly. And
And
so there is an accelerating movement towards Q.
Q.
the call for
for
Directly P22 gets past the "hump," the
begins
current, and hence the rate of voltage drop, begins
no gap
gap and
and no
no
to decline; until finally, at Q, there is no
further drop in voltage.
With C of the order of lOpF, as it would normally
like one
one
be, the whole process is over in something like
microsecond, so it is difficult to follow by
by eye.
eye. This
This
disadvantage can be overcome by augmenting C
C by
a capacitor of say 16"F.
16,uF. The slowed-down
slowed-down changes
changes
then be observed
observed
of current from it and also via R can then
on suitable milliammeters when the switch is opened
opened
P as possible.
possible. If
If the
the
after initial setting to as near P
system
error in setting to P is on the other side, the system
makes for S instead of Q.
problem?
Fair enough; but how about the original problem?
How does the system know, at the moment of opening the switch, that the valve curve doesn't bend
bend the
the
other way, as in Fig. 8, which in the region of
of P is
is
fool it would look,
look,
identical with Fig. 7? A rare fool
that Q
Q
after rushing madly down as before, to find that
closing
was non-existent and that the gap, instead of closing
up, ever widened, while the scope
scof>e for filling it
it by
by
the voltage across C falling was strictly limited—and
limited-and
even reversed!
reversed !
It appears, however, that this trap would be sprung
before the start. For directly we tried to
to set
set it
it to
to
jtmction of R and the negativenegativeP by connecting the junction
we did
did
resistance device direct to a source of Vp,
V p, as we
in Fig. 6, we would be up against the fact that with
with
WIRELESS
WORLD, January
jANUARY
Wireless World,

An Odd Situation
We seemed to go some way to solving this mystery
when we recognized the existence of C. It provided
a most satisfactory
satisfactory explanation of our experimental
experimental
and 7). But
But it
it
results with the dynatron .(Figs. 6 and
also seems as if it would lead to an extremely
extremely ememnegative-resistance slope
slope
barrassing situation if the negative-resistance
Fig. 8—
8happened to bend over the other way as in Fig.
a rapidly widening current gap to
to fill,
fill, and
and C
C at
at the
the
end of its ability to supply it.
The best tiring
thing to do when theory predicts an
an
practice. This
This is
is
absurdity like this is to try it in practice.
in
comes in
where the old point-contact transistor comes
usefuL Thanks to Mr. Betteridge of the G.E.C.
G.E.C. II
useful.
specimen, which
which
was able to obtain an experimental specimen,
\

Fig. 88. What happens if the
current, after . starting off
from PPas
as in Fig. 7, finds that
the negative-resistance characteristic is of this type?
teristic

v

0

Point~transistor circuit for
for providing
providing negative
negative
Fig. 9. Point-transistor
resistance of the Fig. 8 type.
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-base circuit
I connected
simple common
common-base
circuit shown
shown
connecte d in the simple
-emitter
in fig.
Fig. 9. Unlike the more
more usual
usual common
common-emitter
-cathode valve
common-cathode
valve circuit)
circuit) its
its
circuit (and the common
e (Rb)
polaritiess are such that a bias resistanc
resistance
(Rb) causes
causes
polaritie
positive feedback
feedback.. Because
Because each
each milliamp
milliamp change
change in
in
emitter current causes more
more than
than one
one milliamp
milliamp
current, the
the voltage
voltage drop
drop in
in the
the
change in collector current,
o-base positive
emitter circuit due to the
the emitter-t
emitter-to-base
positive
voltage
resistance
offset by
by the
the reverse
reverse voltage
resistanc e is more than offset
drop across Rb due to collector
collector current.
current. By
By varying
varying
hip between
R, the relations
relationship
between input
input voltage
voltage Vin
Vm
ss valve
(measured
currentless
valve voltmete
voltmeterr V)
V) and
and
(measure d on a currentle
input current Ie
L was plotted, as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 10.
10. Because
Because
t,
the reverse drop across Rb
Rb was
was the
the main
main ingredien
ingredient.
the
matter;
doesn't
this
but
negative,
Via
is
wholly
this
doesn't
matter;
the
Vin
clearly of
of the
the Fig.
Fig. 55 and
and,. 88
shape of the curve is clearly
variety.
for the
the particula
particularr value
value of
of
In Fig. 10 the load line for
R correspo
corresponding
and 2.0V
2.0V isis shown,
shown,
nding to 0.85mA and
e
giving the working point P.
P. There
There isis no
no alternativ
alternative
gly (from
intersection
to, so not
not surprisin
surprisingly
(from
intersect ion to flip over to,
that point of view) this setting
setting proved
proved to
to be
be quite
quite
you may ask,
ask, about
about stray
stray capacicapacistable. But what, you
hip
tance? Seeing that a-round
around PP the
the relations
relationship
es isis the
between
resistances
the same
same
between negative and positive resistanc
as in Fig. 7, which we found
found to
to be
be unstable
unstable,, how
how (yet
(yet
again!) does the system know
know itself
itself to
to be
be stable?
stable?
the transisto
transistorr circuit
circuit and
anddifference between the
One difference
e of
-besides the opposite
the dynatron
dynatron—besides
opposite curvatur
curvature
of the
the
tively low,
es are
bends—iss that the resistanc
resistances
are compara
comparatively
low,
bends-i
nately less
ces have
so very small capacitan
capacitances
have proportio
proportionately
less
tion on
effect; and another is that
that the
the amplifica
amplification
on which
which
e depends
the transistor's
resistance
depends falls
falls off
off
transisto r's negative resistanc
ies. So
frequencies.
So just
just to
to be
be sure
sure
moderate ly high frequenc
at moderately
that there was enough_
enough to make
make the
the thing
thing unstable
unstable
d
le journey
and start it off on an impossib
impossible
journey II connecte
connected
300mF across the input.
300,uF
There was no doubt about
about the
the effect.
effect. The
The circuit
circuit
There
d
didn't blow up, but all
all the
the meter
meter pointers
pointers see-sawe
see-sawed
fro!
violently to and fro!
it was
was with
with the
the
When I started, -it
firm intention of arriving
arriving at
at aa
straightforward
quesstraightf orward answer to the ques«r
tion. But the
the time
time isis far
far spent,
spent, and
and
tion.
\
far from
from having
having cleared
cleared up
up that
that
so far
d another
\
mystery we have
have unearthe
unearthed
another
s ■\
—what happens
happens when
when the
the 300,uF
300«F
-what
\
charge reaches
reaches one
one of
of the
the
capacitor charge
ally)
\
finds itit can
can (theoretic
(theoretically)
bends and finds
44 - \
on nor
nor can
can turn
turn back,
back, but
but
neither go on
\
somehow in
in practice
practice det!s
does keep
keep on
on
somehow
v
y IM"
1
\
turning?
turning?
3■ \
Come to
to think
think of
of it,
it, there
there isis yet
yet
Corne
\
With the
the help
help of
of Fig.
Fig. 77
another. With
ally how
\
we saw theoretic
theoretically
how capacicapaci2\
across the
the dynatron
dynatron ensures
ensures
tance across
e
\
instabilityy when the
the series
series resistanc
resistance
ins~abilit
vely
\
high, by
by cumulati
cumulatively
is relatively high,
i\ widening the
the slightest
slightest current
current gap
gap

IIee (mA)
(rnA)
Fig. 10. Actual
characinput
teristic of an experimental
perimenta1 circuit
as in Fig. 9.

e. When
between dynatron and resistanc
resistance.
When the
the experiexperiment was made with an actual
actual dynatron
dynatron circuit,
circuit, itit
behaved exactly as predicted by
by this
this theory.
theory. If
If now
now
we consider in the same way
way the
the diagram
diagram for
for aa trantrane, Fig.
resistance,
Fig. 5,5, we
we find
find that
that the
the
sistor with low resistanc
ce across
current into or out of a capacitan
capacitance
across the
the transis~
transisnecessitates a voltage change
tor necessitates
change which
which drives
drives the
the
working point PI',1 and P 22 towards
towards P,
P, which
which means
means that
that
this
ng to
the circuit is stable. In
In attempti
attempting
to confirm
confirm this
experime nt I found
by experiment
found itit quite
quite aa tricky
tricky business
business getgete near
tance circuit
low-resistance
circuit anywher
anywhere
near PP to
to
ting the low-resis
y the
was invariabl
invariably
the same
same:: itit
start with, and the result was
the
show
At no
no time
time did
did itit show the
ended up at Q or S. At
n to
slightest inclinatio
inclination
to be
be stable.
stable. Why
Why did
did experiexperice theory
capacitance
theory in
in aa dynatron
dynatron
ment confirm the capacitan
ct it
circuit and contradi
contradict
it in aa transisto
transistorr circuit?
circuit?
to get
get next
next month's
month's issue
issue
It looks as if I shall have to
·
-to find out
out!!

High-Remanence
High- Reman ence Tape
Scotch Boy
A NEW grade of ""Scotch
Boy"" magnetic
magnetic recording
recording
tape has been introduce
introducedd-by
by the
the Minnesot
Minnesotaa Mining
Mining and
and
tape
Manufacturing
is of
of particula
particularr interest
interest
turing Company which is
Manufac
ts: It
enthusiasts.
It isis known
known as
as No.
No. I20
120 and
and
high-qua lity enthusias
to high-quality
remanenc e of 0.9 lines
has a remanence
lines compared
compared with
with 0.6
0.6 lines
lines
d grades.
and No.
No. ISO
150 thin-base
thin-based
grades.
for the No. Ill standard and
The coercivity is 240 oersteds in
in all
all three
three cases.
cases.
The advantages
by the
the new
new tape
tape are
are threethreeadvantag es conferred by
fold. There is a 3-dB increase of
of sensitivity
sensitivity for
for aa given
given
fold.
input, the maximum input for
for aa given
given distortion
distortion level
level
input,
(1%
harmonic)) can be
be increased
increased by
by more
more than
than
(I % 3rd harmonic
3 dB giving an overall gain
gain at
at maximum
maximum of
of 66 to
to 88 dB,
dB,
alternativ ely, the
or, alternatively,
the input
input can
can be
be reduced
reduced to
to aa level
level
which gives the same volume
volume as
as would
would be
be obtained
obtained
lli, but with
with harmonic
harmonic distortion
distortion reduced
reduced
from No. Ill,
approxim ately I2
by approximately
12 dB.
dB.
Like the standard No. lli
Ill tape,
tape, the
the new
new "High
"High OutOutput
cellulose acetate
acetate base
base and
and. isis
put"" grade is on 0.002-in cellulose
available in four spool sizes between
between 600
600 and
and 2,400ft.
2,400ft.
available
10% higher
higher than
than standard
standard tape.
tape.
The cost is about IO%

ess World"
Dates for Your "Wirel
"Wireless
World" Diary
Diary
been
already
ANNOUNCEMENTS
been made
made of
of the
the
have
NTS
NCEME
ANNOU
ns,
dates of many of this year's
year's exhibition
exhibitionss and
and conventio
conventions,
ce of
but for the convenien
convenience
of readers
readers we
we give
give below
below aa list
list
of the principal events
events in
m I957.
1957.
Ma
S-7
March
5-7
March
...
...
Television
Society Exhibition
Exhibition
•••,
Television Society
.C.I.
Hotel, Woburn
Royal
Woburn Place,
Place, London,
London, W
W.C.I.
Royal Hotel,
25-28
March
Physical
Society Exhibition
Exhibition ... . ...... ......
... March
Marc 25-28
Physical Society
W.l .
Horticultura l Society
Royal Horticultural
Royal
Society Halls,
Halls, London,
London, S.S.W.I.
April
8-11
April
...
...
...
Components
Show (R.E.C.M
(R.E.C.M.F.)
... ...
Ap 8-11
.F.)
Componen ts Show
and Park
House and
Grosvenor
Park Lane
Lane House,
House, Park
Park Lane,
Lane,
Grosvenor House
W.l.
London, W.I.
London,
9-13
April
April
.E.)...
Electrical Engineers'
Exhibition (A.S.E
(A.S.E.E.)
Ap 9-13
Engineers' Exhibition
Electrical
W.S.
London, S.
Court, London,
Earls
S.W.5.
Earls Court,
April
12-15
April
...
...
...
Audio Fair
••• •••
Api 12-15
Fair
Audio
.C.2.
Hotel, London,
Waldorf
London, W
W.C.2.
Waldorf Hotel,
7-17
May
May
Show...
n
Instruments,
Electronicss and
and Automatio
Automation Show...
h" 7-17
Instrumen ts, Electronic
Olympia, London,
W. 14.
London, W.l4.
Olympia,
22-June
May 22-June
May
I
Scottish
Show (R.I.C.)
(R.I.C.) ...
May
23
Radio Show
Scottish Radio
Hall, Glasgow.
Kelvin Hall,
Kelvin
Glasgow.
28-July
June
28-July
2
June
n
on Electronic
Convention
Electronicss inin Automatio
Automation ... June 2
Conventio n on
I.R.E.)
(Brit.
(Brit . I.R.E.)
College, Cambridge.
King's
Cambridge.
King's College,
July
July
...
of Electronic
Institution
Electronicss Exhibition
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* Conventions
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held inin conjunction
conjunction with
with these
these exhibitions.
exhibitions
ns are
*Conventio
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RANDOM RADIATIONS
By

"DIALLIST"

Do We Want Colour ??
A QUESTION one is pretty well
certain to be asked during any conversation about television with nontechnical folk is: When are we going
to get colour TV? Or, the inquirer
may put
put· it in the more impatient
form: When are we going to have
form;
colour TV? It was the same, one
orte
gathered, in the United States in the
days when only the black-and-white
picture was available. Everyone professed eagerness to have colour; but
carne along it was to prove
when it came
just about the greatest flop in the
history of American big business.
Those who had seemed so ardently
to desire
desire. it developed a sales resistance that even .the most high-pressure salesmanship couldn't break
down. Some months ago it was
estimated that there were possibly
100,000 colour receivers in use in the
whole length and breadth of the
U.S.A.; but a recent investigation by
an American magazine puts the total
no higher than 75,000. It can hardly
be the prices of such sets that have
been the snag. These have been
brought down from about $1,000 to
the neighbourhood of $750 or so, and
there must be plenty of Americans
..'well
well able to afford · that. One hears
of coming
corning models which are to be
priced at $500 or less, but I doubt
whether even they will get things
really going.
Still .Too
Too Complicated
No, the trouble has been, and still
is, that colour receivers are complicated boxes of tricks, needing constant adjustment. You can't just sit
at your ease and watch. You've got
to be continually jumping up from
your chair to twiddle knobs for the
anythi~g like right.
colours to remain anything
Nobody wants exasperating ""enterentertainment " of that sort, and I'm sure
tainment"
that if colour television using any
system yet developed became a reality
in this country it would flop here
as monumentally as it has on the
other side of the Atlantic. After all,
the monochrome picture isn't all that
unsatisfactory, or there wouldn't be
well over 6,000,000 sets in use here,
or some 34,000,000 (I think that's
the figure) in the United States. I
know I'd far rather have a good
black-and-white picture and a set

seldom needing
~eeding anything but to be
seldom
switched on and off than a coloured
one (rather crude and garish at the
best of times) produced by a set
which called for constant attendon.
attention.
Them's my sentiments, anyhow;
yours, of course, may be quite different.

Basic Inventions Needed
The present posidon
position of colour
to me to be comparable with
seems .to
that of monochrome television when
Baird had developed it as
a:s far as the
scanning disc and neon lamp stage.
That had little or no entertainment
value and sales were small. For
colour to be a success basic new inventions are needed. The flat c.r.
tube with its " built-in" frame
screen now being developed by Dr.
Gabor may be one of these, if, as
one hopes, it comes up to expectations when it reaches its final form.
But others, too, are wanted if the
colour receiver is ever to be as simple
to operate as the monochrome and
to be as suitable for use by the
ordinary non-technical viewer. I've
no doubt whatever that such inventions will be made; but when
that'll be no one can say. Hence,
no one can even attempt to answer
the question:
question : When are we going to
have colour TV?

The Power of Suggestion
Talking of colour television reminds me that many people reported
that they had seen colours on their
black-and-white screens when the
I.T.A. recently tried out a scheme
of colour-by-suggestion. When I was
last in London, shortly before this
was written, two or three friends
(whom I shouldn't have thought
prone to imagining things) were in
no doubt whatsoever that they had
received pictures with distinct traces
of colour while watching the B.B.C.'s
transrmss1ons.
experimental colour transmissions.
Perhaps if the powers-that-be suggest
hard enough that our present " penny
plain " transmissions are really " tuppence coloured"
coloured " there'll be no need
to develop a genuine colour system!'
system ! .

V.H.F. Catching On
FROM what I hear in talks with
people of all sorts and conditions, the
v.h.f./f.m.
v.h.f./f.rn. broadcasting service seems
to be gradually catching on, though
it hasn't yet become as popular as it
deserves. I don't think that quite
enough publicity has been given to
the freedom from interference and
the silent background that can be
given by a good v.h.f. receiver, provided that it's been properly installed. And I think it a pity that
more manufacturers remain unconvinced that there's a big potential
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[narket
rnarket for the press-button, or selector-switch set, pre-tuned to the
Home, Light and Third Programmes.
Programmes,
Nor, again, has sufficient prominence
jsjor,
prominence
been given to the much
much superior
superior
quality obtainable. In these days,
days,
when Hi-Fi is all the rage, one would
have thought that first-rate v.h.f.
v.h.f. sets
sets
would sell like hot cakes. I'm all for
for
omitting the long- and medium-wave
ranges altogether; but, as the Editor
pointed out a month or two ago, the
public generally insists on being able
to receive commercial transmissions
transmissions
from the Continent.

Problem
A erial Problem
The
The Aerial
Some folk, too, don't like the
idea of adding yet another aerial
aerial to
to
not-:_very-beautiful arrays
the not-very-beautiful
arrays which
which
already sprout from their roofs. Unless you're in a wireless shadow
shadow aa
simple dipole is all that is needed up
up
of 45-50
to ranges of
45-50 miles
miles at
at any
any rate.
rate.
If your TV transmitter is vertically
polarized such a dipole can often be
fixed inconspicuously to the mast
H , X, K
carrying the H,
K or what not. In
some areas where the television transmissions
mission s are horizontally polarized
the one aerial array may serve perperfectly well for both television and
v.h.f. sound. I'm pretty sure
sure that
that itit
.vill
vill in the Norwich area, for instance;
instance;
but I haven't yet been able to find
find
out for certain, for at the time of
writing we're still eagerly awaiting
the debut of Tacolneston as a v.h.f.
v.h.f.
broadcasting station. Another great
help towards solving the aerial problem, at shortish ranges anyhow, may
be the use of built-in ferrite rods.
rods.
A Spot
Sp ot of Bother
ONE doesn't envy the I.T.A. its job
of trying to provide a good service in
T V spot of bother, the Sheffield
that TV
valleys; ·
area. Some parts of it lie in valleys;
some are amongst the hills; many are
heavily built up. But it's such a
populous and important place that
the I.T.A.
I.T .A. must feel compelled to do
everything possible to give it a satisThe
factory commercial service.
B.B.C. is more fortunate, for the site
of Holme Moss is higher and its carriers lower than that of Emley Moor.
Even so, there are many Channel 2
black spots in and around Sheffield.
On Channel 10 things are much more
difficult, for its carriers are so much
more liable to be blanketed by hills
hills
more
or
the
tall buildings and to suffer th~
or tall
reflections which give rise to ghosts.
ghosts.
It
Emley Moor's aerial,
may be that Emley
It may
1,250ft above sea level, . aild
and its
its
1,250ft
200-kW e.r.p. won't provide all the
the
answers, and the only thing for some
districts will be a "piped"
" piped " service. I

'
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UNBIASED
Microromeos
LOVE is a delicate subject · which
I had always thought to be completely outside the scope of this journal, but the impact of modern technology seems to have altered all that.
Love
be..:
Lov~ seems well on the way to becoming merely a specialized branch
commg
of electronics, and will, I suppose,
eventually be measured in microromeos or microcasanovas.
I have already referred to Dr.
Grey
Grey. Walter's recent pronouncement
o_ut
that 1t
it would be possible to pick out
people
w~o would make compatible
peop~e who
ma~;nage
marriage partners by examining their
encephalograms.
Now we have Gerald Sykes speak. N?w
ing in
m the Third Programme on the
mg.
subject of "Technology and Love."
Mr. Sykes is an American and therefore would probably be more familiar
with wolf whistles than with heterowhistles. It appears that,
dyne .whistles.
according
accordmg to Mr. Sykes, to understand what love is we need to study
Jung
the psychology of Freud and Jung,
fro~
lea~s us rather away from
thi~ leads
and this
mto the jungle of the
electronics into
electromcs
" id " and the " superego."
But we are brought sharply back
to the .electronic
electronic fold by the latest
suggestiOn that the electronic comsuggestion
puter can solve all problems of love
and lead to happy marriages.
Apparently
Apparendy all that is needed is to
feed into a computer the necessary
data about any budding Benedick
and his Beatrice and it will decide
t,o
whether or not they are suited to
each other.
I don't think it will be nearly so
be for
simple as it is made out to be,
such a lot will depend on the'
the experts who have to decide what is
the proper data the computer needs
calculations
It can make its calculations.
before it
ex~
Having decided on the data, the experts then have to turn it into the
special · binary lingo · of the ACE.
Personally I would far sooner trust
Gertie "
the old-fashioned " Aunty Gertie"
who solves love's problems in certain
of the more romantic of our women's
magazines.
I sincerely
hope the day is far dissincerelyhope
tant when W.W. publishes some book
like " Second Thoughts on Love
Theory," by "Cathode
" Cathode Ray."
Fiat Justitia
WE hear
hea~ of such extraordinary
w~
bemg accomplished by electhm~s being
things
tronic
tromc computers that it surprises me
that
th~t more attention has not been
paid
p_aid to them by the medical profesSion.
sion. '·
!Je
.Surely
Surely a machine could be
designed which, when fed with the
requisite numerical data concerning
bodily temperature, blood pressure

By

FREE GRID

and so on, could make a swift calculation and diagnose the complaint.
At the same time it might indicate
the correct antidote.
Without doubt such a machine is
a possibility of the future and I am
very surprised that this doesn't seem
to be realized in medical circles.
Maybe it is because doctors have
a vested interest in keeping any form
of mechanical medico off the market.
Doctors would, however, always be
wanted to feed accurate data to the
machine.
Another class of person which has
neglected its possibilities is represented by the various Mesdames
Estelles who haunt our seaside piers
and . funfairs. An electronic prognosticator
nostica~or would not put them out
busmes.s. They would still be
of business.
enquirer' s
wanted to feed all the enquirer's
personal details to the machine to
enable it to work out the positions
~he planets and other heavenly
of the
bodies at the precise moment of
birth.
A most important potential field of
operations for
~e computer is surely
~or the
?perations
mag1stenal courts. We often
m our magisterial
in
read of the great divergence in the
penalties imposed by different
the same offence. A
benches for die
wife beater, for instance, who is
arraigned before a bench of hardbitten married men may incur little
more than a mild "tut-tut" of
reproof
from the long-suffering
rep~oof
chauman. If, however, he has the
chairman.
ill-luck to appear before a women
stipendiary or a bench on which
women predominate he can thank
s~ars that the death penalty
~is lucky
his
lucky stars
vtres for magistrates. An
IS ultra vires
is
electronic computer when fed with

the correct data on the crime and
the prisoner's previous record would
unerringly deliver a just and equitable sentence.

TV on Trains

in~e~ested to read recently
I WAS interested
televlSlon demonstration given
of the television
on two specially equipped excursion
~rains
trains in Scotland. The programmes
m
in each case came from the Guard's
van which had been turned into a
small studio. No attempt was made
to relay ordinary broadcast TV programmes but the demonstration was
none-the-less interesting as showing
what we can expect in a few years'
time.
It would not surprise me if TV
eventually became available on all
long-distance trains. Would it be
possible to use the adjacent telegraph wires for a carrier-current system? It would, of course, be rather
like · putting the cart before the horse
to have TV on trains, as no serious
attempt has yet been made in this
country to provide ordinary sound
programmes in our expresses; yet it
has always seemed to me that it
would be so easy to provide each
passenger who wanted this service
with a pair of headphones at an
· appropriate fee. A start could be
made by having a disc jockey in the
· guard's van of each train; real radio
·
·
could come later.
Another
thin~ which is lacking in
Anot~er thing
our
de~plt~ the electronic age
tr_ams, despite
~:mr trains,
Is means of making
hve, is
m
in which we live,
a telephone call. There has not even
been an attempt to provide a telegraphic service, and personally I have
been compelled to follow the example
of castaways on a
desert island and enclose a message in a
a
beer bottle obtained
7
from the restaurant
L.
car. This I have had
to throw out when
passing through a
station in the hope
'Tf 3' ^
that some porter might
pick it up, and usually
~lly I~ have not hoped
·
vam.
In
in vain.
T h e method is,
■
The
is,'.
however, primitive
B and I hope that this
fM
TV demonstr a t i o n
SBWT
will open the eyes of
the ·British
British Railways'
authorities to the possibilities of equipping
trains with an up-todate telegraph, teleWK
phone and television
service. The profits
to
might enable them to
An Unbiased Sentence
reduce fares.
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